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My warmest greetings to the Technical 

Education and Skills Development Authority 

(TESDA) on the publication of the National 

Technical Education and Skills Development 

Plan (NTESDP) 2018-2022.

The Philippines is proud of its relatively young 

workforce, a gem in human capital that should 

bolster our economic progress in the years to 

come. This realization has driven us to address 

the perennial problem of jobs-skills mismatch 

by investing in human capital development to 

advance the government’s socio-economic 

agenda.

The NTESDP 2018-2022 is indeed a timely document and reference that will respond 

to the current needs of our Filipino workers.  Anchored on the “AmBisyon Natin 2040” 

and the Philippine Development Plan 2017-2022, it complements and ampliies our 
efforts to improve our people’s competencies as an effective strategy to unleash and 

maximize their potential as the catalyst for development.

I enjoin TESDA and the entire technical-vocational education and training community 

to work together in achieving an economically strong, more prosperous and 

sustainably progressive Philippines that the Filipino people truly deserve.

Again, congratulations and I wish you more power.

Rodrigo Roa Duterte
President
Republic of the Philippines

Message of the President



It is my distinct honor and privilege to 

preside, as the Cabinet Secretary, over the 

presentation and approval of the NTESDP 

2018–2022: the medium-term plan for 

Technical and Vocational Education and 

Training (TVET).

The NTESDP 2018-2022 is the blueprint 

of policy directions for all TVET actors and 

stakeholders in advancing human capital 

development towards a “Vibrant Quality 

TVET for Decent Work and Sustainable 

Inclusive Growth.” As with any plan, the 

NTESDP 2018-2022 would not serve its 

useful purpose if not fully implemented. The 

Plan’s successful implementation hinges upon the concerted efforts of the National 

Government Agencies and all TVET stakeholders, including the industry, academe, 

and training providers. Essential in the realization of the Plan’s objectives is the 

continued cooperation and development of convergence programs among TVET 

stakeholders.

Indeed, there are still challenges confronting the development of the TVET sector. 

Fortunately, the NTESDP 2018-2022 provides the sector with strategies that could 

guide workers, learners, academic institutions, industries, and government units 

in harmonizing efforts for skills development, training, and lifelong learning.  The 

commitment of all the stakeholders in providing quality TVET is fundamental in 

ensuring that the Filipino workforce is readily equipped with the necessary high-

demand skills and competencies for the global market.

Congratulations to TESDA and its partners in the formulation of the NTESDP 2018-

2022!  To the technical and vocational education and training community, let us 

continue to work together to ensure that the Plan is appreciated for what it seeks 

to accomplish: to bring greater beneits and opportunities for the Filipino people 
through TVET.

Mabuhay!

Leoncio B. Evasco, Jr. 
Cabinet Secretary

Message of the Cabinet Secretary



We share with the Technical Education and 
Skills Development Authority (TESDA) the 
fulillment of having a brand new National 
Technical Education and Skills Development 
Plan (NTESDP).

This plan for 2018-2022 is a boost to our 
nation’s workforce as it ires premium to 
the dignity of Filipino labor. The NTESDP 
2018-2022 will contribute immensely to the 
attainment of the Department of Labor and 
Employment’s mission for Filipino workers to 
gain productive and decent employment.

This Plan seeks to provide the country’s labor 
force with tools, guides, and resources that 
will enhance capacity to produce. I note with pride that the Plan does not view labor 
as a producer of capital, men and women who need to improve their skills set.

The NTESDP 2018-2022 humanizes the idea of labor and capital by recognizing 
those especially who were in the periphery. I commend the Plan and its two-pronged 
strategic thrust which deliberately and purposely address the basic sectors.

In its complete form, I am excited at how the plan will bring together the academe, 
government, industries and other TVET stakeholders in harmony to draw up the 
productive potentials of the Filipino workers.

I join the rest of the oficialdom of TESDA in standing fully behind the NTESDP 
2018-2022 and its strategies and courses of actions.  I encourage other 
government-member agencies, organizations, and individuals, as well as the 
private sector industries and organizations, to support TESDA as it orchestrates 
the implementation of this comprehensive Plan.

Congratulations!

Silvestre H. Bello III
Chairperson, TESDA Board
Secretary
Department of Labor and Employment

Message of the DOLE Secretary



Message of the TESDA Director General 

I am pleased to present to our clients and partners in the Technical-Vocational Education and 
Training (TVET) sector and to the Filipino workers, the National 
Technical Education and Skills Development Plan (NTESDP), 
2018-2022.

The NTESDP is the medium-term plan for the entire TVET 
sector, developed by the Technical Education and Skills 
Development Authority (TESDA) pursuant to one of its 
mandates. Now in its fourth cycle, the NTESDP 2018-2022 
banners the theme, “Vibrant Quality TVET for Decent Work and 
Sustainable Inclusive Growth”. This Plan situates the realities 
that actors, players, and stakeholders of the TVET community 
face, and articulates these realities into directions, strategies, 
programs, and activities that respond to real human needs. 
It mirrors the TESDA’s experiences and presents lessons 
learned from the successes, as well as from failures, of past planning cycles.  

One of my irst actions after I assumed the TESDA’s leadership was to chart the Agency’s 
priorities. This gave birth to our Reform and Development Agenda which emphasizes social 
equity in the provision of TVET in the country, aside from making our workers globally-
competitive. I had in mind those sectors that are underprivileged and marginalized in terms of 
access to quality TVET, so we put it in the front and center in the Agenda to ensure they will have 
the opportunity to gain the competencies needed to make them productive, either through wage 
employment or entrepreneurial activities. I am happy to note that this priority had found its way 
in the NTESDP 2018-2022, where increased access to those sectors that were traditionally and 
perennially left behind is given a premium.

The NTESDP 2018–2022 translates various development plans into the language of the TVET 
sector. During its formulation, the TESDA took into consideration the directives emanating from 
the Philippine Development Plan (PDP) 2017-2022, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 
Industry and Regional Roadmaps, consultation outputs, surveys, and studies to produce a 
comprehensive, public-oriented, and sector-based plan. This is, indeed, a very expansive Plan.

Yet, it is also fastidious in details. In writing the Plan, the TESDA sought not only to set directions, 
but also to calibrate strategies that focus on the ground and its nuances — to stimulate 
proactivity. Further, the TESDA built the Plan on the transformational capacity of TVET— a unique 
strength—to go beyond its sector and negotiate, skillfully, between its education and economic 
roles. The result is a Plan conscious of its influence in social development and reflective of the 
TESDA’s commitment to pursue social equity through convergence of resources, support, and 
participation of both the government and private sectors.

Now that we have a Plan, the next challenge is its successful implementation. I cannot over-
emphasize enough that the success of the NTESDP 2018-2022 depends on the concerted 
effort of all the critical actors, including us at the Agency. We all need to embrace the Plan and 
make the environment conducive for its implementation. Only then can we generate the various 
sectors’ acceptance and support of the Plan. Having this support, I am conident that the TVET 
community’s collective movement will make it easier to achieve the Plan’s envisioned goals and 
objectives. 

I sincerely commend everyone who contributed to make this Plan a reality. Your work, the 
NTESDP 2018-2022 reflects your enduring commitment to build a TVET environment that 
deines value, quality, integrity, and excellence in the service to our Filipino countrymen. Now, 
I would like to enlist your support so this Plan will hasten the realization of our dream for a 

Philippines for Filipinos that is economically vibrant, socially dynamic and prosperous.

Guiling “Gene” A. Mamondiong
Director General
(July 2016 - October 2018)



Message of the TESDA Director General 

Let me congratulate my predecessor, Secretary Guiling “Gene” A. Mamondiong, for leading 
TESDA and other TVET stakeholders in the formulation of 
the National Technical Education and Skills Development 
Plan (NTESDP) 2018-2022.

Being the national TVET blueprint, the NTESDP in its 
inal form, was a model in collaboration and stakeholder 
engagement. In its pages can be seen the participation of 
the various sectors during the phases of its planning and 
formulation. It reflects the numerous sectoral, spatial, and 
multi-level consultations that ensured its relevance and 
inclusivity. Thus, I fully appreciate the tremendous efforts 
and incalculable value of intellectual resources that the 
TESDA invested in seeing the NTESDP 2018-2022 become 
a reality.

When I assumed the TESDA’s leadership, I had quickly understood, and I now say it, that we 
should not under-estimate the crucial role that TVET in general, and TESDA in particular, play 
in the government’s peace and development agenda. Over my long years in public service, 
I have witnessed how poverty breeds social unrest and injustice, so much so that in my 
new mantle of responsibility, I believe we can use TVET to win the hearts and minds of 
our unreached and/or hard-to-reach countrymen and bail them out of poverty. TVET is an 
acknowledged social equalizer and change agent. It helps develop a person’s competencies. 
It transforms him/her into becoming a productive citizen, for TVET opens doors to decent 
employment or proitable entrepreneurship. 

The NTESDP 2018-2022 Vision, “Vibrant Quality TVET for Decent Work and Sustainable 
Development”, echoes the aspiration of each and every Filipino to be a productive member of 
society. This is well reflected in the two strategic thrusts of “TVET for Global Competitiveness 
and Workforce Readiness” and “TVET for Social Equity” which ensure that those who have 
less in life would have more in TVET. The plan seeks to address the current and emerging 
competency requirements of industries in both the domestic and global labor markets in 
this age of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR). More importantly, the Plan addresses the 
widespread clamour of the underprivileged and marginalized sectors for social inclusion 

Now that we have the NTESDP 2018-2022, the more challenging part of our work is to execute 
the Plan to its fullest. As Director General, I enjoin the cooperation of all TVET stakeholders—
government agencies, non-government organizations, industry, academe and the general 
public—to lend their support in implementing the Plan. Only through synchronized action, 
focus, and unity and harmony towards our common objective can we realize our collective 
desire of uplifting the lives of our fellow Filipinos. We, at the TESDA, will be with you all the 
way to accomplish and achieve.

Congratulations and Godspeed.

Isidro S. Lapeña, PhD, CSEE
Director General
(October 2018 - present)
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NTESDP 2018 - 2022
Executive Summary

Envisioning a Vibrant Quality TVET for Decent Work and Sustainable Inclusive 

Growth, this fourth cycle of the National Technical Education and Skills Development 

Plan (NTESDP) 2018 – 2022 aims to mobilize and encourage the full participation 

of industries, the labor sector, government units, relevant educational institutions, 

and non-government organizations in the development of the Philippines’ human 

capital resources. It serves as a compass to orient Technical Vocational Education 

and Training (TVET) actors, movers and leaders in coming up with responsive policies 

and implementing programs for the sector and as support to the broader goals and 

objectives of the national government.

The primary objective of the NTESDP 2018 – 2022 is to galvanize and strengthen the 

TVET sector through a Two-Pronged Strategic Thrust: (1) Global Competitiveness 

and Workforce Readiness; and (2) Social Equity for Workforce Inclusion and Poverty 

Reduction. 

In the formulation of the Plan, TESDA identiied, reviewed and analyzed external and 
internal environments, constituting of global and local factors which affect the TVET 

sector. Similarly, it has been aligned with global, national and sectoral development 

plans, national education legislations, and international standards referencing. It drew 

from contemporary labor and employment realities like migration and engendering 

paradigm shifts in technology particularly the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR), 

ecology, climate change and green economy, sustainability as well as gender and 

social equity advocacies.

These factors have been recognized as paving ways for changes in the way how we 

see the world of work and are influencing and creating new ways of living, learning 

and working and which are demanding more knowledgeable and skilled workforce, 

innovative and sustainable approaches, globally competitive standards and ease of 

access and mobility for TVET stakeholders.

The Plan has the following goals or objectives:

1. Create a conducive and enabling environment for the development and quality 

service delivery of the TVET sector in order to produce work-ready, globally 

competitive, green economy workers imbued with 21st century skills.

2. Prepare the Philippine workforce for the challenges posed by the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution as it ushers in new jobs not yet in the marketplace but that will make 

existing ones obsolete. 

3. Assure that industries with high economic and employment growth potentials are 

provided with the required quantity of quality workforce

4. Directly and more vigorously address workforce needs of the basic sectors in 

order to achieve greater social equity and economic inclusion.

5. Instill values and integrity in the conduct and delivery of TVET in the whole sector 

and progressively align their programs and course offerings with global standards, 

especially in critical or priority sectors of the Philippine economy
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To achieve these ive (5) sectoral goals, strategic and purposive responses are needed: 
TVET with Agility, to prepare the Philippine workforce for global competitiveness 

and future world of work; TVET with Scalability, to deliver high quantity job-ready, 

quality workforce; and TVET with Flexibility and Sustainability for social equity and 

economic inclusion. 

These responses are seen to allow TVET to be vigilant and adaptable to changes in 

the sector. The NTESDP focuses on the preparation and anticipation of stakeholder 

needs through skills forecasting and anticipation and other research and development 

approaches; close engagement with clients to keep pace with their demands for 

the world of work and to be responsive with the needs of society in general; and 

the development of a comprehensive, inclusive and equitable service delivery to all 

Filipinos.

  

The NTESDP stresses on the convergence and collaboration of government units, 

industries, academe and pertinent organizations for a successful, holistic service 

output.

The TESDA with the TVET sector commit to address the issues, problems and gaps 

culled from the learnings of the previous and current Plan in order for the sector to 

remain relevant. All in all, the NTESDP efforts to pursue and achieve Quality TVET for 

All.
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PLANNING ENVIRONMENT

Introduction

“The path to development is paved not by the progress of one but of 
many, if not by all. It is the agency of the person that contributes to the 

building of a community, of a society and of a nation.”

The development of the competencies of the Filipino workforce through 
technical vocational education and training (TVET) has been widely 
acknowledged as a vital component towards achieving the country’s 
economic and social development. It is a tool or a means to contend with the 
challenges that confront our workforce. It equips individuals with the necessary 
competencies. It prepares them to become competitive and employable in 
both the international and domestic labor market. Likewise, it also improves 
the chances of an individual to gain access to relevant employment, become 
economically productive and rise above poverty and marginalization. Thus, 
workforce development for employability and productivity is an imperative 
given the challenges posed by the changing nature of employment, markets, 
technology, and even the demography of different countries.

As part of the Human Development and Poverty Reduction Cluster and as 
mandated by Sec. 2 of RA 7796 (Technical Education and Skills Development 
Authority Act of 1994), TESDA takes cognizance of the signiicance of TVET 
and the vital role it plays in social development. It is conscious and purposive 
in actualizing its mandate to carry out the government’s efforts in providing 
relevant, accessible, high quality, and eficient technical education and skills 
development. This is in support of developing high quality Filipino workforce 
responsive to the country’s development goals and priorities. 

TESDA articulates its mandate to advocate and manage the sector by inding ways 
and innovative means in ensuring TVET’s relevance as a valuable educational 
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and career path, and a critical platform for socio-economic development. This 
is expressed and detailed in the formulation of the National Technical Education 
and Skills Development Plan (NTESDP), a comprehensive development plan for 
the Filipino workforce, as provided for in Sec. 21 of RA No. 7796. 
 
Exercising its duty to lead the TVET sector, TESDA hereby presents the 4th 
NTESD Plan for 2018-2022.  It is aligned with the country’s development 
goals and priorities and responding to the national development’s thrust 
of accelerating human capital development by ensuring lifelong learning 
opportunities for all towards Decent Work and Sustainable Inclusive 
Growth.

Central to the NTESDP is to ensure that technical education and skills 
development is responsive not only in meeting the skills needs of the high 
growth industries and other economic sectors, but also as a means for 
enhancing the capabilities of the Filipinos, particularly the vulnerable and the 
marginalized sectors, to enable them to access and beneit from employment 
and development opportunities.

Culled from the careful analysis of the internal and external landscapes of 
TVET, the NTESDP 2018-2022 maps out a ive-year direction for the sector. 
It navigates around shifting paradigms and is designed to contend with the 
three challenges confronting the sector through three strategic responses. 
These are:

First, the AGILITY to keep pace with the rapid technological development 
and future requirements from the Fourth Industrial Revolution to the growing 
clamor for 21st century skills; 

Second, the SCALABILITY to provide industries with suficient number of 
quality workforce to complement their economic growth; and 

Third, the FLEXIBILITY and SUSTAINABILITY to address the needs and demands of 

the majority of the population from the basic sectors1. 

These three strategic responses serve as markers and indicative attributes necessary 

in the delivery of quality technical vocational education and training (TVET) in the 

country. It is complemented by two other responses as afirmative and organizational 
actions that form the foundation of TESDA as the lead agency to oversee the sector. 

These are the CONDUCIVENESS of the TVET landscape,  ensuring an encouraging 

accessible and equitable environment to all stakeholders; and INTEGRITY that makes 

the sector relevant and credible. These are accompanied by a responsive legislative 

1  R.A. 8425 also known as the “Social Reform and Poverty Alleviation Act “refers to the basic sectors as 
“the disadvantaged sectors of Philippine society, namely: farmer-peasant, artisanal isherfolk, workers in 
the formal sector and migrant workers, workers in the informal sector, indigenous peoples and cultural 
communities, women, differently-abled persons, senior citizens victims of calamities and disasters, youth 
and students, children, and urban poor
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agenda and effective communications plan ensuring the position of TVET as a 

practical, value-rich and viable life path.

The Plan shall serve as a guidepost and reference for all TVET actors and leaders in 

coming up with relevant policies and implementing programs for the sector. It shall 

provide the main frame for sectoral and regional planning and other initiatives that will 

support its broader range of strategies, policies and programs. 

The Plan consists of the following:

Chapter 1: Introduction tackles the legal basis for the formulation of the NTESDP. This 

presents the background/ rationale on the need to formulate the plan, how the plan is 

structured and its relationship to other reports.

Chapter 2: Planning Environment analyses both the external and internal environment 

that impinges on the TVET sector. This maps out the issues, challenges and the 

current and emerging developments that the TVET sector would need to address. 

Concerns about the economic, demographic and social context that necessitates the 

formulation of the plan will be covered under this portion of the plan.

Chapter 3: Employment Trends, Forecasts and Skills Priorities provides employment trends 

and shows projections for 2018 to 2022 as basis for the identiication of skills priorities.

Chapter 4: Strategic Directions deals with the policies and strategies that must be 

undertaken for the entire plan period so as to address the identiied issues and challenges.

Chapter 5: Implementation, Monitoring and Evaluation outlines the processes 

in achieving the plan’s programs and projects, including legislative agenda and 

communication plan. This chapter also details the process and structure to be used in 

measuring the progress made in achieving plan deliverables. 

The successful implementation of the plan will require the collective work of the 

different stakeholders and regular monitoring and evaluation. Continuing consultation 

with the partners and stakeholders shall be pursued for the plan review and re-planning 

to ensure that the desired results are achieved.



Planning 
Environment



TVET is gaining recognition in various international and national priorities for 

education and development agenda. TVET is considered “a source of skills, 

knowledge, and technology needed to drive productivity in the knowledge-based 

and transition societies of the 21st Century1”. There are varying beliefs in TVET’s 

potential contribution in addressing multiple development issues, such as the 

transition to the Fourth Industrial Revolution, labor mobility, and social equity. 

However, the negative perception towards TVET as a second best or a last resort 

alternative leading to less prestigious career paths, lower prospects for higher 

earnings or further education2 still persists.  

The external and internal landscapes of the sector are crucial to craft appropriate 

strategies to harness TVET for global competitiveness and social equity.

External Assessment

Global trends

Demographic Trends

In 2010, the change in the demographics of the world population was evident when 

there was “a six percent absolute decline in the number of children below 14 years 

of age in developed countries, in contrast to an 18% increase in the least developed 

countries. The population of less developed regions is considerably younger, while 

there is a rising number of older workers in the developed regions3.”(See Figure 1)

1 P.T.M. Marope, B. Chakroun and K. P. Holmes, (2015) Unleashing the Potential: Transforming 
Technical and Vocational Education and Training, Paris: United Nations Educational, Scientiic and 
Cultural Organization

2 Ibid., p. 12
3  Ibid., p. 36

Planning Environment
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Given this data, TVET can signiicantly position itself within this gap. Its systems 
and methods have to adapt to this demographic change.  Marope et al. (2015) 

state that “the challenge... is primarily one of helping older workers adapt to 

structural and technological changes4” while “a large cohort of youths for entry 

into the workforce” should be prepared. Marope et al. further argued that “with 

fertility rates dropping nearly everywhere and life expectancy rising in most of the 

world regions, the ageing phenomenon will become more pervasive, albeit still 

uneven across regions.” Hence, it is necessary for educational institutions such 

as TVET to be responsive to global trends by strengthening its infrastructures to 

meet global developmental changes and challenges. 

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)

The UN SDG No. 4 is to ensure inclusive and equitable 

quality education and promote lifelong learning 

opportunities for all. It pushes to “achieve the goal of 

universal primary and secondary education, affordable 

vocational training, access to higher education and 

more5.” Its targets include substantially increasing 

the number of youth and adults who have relevant 

skills, including technical and vocational skills for 

employment, decent jobs and entrepreneurship. 

4  Ibid., p. 37
5 http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/sustainable-development-goals/goal-4-quality-

education.html
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In relation to this, the UNESCO Education For All (EFA) movement recognizes 

the need to ensure “that the learning needs of all young people and adults 

are met through equitable access to appropriate learning and life-skills 

programs.” According to the UN, the number of young people who will seek 

further education follows when the number of children completing primary 

education increases. Consequently, expansion in secondary education causes 

changes in the curriculum. In countries where upper secondary education is 

readily available, technical and vocational studies have progressed into post-

secondary education.  

PLANNING ENVIRONMENT
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FIGURE 1. AGE DISTRIBUTION IN LESS DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPED REGIONS, 
ACTUAL (2010) AND PROJECTED (2050)

Age group (years)

Less developed regions Developed regions 

Age group (years)

Source: Calculations based on UN 2011a. World Population Prospects: 
The 2010 Revision. New York, UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs.

Less developed regions Developed regions 
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External Assessment

Migration

Movement is an inherent nature of man. The trafic of people, goods and 
information has been even more accessible with the advancements in travel 

and communication whether a want or a need diaspora is an outlook and goal 

of many people. 

As a consequence of necessity, people have been and are migrating to look for 

greener pastures. With globalization and trade liberalization, workers young 

and old migrate in search of decent jobs, whether it is internal migration 

(from rural to urban area within the same country), or external migration to 

developed countries. In 2010, 62% of migrants of working age (20 to 64 years) 

lived in developed countries, and this trend is still projected to continue in the 

near future (Marope et al., 2015a). 

Migrants need mechanisms to be successful in their endeavors. TVET is 

seen as a means to equip migrants with the skills they need in their new work 

settings (Marope et al., 2015b).

Technological Advancements and Innovation

The world has transitioned into the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR), where 

“fusion of the online world and the world of industrial production” is taking 

place. According to the World Economic Forum (2016), industry demands 

change in reaction to said technological advancements6.

Advancement in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM), 

including the prevalence and use of Information and Communications 

Technology (ICT) in the recent decades has changed dramatically, and has 

called for new requirements in TVET. There has been massive increase in the 

use of ICT in the larger majority of occupations, and new occupations have 

6  Klaus Schwab, (2016), The Fourth Industrial Revolution, World Economic Forum, https://www.
weforum.org/about/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-by-klaus-schwab, par. 3
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also emerged in the ICT sector. These technological advancements have created the 

demand not only for more knowledgeable and skilled workforce, but also for those 

that can adapt quickly to emerging technologies in a cycle of continuous learning. 

The TVET sector has already felt the impact of the rapidly changing environment, 

from technical education and skills development, to skills recognition and teaching 

methodology. On average, by 2020, more than a third of the desired core skill sets of 

most occupations will be comprised of skills that are not yet considered crucial to the 

job today.  According to respondents of a WEF 2016 study, “developments in genetics, 

artiicial intelligence, robotics, nanotechnology, 3D printing and biotechnology7, to 

name just a few, are all building on and amplifying one another.” It is imperative for 

TVET to cope with such transformations and be able to anticipate future revolutions 

and to cope with such transformations in skills development, skills recognition and 

teaching methodology.

Cognizant’s Center for the Future of Work published a report predicting new jobs that 

will emerge over the next ten years and which will reflect a technology-focused world 

of work.8 Many of these jobs, such as a Virtual Sherpa (human guide assisting online 

shop visitors remotely thru a virtual reality environment), or a Digital Tailor (a tailor using 

a portable 3D scanning machine that reads accurate body measurements) resemble 

existing jobs but with an IT component.  The report provides a plausible insight of what 

the future workplace would look like. It is imperative that TVET should serve as the tool 

to equip workers with the relevant skills as new jobs and new technologies emerge. 

Climate Change and the Transition to the Green Economy

Ecological consciousness is part of the changing global paradigms, expanding to 

different disciplines which include the TVET sector. Sustainability is likewise integrated 

with education as manifested in the SDGs that “by 2030, ensure that all learners acquire 

the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development, including, 

among others, through education for sustainable development and sustainable 

lifestyles…”. Further, UNESCO has set its aim “to improve access to quality education 

on sustainable development at all levels and in all social contexts, to transform 

society by reorienting education and help people develop knowledge, skills, values 

and behaviours needed for sustainable development.” These goals aim to establish 

the relationship of education with ecological consciousness. 

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) deines the green economy as 
“one that results in improved human well-being and social equity, while signiicantly 
reducing environmental risks and ecological scarcities. It is low carbon, resource 

eficient, and socially inclusive” (UNEP, 2011). The concept of green economy sprung 
from the need to address a host of environmental problems and to achieve sustainable 

development. The ILO described three possible ways for a “green shift” in the economy 

or green economic transformation: 

• ‘green restructuring’, which implies a shift of activities at the industry level from 

carbon-intensive to greener production; 

• emergence of new occupations, with the introduction of new regulations and the 

development of new technologies; and 

• changing skills proiles in existing occupations, as the result of greening production 
7 World Economic Forum (2016), The Future of Jobs, http://reports.weforum.org/future-of-jobs-2016/, par. 1
8 Cognizant Center for the Future of Work (2017) Jobs of the Future: A Guide to Getting – and Staying – 

Employed for the Next 10 Years
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processes and workplaces (International Labour Organization [ILO], 2011).

A Green Economy guarantees the eficient, economical and effective use of resources 
and maintains the highest standards of ecological integrity and shall facilitate the 

attainment of a vibrant Green Economy that advocates environment-friendly, safe and 

sustainable work practices.

However, a Green Economy cannot be sustained unless the needs and aspirations 

of workers in the basic sectors, most of whom rely on natural resources, are taken 

into account. This means that Green Economy must strive for social equity and uplift 

social justice. 

According to a study done by Yusuf and Francisco in 2009, all the regions of the 

Philippines are among the most vulnerable areas in Southeast Asia. The country is 

not only exposed to tropical cyclones, especially in the northern and eastern parts, but 

also to many other climate-related hazards, such as floods, landslides, and droughts. 

It is thus important for the Philippines to move towards a green economy and to 

produce green jobs. 

International Qualiications Referencing Initiatives

The Philippines is in the process of cross-referencing its Philippine Qualiications 
Framework (PQF) with the ASEAN Qualiications Reference Framework (AQRF). 
AQRF is a common reference framework that enables comparisons of education 

qualiications across participating ASEAN Member States (AMS). This allows the 
Philippines to benchmark qualiications of Filipino skilled workers and professionals 
with its regional counterparts to ensure that its standards are at par with AMS. At 

the country level, this would entitle our Filipino workforce further mobility and ease 

of employment within AMS. At the regional level, referencing under the AQRF will 

hopefully contribute to improving regional competitiveness and initiate inter-regional 

benchmarking in the future. 
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Mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) are international agreements that recognize 

the substantial equivalency of participating organizations’ accreditation processes. 

MRAs or “Accords” are similarly another way of integrating Philippine qualiications 
and standards with that of other countries, albeit at a much smaller scale (notable 

examples include the Washington Accord, Sydney Accord, Dublin Accord, and Seoul 

Accord). 

 

The following are professions with ASEAN MRAs:

a. Engineering Services, Kuala Lumpur, 09 Dec 2005

b. Nursing Services, Cebu, Philippines, 08 Dec 2006

c. Architectural Services, Singapore, 19 Nov 2007

d. Surveying Qualiications, Singapore, 19 Nov 2007
e. Accountancy Services, Cha-am, Thailand, 26 Feb 2009

f. Medical Practitioners, Cha-am, Thailand, 26 Feb 2009

g. Dental Practitioners, Cha-am, Thailand, 26 Feb 2009

h. Tourism Professionals, Bangkok, Thailand, 09 Nov 2012

National Trends

Philippine Economic Situation

Gross Domestic Product and Population

The Philippine economy has seen a remarkable progress with a 6.36% average GDP 

growth rate from 2011 to 2017 as shown in Figure 3. This growth igure is brought 
about by the increased public spending, growth in the export of goods and backed up 

by the growing revenues of the manufacturing, trade, real estate, business processing 

industry and tourism sectors.

FIGURE 2. THE PHILIPPINE QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK (PQF)
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The total Philippine population increased by 8.6 million people, with the greatest 

increase in the 15-64 years age group at 6.6 million people from 2010 to 2015. The 15-

64 years age group also has the greatest share of the total population for all periods, 

with its share increasing through the years

.

FIGURE 3. PHILIPPINE ANNUAL GDP GROWTH RATE 2010-2016, 
AND REAL GDP (2000 PRICES), 1960-2013

Source: PSA, NEDA, Investor Relations Ofice

FIGURE 4. POPULATION BY AGE GROUP, 2015, 2010, 2007
Source: Philippine Statistics Authority
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Poverty Incidence / Poverty Threshold

Among the 17 regions, those with high poverty incidence rates were: ARMM (48.2%), 
CARAGA (30.8%), VIII (30.7%), XII (30.5%), X (30.3%), V (27.5%), VI (23.6%) and IX (26%).  
These eight poorest regions comprised 60% or 2.25M of the total poor families in 
2015 (3,746,513).  Regions with decreased poverty incidence since 1991 were II, CAR, 
I, V, IV-B, CARAGA, XI, and XII. Poverty in these regions was reduced by more than 17 

point-percent from the baseline year in 1991.

TABLE 1. POVERTY INCIDENCE RATES IN FAMILIES BY REGION, 1991, 2006, 2009, 2012, 2015
Source: PSA

Region 1991a/ 2006 2009 2012 2015

PHILIPPINES 29.7 21.0 20.5 19.7 16.5

NCRd/ 5.3 2.9 2.4  2.6 2.7

CAR 36.7 21.1 19.2 17.5 14.9

Region I 30.6 19.9 16.8 14.0 9.6

Region II 37.3 21.7 20.2 17.0 11.7

Region III 18.1 10.3 10.7 10.1 8.9

Region IV-A 19.1 7.8 8.8 8.3 6.7

Region IV-B 36.6 32.4 27.2 23.6 17.4

Region V 48.0 35.4 35.3 32.3 27.5

Region VI 32.3 22.7 23.6 22.8 16.6

Region VII 38.2 30.7 26.0 25.7 23.6

Region VIII 42.3 33.7 34.5 37.4 30.7

Region IX 36.4 40.0 39.5 33.7 26.0

Region X 42.6 32.1 33.3 32.8 30.3

Region XI 34.1 25.4 25.5 25.0 16.6

Region XII 47.4 31.2 30.8 37.1 30.5

CARAGA 48.5 41.7 46.0 31.9 30.8

ARMM 26.9 40.5 39.9 48.7 48.2

According to the Philippine Statistics Authority, the country’s poverty incidence9 in 

2015 was 21.6%, down from 25.2% in 2012 and 26.3% in 2009.  Roughly 17 out of 100 
Filipino families (16.5%) or a total of 3.75 million families were estimated to be living 
below the poverty threshold in 2015. 

At the regional level, the regions with the lowest poverty incidence among families 
in 2006, 2009, 2012, and 2015 continued to be NCR, Region III (Central Luzon) and 
Region IV-A (CALABARZON). It may be interesting to note that all regions posted 
improvements in poverty incidence among families, with signiicant improvements in 
the poverty incidence from 2012 to 2015  as observed in Regions I, II, VI, VIII and XI.

In 2015, the annual per capita poverty threshold10 or the minimum income required to 
meet the basic food and non-food needs was estimated at P21,753, or an average of 
P1,813 per month. 

The highest annual per capita poverty threshold in the Philippines for 2015 is in NCR 
at P25,007, or an average of P2,084 per month. This is followed by Region III (P23,200 

annually, P1,933 per month) and Region XI (P22,754 annually, P1,896 per month).

9 The minimum income required for a family/individual to meet the basic food needs, which satisies the 
nutritional requirements for economically necessary and socially desirable physical activities.

10 The minimum income required for a family/individual to meet the basic food and non-food requirements.
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The following sectors posted the highest poverty incidences in 2015, and had a higher 

poverty incidence rate than the national average at 21.6%11:

 

• Farmers – 34.3%

• Fishermen – 34% 

• Children – 31.4%

• Self-employed and unpaid family workers – 25%

• Women – 22.5%

 

Based on the estimated food threshold 12and poverty threshold13, a family of ive in 
2015 needed at least PhP 6,329 monthly to meet their basic food needs, and PhP 

9,064 monthly to meet basic food and non-food needs.

Philippine Labor Situation

Working age population

As the population of 15 years and over is increasing, so is the number of persons in 

the labor force and the number of employed persons. With the number of employed 

persons increasing, the number of unemployed persons is also decreasing, which 

means that the growth of the Philippine economy is becoming more inclusive as 

more Filipinos are able to participate in the labor market. However, the number of 

underemployed persons is increasing, which could mean that more employed people 

are searching for better jobs.

11 The Philippine Statistics Authority noted that the basic sectors were not mutually exclusive, i.e., there 
could be overlaps among sectors wherein women may also be counted as senior citizens, farmers, etc.

12 The minimum income required for a family/individual to meet the basic food and non-food requirements.
13 The proportion of families/individuals with per capita income less than the per capita poverty threshold to 

the total number of families/individuals.

FIGURE 5. POPULATION 15 YEARS OLD AND OVER EMPLOYMENT STATUS, 2011-2016 (IN MILLIONS)
Source: National Statistics Ofice, Labor Force Survey, Annual Labor and Employment Estimates, 2011-2016
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The working age population is increasing at a compounded annual growth rate of 

1.66% for the past six years. But while employed individuals have also increased at 

1.64% growth rate and the unemployed have been reduced at a negative rate of 2.86, 

working age Filipinos who are not part of the labor force have also risen at a 2.21% 

annual growth rate.  As this may reflect the so-called demographic “sweet spot”14 it 

only shows that there is still a signiicant percentage of population (40% in average 
composed of the unemployed and those not in the labor force) that can be tapped to 

become an active part of the labor force. This does not include the underemployed 

(11%), who with program interventions, may have access to better jobs and wages. 

If socioeconomic policies that address issues on the labor productivity, fertility ratio, 

and the high dependency ratio will be successfully implemented, then the country may 

beneit from the demographic dividend15 and boost its economic growth like its Asian 

neighbors that previously beneited from a demographic transition.   

The increasing trend in the share of wage and salary workers and the decreasing trend of 

self-employed workers means that more people see that there is a perceived stability in 

salaried work than in self-employment. There is also a decline of 2 percentage points in 

the share of workers that are doing unpaid work, which is about 800,000 workers.  

By Sex

Despite an almost equal distribution of males and females in the household population 

of 15 years and above, males consistently had a higher labor force participation rate 

than females. However, employment rate among females is relatively equal to that of 

males (2016).

14 Forecast (by HSBC economists and echoed by former BSP Governor Amando Tetangco, Jr. and Former 
Finance Secretary Cesar Purisima in 2012) that the Philippines will enter a demographic sweet spot by 2015 
wherein the population is growing with an increased proportion of young people entering the workforce 

15 Based on the article, “PH to miss demographic ‘sweet spot’ – study,” Manila Times. July 8, 2016.

FIGURE 6. LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION AND EMPLOYMENT BY SEX, 2016
 Source: Philippine Statistics Authority, 2016 Gender Statistics on Labor and Employment
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By educational attainment

High school undergraduates account for the highest share of employed persons, 

followed by college graduates. College undergraduates also had high employment 

but their numbers have been decreasing in the past ive years. Those with no grade 
completed have the lowest share of employed persons from 2011-216. 

TABLE 2. NUMBER OF EMPLOYED PERSONS (IN THOUSANDS) BY SEX BY REGION, 2011-2015
Source: Philippine Statistics Authority

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015  

M F M F M F M F M F Total

NCR 2,503 1,960 2,527 1,963 2,567 2,036 2,649 2,094 2,653 2,099 23,051

CAR 435 295 434 294 439 296 444 308 451 308 3,704

1 1,255 726 1,225 690 1,237 717 1,255 756 1,254 760 9,875

2 942 523 931 518 944 532 950 536 963 550 7,389

3 2,381 1,450 2,404 1,473 2,469 1,522 2,543 1,575 2,554 1,572 19,943

4A 2,681 1,985 2,728 2,024 2,782 2,060 2,927 2,170 2,908 2,176 24,441

4B 764 499 767 480 776 465 795 497 789 507 6,339

5 1,311 782 1,428 839 1,442 850 1,464 847 1,480 893 11,336

6 1,859 1,213 1,828 1,180 1,827 1,183 1,919 1,263 1,926 1,269 15,467

7 1,654 1,248 1,661 1,265 1,673 1,288 1,758 1,356 1,816 1,399 15,118

8 1,079 643 1,118 652 1,154 678 658 387 637 374 7,380

9 898 529 867 522 878 517 891 509 882 501 6,994

10 1,124 797 1,151 806 1,156 778 1,180 835 1,180 809 9,816

11 1,170 655 1,198 677 1,191 660 1,229 717 1,223 702 9,422

12 1,067 615 1,062 620 1,071 620 1,104 631 1,109 646 8,545

CARAGA 627 379 652 389 667 415 688 420 682 410 5,329

ARMM 825 321 867 361 877 352 912 383 900 359 6,157

National 22,575 14,620 22,848 14,753 23,150 14,969 23,366 15,284 23,407 15,334  

FIGURE 7. EMPLOYMENT BY HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED, 2011-2016 (IN THOUSANDS)
Source: Philippines Statistics Authority, Labor Force Survey, Annual Labor and Employment Estimates
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By region

The employment rate has been increasing in most regions except for Regions 4B, 2, 9 
and 10, which registered slight decreases.

Region IV-A has the highest number of persons in the labor force at 26,788,000 and 
the highest compounded average growth rate (CAGR) for the number of employed 
persons in the labor force at 3.36%. 

CAR has the lowest number of persons in the labor force among all the regions and 
the highest underemployment rate.

From 2011-2015, less than half of the household population 15 years old and over are 
in the labor force in the following regions: ARMM (32.8%), Region I (45.5%), Region III 
(46.2%), Region V (48.3%), Region VIII (48.6%), Region IX (48.7%), Region XI (48.7%), 
and Region XII (49.7%).

In terms of average employment rate, Region II registered the highest average 
employment rate at 73.8 while ARMM had the lowest at 33.6% (2009-2014). 

The regions with high CAGRs for the number of employed persons and employment rate 
are Regions IV-A, NCR, Region III and Region VII as these regions are the ones with the 
highest Gross Regional Domestic Product levels and lowest poverty incidence levels.

NCR posted the highest CAGR at 0.86% but also had the highest number of unemployed 
persons.

Region IX posted the lowest CAGR at -0.12. Region III has the highest CAGR for the 
number of underemployed persons. Region IV-B posted the lowest CAGR for the 

number of employed persons at -0.15. 

FIGURE 8. AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT RATE BY REGION, 2009-2014
Source: Philippines Statistics Authority, Labor Force Survey, Annual Labor and Employment Estimates
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By Major Industry Group

There is an increasing trend in the number of employed persons in the industry and 

services sector, with the services sector having the largest share of employment, with 

a CAGR of 4.7 for the period 2011-2016. The industry group also has a positive CAGR 

at 1.3 due to the high employment in the manufacturing and construction sectors. 

Employment in the Agriculture group continues to be signiicant, but its employment 
growth is declining with a CAGR of -1.69 due to the sector’s continued vulnerability. 

There is a higher growth in employment for females than males by 0.35% in the 

industry sector, while there is a higher growth in employment for males than females 

in the services sector by 4.21%. There is also a larger decline in employed females 

than males in the agriculture sector by 0.8%.

Growth in employment for females is higher than males in the Industry sector while 

growth in employment for males is higher than females in the Service sector. There is 

also a larger decline in employed females than males in the Agriculture sector.

As shown below, the daily basic pay of wage and salary workers has been increasing 

yearly, from P349.16/day in 2013 to P414.64/day in January 2017. The services sector 

has the highest daily basic pay of wage and salary workers every year, with more than 

P400/day. Wage and salary workers in the agriculture sector earns only about half of 

what workers in the services sector earns.

The Services sector has the highest contribution to the GDP. On the other hand, the 

agriculture sector, slowly declining over the years, has only contributed 0.1% of the 

2013 GDP growth.

FIGURE 9. EMPLOYED PERSONS BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP, 2011-2016 
(IN THOUSANDS)
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TABLE 4. AVERAGE DAILY BASIC PAY OF WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS 
BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP, 2013 – 2017 (JAN) 

Source: Philippine Statistics Authority

(In Pesos)

  2013 2014 2015 2016 Jan-17

Average 349.16 367.35 378.71 400.95 414.64

Agriculture 170.34 185.31 194.38 209.32 210.13

Non-Agriculture 383.04 397.70 408.37 430.21 441.44

Industry 337.11 343.66 355.09 376.40 382.10

Services 403.00 422.15 432.15 455.70 468.56

Underemployment and unemployment

While the underemployment rate was in a falling trend from 2012 to 2014, 

underemployment rate slightly increased from 2015 to 2016, which is equivalent to 

about 333,000 underemployed workers. Rural regions such as Regions V, VIII, and XII, 

areas which are prone to typhoons and conflict, have the highest underemployment 

rates. One underlying cause is the seasonality of agriculture work, forcing family 

members to seek low-skilled jobs to augment the family income, while skilled workers 

ind jobs overseas. Increasing farm productivity and diversifying crop production can 
help solve the crisis.16

Underemployment has been going down in NCR and Regions IV-A, XI, and III, which may be 

attributed to proliferation of IT-BPM companies in these areas.  However, unemployment 

has increased gradually in Regions I and X in the past six years. 

Compared to our ASEAN neighbors, our unemployment rate is relatively high at 6.6%. 

While Indonesia has higher unemployment igures, Thailand and Vietnam beneit from 
very low unemployment and underemployment rates due to a well-diversiied rural 
economies.

16  Rolando Dy, “Why is rural underemployment so high?” Philippine Daily Inquirer (January 22, 2018)

FIGURE 10. CONTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURE, INDUSTRY, AND SERVICES TO GDP GROWTH, 1991-2013
Source: Enhancing Resilience to Sustain Inclusive Growth (Investor Relations Ofice) 2014
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The number of unemployed persons is lowest among persons with no grade 

completed, and highest among persons who graduated from high school from 2011-

2015. However, the number of unemployed persons who graduated from high school 

is on a decreasing trend from 2012-2016.

Unemployment rate is also lower for females than males. This implies that the females 

are more willing to take on jobs that are available in the market.  

Youth Employment

Unemployment among the youth is declining, but is approximately twice more than 

the national unemployment rate. The number of unemployed high school graduates, 

FIGURE 12. EMPLOYED, UNDEREMPLOYED, AND UNEMPLOYED PERSONS, 
15 YEARS AND OVER, 2011-2016

Source: PSA, Labor Force Survey, Annual Labor and Employment Estimates

FIGURE 11. UNDEREMPLOYMENT RATE, 2011-2016
Source: Philippine Statistics Authority, Labor Force Survey, Annual Labor and Employment Estimates
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which has the largest share of the unemployed, is declining, with a CAGR of -7.55. The 

number of unemployed college graduates is also declining, with a CAGR of -6.86.  It 

can be inferred that youth unemployment can be lowered as more people get better 

education.     

Overseas Filipinos Workers

As of 2013, there was an estimated 10.24 million Filipinos overseas. Forty-one percent 

(41%) or 4,207,018 of the total were overseas workers, including those who were 

working temporarily abroad

Most Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) are under the 25–29, 30–34 and 35–39 

years age groups and are predominantly female. A big number of these OFWs hail 

from Luzon, speciically from Region IV-A (470,493), NCR (289,017), and Region III 
(284,537). (See Figure 13)

Moreover, eighty–ive percent (85%) of these OFWs are working in Asia.  Asia–based 
OFWs are mostly females, unlike those who are in the other parts of the world who are 

mostly males. 

Four out of ive of the total deployed OFW population are land-based. Countries of the 
Middle East (Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain) and East and Southeast 

Asia (Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Malaysia) are the top destinations of land-based 

OFWs in the last ive years. Most of the newly hired OFWs are deployed in the Middle 
East. (See Table 5)

By major occupation group, more than half of the land-based OFWs were employed 

in low-skilled, elementary occupations17. Household Services has been the top 

occupation of land-based overseas Filipino workers for the past three years, followed 

by manufacturing laborers, nurses, waiters, and cleaners/helpers in ofices and hotels. 
(See Table 6)

17  Philippine Overseas Employment Administration, “OFW Deployment Administrative Data” (2014-2015).

FIGURE 13. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND PLACE OF ORIGIN OF OFWS
Source: Jobsit 2022; DOLE; PSA Survey on Overseas Filipinos 2016 (PSA)
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Philippine Industry Trends

Total Philippine employment grew by 6.2 million in the past ten years, from 32.5 million 

in 2005 to 38.7 million in 2015. (See Annex 2, Philippine Employment by Major Industry 

and by Major Occupation Groups, 2005 to 2015).

Industry trends and projections are discussed further in Chapter 3.

Internal assessment

Global developments and reforms had a direct impact in the plan implementation 

in terms of TVET systems, processes, infrastructure, and governance. In 2013, the 

country has been touted as the fastest-growing economy in Southeast Asia, second 

TABLE 5. DEPLOYMENT OF LAND-BASED OFWS BY TOP DESTINATIONS, 2011-2016
Source: Philippine Overseas Employment Administration; Jobsit 2022, Department of Labor and Employment

TABLE 6. OCCUPATIONS OF OFWS BY MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUP AND TOP OCCUPATION, 2014-2015
Source: OFW Deployment Administrative Data 2014-2015 (POEA); Jobsit 2022 Report (DOLE)
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to China. GDP growth peaked at 6.9% in 2016. Household inancial consumption 
increased from 4.8% in 2011 to 7.1% in 2016.   The country reached its “demographic 

sweet spot” in 2015 (and is preparing for its “middle-income sweet spot” by 2019).  

According to Asia-Paciic Chief Economist Rajiv Biswas of the global information 
company IHS, the Philippines is predicted to transform into a trillion-dollar tiger 

economy with its capacity to post long-term economic growth by 2030. However, the 

economic troubles in Europe, US, and Japan, as well as the Middle East conflict and 

the Saudi oil crisis had implications on the labor and TVET sector.

Policy environment

Major policy reforms also have significant implications to the sector. These include 

the institutionalization of the Philippine Qualifications Framework (PQF), the 

Ladderized Education Act, the Open Distance Learning Act, the UNIFAST Act (RA 

10687), Universal Access to Quality Tertiary Education Act, and the Enhanced Basic 

Education Act (K to 12):

• Executive Order No. 83 s. 2012, and more recently, Republic Act No. 10968, 

institutionalizes the Philippine Qualiications Framework (PQF),  which describes 
the levels of educational qualiications and sets the standards for qualiication 
outcomes. It is a quality assured national system for the development, recognition 

and award of qualiications based on standards of knowledge, skills and values 
acquired in different ways and methods by learners and workers of the country. The 

agencies involved in the implementation of the PQF are: the Department of Education 

(DepEd), Commission on Higher Education (CHED), Technical Education and Skills 

Development Authority (TESDA), the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE), 

and the Professional Regulations Commission (PRC).

• Republic Act No. 10533 (Enhanced Basic Education Act of 2013) provides senior 

high school students specialized tracks such as the Technical-Vocational-

Livelihood (TVL) track, as one of the specialized tracks being offered to ensure 

work-readiness of high school graduates.

• Republic Act No. 10647 (Ladderized Education Act of 2014) institutionalizes a 

Ladderized Education Program (LEP) which formalizes a system of accreditation 

and interface between and among the country’s technical vocational institutions 

and higher educational institutions. CHED, TESDA, and DepEd are the major 

agencies responsible for the implementation, in consultation with relevant 

stakeholders in the higher education and the technical vocational education 

sector.  The law allows TVET graduates to proceed to college and pursue a degree 

without having to take extra years to complete the 4 or 5 year requirements. 

• Republic Act No. 10931 (Universal Access to Quality Tertiary Education Act) has 

four components: free higher education, free TVET, tertiary-education subsidy and 

the student loan program.

• Republic Act No. 10687 (Uniied Student Financial Assistance System for Tertiary 
Education Act of 2015) uniies all modalities of publicly-funded Student Financial 
Assistance Programs (StuFAPs) Scholarships, Grants-in-Aid and Student Loans  

for Tertiary Education. The UniFAST Act rationalizes the allocation, utilization and 
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client-targeting of government resources and improves access to quality higher 

and technical education for the beneiciaries. 

• Republic Act No. 10650 (“Open Distance Learning Act” of 2014) expands and 

further democratizes access to quality tertiary education through the promotion 

and application of open learning as a philosophy of access to educational services.

• Republic Act No. 10771 (Philippine Green Jobs Act of 2016) encourages the 

creation of green jobs that produce goods and services that beneit and preserve 
the environment or conserve natural resources. The law deines “green jobs” 
as decent work that contributes to preserving or restoring the quality of the 

environment, be it in the agriculture, industry or services sectors.

• Republic Act No. 10869 (JobStart Philippines Act) a program of the Department 

of Labor and Employment which shortens the youth’s school-to-work transition 

by enhancing the  job seekers’ knowledge and skills acquired in the formal 

education or technical training, in order for them to become more responsive to 

the demands of the labor market. With the participation of the private sector and 

other stakeholders, the program will also help develop the life skills of the youth, 

including those relevant to the values of professionalism and work appreciation, 

and provide trainees with a conducive and safe work environment or an avenue 

where they can apply relevant theories and code of ethics.

• Republic Act No. 10970 (National TechVoc Day Act) is an advocacy campaign 

through lead agencies TESDA and DepEd, which aims to provide opportunities for 

all government entities to engage in activities in celebration of National TechVoc 

Day. Through this Act, relevance of technical-vocational education in the country’s 

economy is better appreciated and supported.

• Republic Act No.10601 (Agri-Fishery Mechanization Law) irms up the policy 
of modernizing  Philippine  agriculture through agricultural mechanization. 

Industrialization for economic development is recommended as strategy to support 

agricultural development. The law aims for increased production of farmers and 

isherfolk while boosting the interest of the youth, undergraduates  and graduates on 
agricultural engineering courses and technical vocational programs on agricultural 

and isheries mechanization. 

• Sec. 24 of the Magna Carta for Women or the Right to Education and Training 

mandates the State to ensure the following: “(a) Women migrant workers have the 

opportunity to undergo skills training, if they so desire, before taking on a foreign 

job, and possible retraining upon return to the country; (b) Gender-sensitive 

training and seminars; and (c) Equal opportunities in scholarships based on merit 

and itness especially to those interested in research and development aimed 
towards women-friendly farm technology.” 
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TVET Performance

TVET Capacity

There has been a rapid growth in the number of TVET providers over the past ten years, 

from 3,381 institutions in 2007 (2,520 private and 861 public institutions), to 3,966 in 

2017 (3,625 private, 341 public). The CAGR computed was at 3.87% and -7.59% for 

Private and Public Institutions, respectively.

TVET providers (institutions with TESDA-registered programs or courses) are 

dominated by private institutions, expanding at 31.6% from 2010 to 2017. Technical 

Vocational Institutions (TVIs) account for 75% of all TVET providers, followed by Higher 

Education Institutions (HEIs).  TESDA Training Institutions, or those public institutions 

supervised by the agency, only comprise 3% of the total. The increase in private TVET 

providers could be attributed to the direct infusion of government funding through 

TVET scholarship programs implemented by both the public and private institutions.

 

Enrollees and Graduates

By delivery mode

In striving to reach a broad range of TVET clientele and enable them to acquire 

employable skills, speciic strategies were used to improve the training participation 
based on industry skills requirements. In terms of enrollment, institution-based training 

recorded the highest number of enrollees, which was 53% of the total for the plan period. 

Community-based training accounted for 43% and enterprise-based training with only 

4%. Between the years 2010 to 2016, the average outputs/enrollment by modality were: 

• Institution-based      - 1.023 million

• Community-based   -  824,000; and 

• Enterprise-based      -  77,000.

FIGURE 14.DISTRIBUTION OF TVET PROVIDERS BY 
CLASSIFICATION, 2017
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The following igure shows the TVET output by modality/delivery mode. Institution-
based igures stagnated in 2012 to 2014, partly due to the drop of the scholarship 
funding for Training for Work Scholarship Program (TWSP).  Community-based 

igures soared in the last three years of the period as a result of heightened efforts to 
reach out to the barangays. These projects include the TESDA Specialista Program, 

the Special Training for Employment Program (STEP), and the Bottom-Up Budgeting 

Program (BUB), all scholarship programs intended to provide skills training needs of 

the community. 

Despite being considered as the most effective modality, enterprise-based trainings 

(EBTs) remained low and dwindled further across the years. Unlike institution-based 

trainings, enterprise-based trainings did not entice enough industry players to 

participate. Initiatives for promoting dual trainings were taken mainly by private TVET 

providers and these materialized mostly in areas where industries were concentrated, 

namely Regions III, X, NCR, II IV-A and VI. As of December 2016, there were no DTS/

DTP partnerships in CARAGA, CAR, and Regions IV-B and XI.

The signiicant decline in the number of participating companies (from 801 in 2011 
to 348 in 2016) resulted in the gradual decrease of EBT enrollees over the years, with 

a slight improvement only in 2016 at 72,458.  This may be due to (a) issues on the 

provisions of the law, such as the dificulty in availing of tax exemptions and duration 
of training, etc., and (b) the economic decline, affecting numerous industries, including 

those participating in the program.

By sector, DTS/DTP partnerships in 2016 were highest in the following:

• Tourism (315)

• Electrical and electronics (233)

• Metals and engineering (89)

• Automotive and land transportation (68)

• Agriculture, forestry and ishery (40)
• Information and communication technology (27)

• Heating, ventilation, AC and refrigeration (35)

FIGURE 15. TVET ENROLLEES BY DELIVERY MODE, 2010-2016 (IN THOUSANDS)
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• Construction (20)

• Human health and health care (18)

• Garments (11), and

• Social, community development and other services (8)

By Sex, Top Qualiications

Within ten years, female TVET learners consistently dominated enrollee igures which 
can be attributed to the agency’s effort to address gender gaps. However, male TVET 
learners have recently outnumbered females under the Institution-Based Training 
mode. In 2016, female enrollees make up 52% of the total enrollees, majority of which 
chose courses under Tourism, Health, Social and Other Community Services (HSOCS), 
and ICT. The top ive (5) qualiications for females are Food and Beverage Services 
NC II (FBS), followed by Housekeeping NC II, Computer Hardware Servicing NC II, 
Programming NC IV, and Household Services NC II.  

Meanwhile, male TVET enrollees’ preferred sectors were IT-BPM, Metals and 
Engineering, Automotive, and Electronics courses, while the most popular 
qualiications are Computer Hardware Servicing NC II, Shielded Metal Arc Welding 
(SMAW) NC II, Automotive Servicing NC II, Food and Beverage Services NC II, and 
Electrical Installation and Maintenance NC II. 

The agency’s initiatives to develop and advocate higher-level programs including 
Diploma qualiications, and the efforts to build a skilled workforce for the Construction, 
Tourism, IT-BPM, and Manufacturing Sectors should affect statistics over time.

TABLE 7. TOP 20 QUALIFICATIONS BY SEX, 2016

RANK QUALIFICATIONS

ENROLLED

MALE FEMALE TOTAL

1 FOOD AND BEVERAGE SERVICES NC II 22,979 38,404 61,383

2 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (SMAW) NC II 49,968 5,855 55,823

3 COOKERY NC II 20,380 34,920 55,300

4 BREAD AND PASTRY PRODUCTION NC II 14,884 39,518 54,402

5 HOUSEKEEPING NC II 15,947 31,276 47,223

6 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE NC II 34,764 4,042 38,806

7 COMPUTER SYSTEMS SERVICING NC II 18,414 20,128 38,542

8 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (SMAW) NC I 26,426 3,078 29,504

9 BOOKKEEPING NC III 6,798 18,156 24,954

10 CONTACT CENTER SERVICES NC II 8,157 16,098 24,255

11 HOUSEHOLD SERVICES NC II 1,043 21,890 22,933

12 AUTOMOTIVE SERVICING NC II 19,673 582 20,255

13 DRESSMAKING NC II 2,485 17,728 20,213

14 ELECTRONICS PRODUCT ASSEMBLY AND SERVICING NC II 12,331 7,159 19,490

15 AUTOMOTIVE SERVICING NC I 18,225 662 18,887

16 HILOT (WELLNESS MASSAGE) NC II 4,017 14,631 18,648

17 BARTENDING NC II 8,460 10,041 18,501

18 PROGRAMMING NC IV 10,629 7,770 18,399

19 DRIVING NC II 12,593 2,808 15,401

20 FRONT OFFICE SERVICES NC II 5,160 9,166 14,326
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Scholarship Programs and Funding

In general, TVET has steadily gained prominence through the years. The rise and fall 

in the number of enrollees and graduates appear to be influenced by the availability of 

funds for scholarships. 

From 2005-2009, the number of enrollees and graduates increased and may be attributed 

to the introduction of the PGMA-Training for Work Scholarship Program in 2006. Towards 

the end of the Arroyo administration, the decrease in enrolment may be due to the decrease 

in funds. TWSPwas continued by the next administration and the steady increase in 

enrolment was noted with continuous funding support from 2011-2016. 

For 2017, the total enrollees and graduates in all qualiications were 2,298,744 and 
2,065,697 respectively. This aggregate also included the skills training conducted 

for drug dependents, inmates and their dependents, indigenous people, returning 

OFWs, and rebel returnees. Generally, the skills training given to these clients were 

community-based.  

TESDA provides various scholarship programs and free services for institutional and 

individual clienteles. Of the scholarships, the bulk of funds were allocated to the TWSP 

as shown in the Table 8. This was a positive move as the TWSP aims to meet job 

requirements of priority industries and sectors and to provide skills and competencies 

to job seekers through appropriate training programs that are directly connected to 

existing jobs for immediate employment. 

Under the TWSP, Housekeeping NC II produced the most number of enrollees, graduates, 

assessed and certiied in 2014 and 2015, followed by Food and Beverage Services NC II, 
a consistent favorite in the same period until it topped the list of qualiications in 2016. 
Shielded Metal Arc Welding NC II became increasingly popular over the years. (Annex 5)

FIGURE 16. TVET ENROLLEES AND GRADUATES, 2005-2017
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TABLE 8. TESDA SCHOLARSHIP BENEFICIARIES, 2011-2016

Year TWSP PESFA STEP BUB Total

2010 107,314 26,400 - - 133,714

2011 258,472 27,561 - - 286,033

2012 178,119 25,586 - - 203,705

2013 107,990 26,745 - - 134,735

2014 205,870 28,077    76,256   52,497 362,700

2015 280,200 27,190    20,524     32,110 360,024

2016 246,143 15,718    20,617     83,374    365,852

Total 1,384,108 177,277 117,397 167,981 1,846,763

Other scholarship programs were the Special Training for Employment Program 

(STEP) and the Bottom-Up Budgeting (BUB) Program. STEP beneiciaries belong 
to indigent families under the National Household Targeting System for Poverty 

Reduction and Informal Sector families as well as those under the next lower poverty 

level as determined by the DSWD. Scholars are given free training and competency 

assessment, starter toolkits, and training allowance. Since its launch in 2014 until 

May 2016, it has produced more than 117,397 graduates. On the other hand, the 

BUB Program is a process through which priority projects are identiied jointly by 
communities, citizens and their local government. Per record, a total of 167,981 

individuals were enrolled in various skills training programs since the program began 

in June 2014 until 2016.

A new scholarship program under the Universal Access to Quality Tertiary Education Act 

(UAQTEA) will be implemented starting 2018 onwards. Under the new programs, all TVET 

programs can be availed for free in all state-run technical-vocational institutions (STVIs), 

which includes state universities and colleges (SUCs), local universities and colleges (LUCs), 

TESDA Technology Institutions (TTIs), and LGU-run training centers that offer TESDA-

FIGURE 17. TVET ENROLLEES - SCHOLARS AND NON-SCHOLARS, 2010-2016
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registered programs. The beneits of Free TVET include: living allowance, instructional 
materials allowance, National Competency Assessment, starter toolkits and accident 

insurance. A total of Php 6.9 billion was earmarked for academic year 2018-2019. 

Government funding has been generous for TVET programs.  TESDA’s budget 

increased by 133 percent from Php 2.74B in 2012 to Php6.39B in 2016, based on the 

total agency appropriations under the General Appropriations Act.

In comparison to other education agencies, however, funding for TVET is merely 1% of 

the total budget allotment for the education sector.  For 2008 to 2013, basic education 

(DepEd) had the lion’s share of the budget at 96.9%, while Higher Ed (CHED) is at 2%.

TABLE 9. BUDGETARY APPROPRIATION FOR PHILIPPINE EDUCATION SYSTEM, 2008-2013

Education Agency 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

DepEd Budget (Basic) 155,706,009 171,695,738 191,105,839 219,069,279 216,353,685 249,205,284

TESDA Budget (TVET) 2,241,948 1,899,776 1,661,974 2,003,008 2,207,484 3,604,497

CHED Budget (Higher Ed) 4,231,864 7,879,221 3,083,261 3,459,324 2,854,106 3,096,474

Total 162,179,821 181,474,735 195,851,074 224,531,611 221,415,275 255,906,255

By Region

Figure 18 shows that TVET Enrollees and Graduates were concentrated in NCR, which had 

the highest number of enrollees and graduates, followed by Regions IV-A (CALABARZON), 

III (Central Luzon) and VII (Central Visayas). These regions were considered “super” regions 

by virtue of their economic strength (economic boom and industrialization). Hence, more 

TVET players and TVET activities were expected in these areas. 

ARMM, on the other hand, lags behind other regions signiicantly considering that 
the region is still the most impoverished region with its four provinces (Lanao del Sur, 

Maguindanao, Sulu and Tawi-Tawi) among the 10 poorest provinces in the Philippines. 

FIGURE 18. TVET ENROLLMENT BY REGION, 2010-2016
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Assessment and Certification

Figure 19 shows an increasing trend in the number of individuals who underwent the 

national competency assessment and certiication process from 2005 to 2016 as 
demand for certiication increases for employment purposes as well as its growing 
popularity. TESDA monitors the quality and integrity of this process to maintain 

international acceptance of Filipino workers.

There was a steady increase of assessment and certiication igures from 2013 to 
2016 with a CAGR of 9.57% in assessment and 10.56% in certiication. At the end 
of 2017, the total number of workers assessed and certiied rose to 1,407,897 and 
1,308,277 respectively. This represents a 93% certiication rate.
 

FIGURE 20. ASSESSED AND CERTIFIED WORKERS BY SECTOR, 2013-2016
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NCR, Regions IV-B and IV-A accounted for more than half of the total assessed and 

certiied number of workers of the country for 2010-2016, with 29.71%, 11.41% and 
10.08%, respectively. Regions IX, NCR and VIII had the highest certiication rates 
with 94.77%, 93.86% and 90.77%, respectively. ARMM had the lowest total assessed 

(57,573) and certiied number of workers (44,061), as well as the lowest certiication 
rate at 74.46%.

For 2013 to 2016, Tourism (Hotel and Restaurant) was the most popular sector in 

assessment and certiication, with 3 out of 10 certiied individuals under this ield. This 
was closely followed by Health, Social and Other Community Development Services 

(HSOCDS) with an average of 26.3% and Automotive at 8.9%. 

On the other hand, six Training Regulations under ive sectors were unutilized, which 
meant that no one applied for assessment. One of these sectors, Logistics, was 

identiied as a priority sector in the Philippine Development Plan 2011-2016.

Employment of TVET Graduates

Results of tracer studies18 conducted for TVET graduates of 2009 to 2014 showed the 

following trends: 

By Sex

Employment rate was  consistently slightly higher among male graduates (55%) than 

female graduates (45%), which may be attributed to the level of demand of the occupation 

or the ease of applying for available jobs at their location, locally or abroad.  However, 

according to the results of the 2014 Study on the Employability of Graduates (TESDA), 

female respondents were hired faster, getting jobs in less than a month, compared to 

their male counterparts who mostly were hired within 1 to 3 months. Overall, majority 

18 Study on the Employment of TVET Graduates (SETG), TESDA

FIGURE 21. EMPLOYED TVET GRADUATES BY SEX, 2009-2014
Source: Study on the Employment of Graduates, TESDA Planning Ofice
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of TVET graduates surveyed found their irst job within the irst three (3) months after 
inishing the program.

The same survey also showed that 34% among the respondents are not actively 

looking for work. More than half of this igure are students who wanted to pursue 
further studies. Also, a signiicant number of the respondents (23%) were not able to 
work due to household or family duties. Fifty-two percent (52%) of those who chose 

not be part of the labor force are female respondents.

Interventions should be made to increase the productivity of those who are not part of the 

labor force. Online work and establishing family enterprises or community value chain hubs 

complemented by accessible, flexible, and sustainable training can help address these gaps.

  

By mode of training

TVET graduates who underwent enterprise-based training had the highest average 
employment rate at 68.9%, while those who were trained via institution-based training 
had the lowest average employment rate at 63.1% from 2009-2014.

By region

Employment rates by region did not seem to correlate directly with degree of 
urbanization or industrialization. For instance, Region IV-B’s average employment rate 
was 70.7%, higher than neighboring Region IV-A (Calabarzon). 

Along with Region IV-B, average employment rates were higher in Regions 6 (73.7%) 
and Region II (73.8%). These three regions were largely rural with only pockets of 
areas where small industries/enterprises operated.  Region VI, however, had several 
popular tourist destinations and increasing revenues from hotels catering to foreign 
and local visitors. Similarly, tourism-related establishments may account for higher 
employment rates for Region IV-B; it likewise registered high revenues from hotels, 
with two of its provinces, Palawan and Mindoro, among the top tourist destinations. 

Meanwhile, ARMM had the lowest average employment rate at 33.6%.

By sector

TVET has been most successful in certain subsectors of the employment market. The 
top subsectors with the most employed TVET graduates from 2010-2014 were: 

a. Tourism (Hotels and Restaurants) with 393,353 employed and 57% employment rate
b. ICT with 2,898,580 employed and 60% employment rate
c. Health, Social, Community, Others with 245,207 employed and 62% employment rate 
d. Electronics with 152,348 employed and 62% employment rate; and 
e. Metals and Engineering with 151,646 employed and 68% employment rate. 

These numbers suggest that TVET has been relevant and responsive to certain 
subsectors of the economy. Right behind the top ive are Land Transport, Construction 
and Agriculture and Fishery. Interestingly, Construction and Land Transport were not 

in the top ive but the demand for workers in these subsectors remains very high.
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TABLE 10. TOP SECTORS WITH MOST EMPLOYED TVET GRADUATES

Rank Sector Total No. 
Employed

CAGR (5 
YRS)

Average 
Employment 

Rates

CAGR 
(5 YRS)

Average 
Certification 

Rates
1 Tourism 393,353 5.3% 57% 1.76% 95%

2 ICT 289,580 (12%) 60% 0.56% 79.1%

3 Health, Social, Community 
Development and Other 
Services

245,707 7% 69% 2.3% 91.9%

4 Electronics 152,348 34% 62% (0.74%) 91.3%

5 Metals and Engineering 151,646 1.69% 68% 1.54% 93.68%

6 Land Transport 148,399 12.9% 69% 0.43% 93.35%

7 Construction 146,789 12.9% 70% (0.05%) 92.75%

8 Agriculture and Fishery 75,908 48% 75% 5.86% 94%

National 64%

By scholarships

The average employment rate for TVET graduates with scholarships is 66.9%, or 

2.2% higher than the average employment rate for all TVET graduates from 2009-

2014 (except 2011). PESFA scholars had the lowest average employment rate at 

58.5%, which is 8.4% lower than the average employment rate for TVET graduates 

who received scholarships, and 6.2% lower than the average employment rate for 

all TVET graduates from 2009-2014 (except 2011).  Graduates who received other 

types of scholarship had the highest average employment rate at 70.0%, which is 3.1% 

higher than the average employment rate for all scholarships, and 5.3% higher than 

the average employment rate for overall TVET from 2009-2014 (except 2011). 

Monthly Income Levels of Employed TVET Graduates

Figure 22 shows that TVET graduates belonged to the low income bracket, earning at 

most a little less than P10,000 per month. Over the years, the average salaries of TVET 

FIGURE 22. MONTHLY INCOME OF EMPLOYED TVET GRADUATES, 2011-2014
Source: Impact Evaluation Study of TVET Graduates
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graduates gradually improved from 2009 to 2014.

Lower earnings and lower productivity for women TVET graduates can be attributed 

to the sectors where they chose to be trained (low-skill occupations as in the case 

for health and social community development which includes household, hilot and 

personal care services.) 

Regulation, monitoring, and quality assurance

Training Regulations

With the help of industries, TESDA has developed a total of 264 Training Regulations 

(TRs) led by Construction (43), Automotive and Land Transport (37), Agriculture, 

Forestry and Fishery (30) and Metals and Engineering (28). To ensure quality TVET, 

TESDA requires providers to undergo the program registration process under the 

Uniied TVET Program Registration and Accreditation (UTPRAS). The process checks 
the compliance of TVIs with the necessary requirements related to this.

By sector, Construction has the highest number of developed TRs, followed by Automotive 

and Land Transport, Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery, and Metals and Engineering.  

There were 18 TRs each for Electrical and Electronics, Information and Communication 

Technology, Social Community Development and Other Services, and Tourism sectors.

TABLE 11. DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF TRS DEVELOPED BY SECTOR AS OF 2016

Sector No. of TRs %

Construction 43 16.3%

Automotive and Land Transport 37 14.0%

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery 30 11.4%

Metals and Engineering 28 10.6%

Electrical and Electronics 18 6.8%

Information and Communication Technology 18 6.8%

Social Community Development and other Services 18 6.8%

Tourism (Hotel and Restaurant) 18 6.8%

Human Health/Health Care 14 5.3%

Utilities 9 3.4%

Processed Food and Beverage 7 2.7%

Heating Ventilation, Air-conditioning and Refrigeration 6 2.3%

Garments 3 1.1%

Maritime 3 1.1%

Decorative Crafts 2 0.8%

TVET 2 0.8%

Visual Arts 2 0.8%

Chemical/Plastic/Petrochemical 1 0.4%

Footwear and Leather goods 1 0.4%

Furniture and Fixtures 1 0.4%

Logistics 1 0.4%

Pyrotechnics 1 0.4%

Wholesale and Retail Trading 1 0.4%

TOTAL 264
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Despite this, majority of the Training Regulations, while undergoing a meticulous 

process of prioritization and development hand in hand with the industry experts, 

only a few of these are actually offered by schools and utilized by the public. As of 

2015, only a total of eight (8) TRs out of 254 have assessed individuals exceeding 

40,000, while 122 of them have only less than 5,000 assessed a year. As opposed to 

traditional classroom learning, TVET learning requires a hefty investment depending 

on the apparatus needed or the cost of simulating the actual workplace.  As majority 

of TVET providers are private institutions, they often register popular programs or 

those that require a smaller investment. While the government has increased its 

funding for scholarship programs for skills development, purposive scholarships, 

incentives to TVIs to offer higher-level and other in-demand programs, expanding and 

improving infrastructure, are some of the ways to improve TR utilization and provide 

more options to the learner/worker. 

The WTR and NTR Programs

As of 2017, the total number of registered programs was 15,243. NCR had the 

highest number of registrations at 20% on average, followed by Regions IV-A, and 

III. Registered programs include programs With Training Regulations (WTR) and No 

Training Regulations (NTR). Of the 15,845 registered programs, 14,533 is WTR while 

NTR corresponds to 1,312 programs. Similarly, NCR, Region III and Region IV-A have the 

most number of TVIs with registered programs at 3,005, 2,015 and 1,452, respectively. 

TVET Trainers

The certiication of TVET trainers is anchored on the Philippine TVET Trainers’ 
Qualiication System (PTTQCS), a system which recognizes the competence of TVET 
trainers at different roles and qualiication levels, and is integral to the Philippine 
TVET Competency Assessment and Certiication System (PTCACS). All TVET trainers 
of WTR-registered programs must be holders of a National TVET Trainer Certiicate 
(NTTC) Level I. However, TESDA admits that there is a lack of qualiied trainers and 
assessors, especially with the entry of the K to 12 program.

FIGURE 23.UTILIZATION OF TRAINING REGULATIONS BY NO. OF ASSESSED, 2015
Source: TESDA, Qualiication Standards Ofice
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TABLE 12. TVET TRAINERS BY SECTOR

Sector Accredited Trainers

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery 1,340

Automotive and Land Transportation 2,824

Construction 2,728

Electrical and Electronics 5,247

Furniture and Fixtures 8

Garments 690

Heating, Ventilation, Air-conditioning and Refrigeration 360

Human Health / Health Care 2,830

ICT 769

Maritime 346

Metals and Engineering 2,538

Processed Food, Beverages 83

Social, community and Other Services 2,396

Tourism 13,646

Utilities 3

Visual Arts 26

Wholesale and Retail Trading 53

TOTAL 35,887
 

There were 35,887 accredited TVET trainers as of July 31, 2017, covering sectors as shown 

on Table 12. Most of the trainers handled Tourism, followed by Electrical and Electronics. 

The top three regions with most number of TVET trainers are: NCR, Region IV-A and 

Region III, while the regions with least number of trainers are CARAGA, CAR and ARMM.

FIGURE 24. ASSESSMENT CENTERS AND COMPETENCY ASSESSORS, 2015-2017
Source: Certiication Ofice, data as of October 2017

TVET Competency Assessors and Assessment Centers

For TESDA’s core business in assessing and certifying workers and graduates based 

on the national standards and ASEAN standards for the tourism-related qualiications, 
quality assurance is critical especially in the accreditation and capacity building for 

the National Assessors and Accredited Assessment Centers. 
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From 2015-2017, the number of assessors and assessment centers increased 

remarkably. Figure 24 shows that the number of available assessors nationwide in 

various qualiications have increased for an average of 16% per year. The assessment 
centers also increased by 4.6% in 2016 and continued to increase by 15.9% in 2017.

By the end of 2017, there were 1,585 active assessment centers and 6,188 assessors 

covering 11,801 qualiications.

Compliance Audit

TESDA regional and provincial ofices have carried out regular compliance audit over 
the years to check whether the TVET Institutions continue to comply with the required 

standards based on the Training Regulations for facilities, trainers’ qualiication, 
learning materials, curriculum and delivery which 

follow competency-based training, mandatory 

assessment of graduates, among others. Audited 

programs increased from 3,171 in 2011 to 8,608 in 

2015 before dropping to 5,037. This was, however, 

followed by a nationwide technical audit in 2017 

which sought to cover all registered programs.

Incentives and Rewards

To provide incentives and rewards to generate 

wider industry support and commitment, TESDA 

regularly conducts the “Kabalikat Awards” which 

is meant to inspire and motivate TESDA partners 

to serve and promote TVET.  Also, the agency 

recognized successful TVET graduates under the 

“Idols ng TESDA” who became successful for being self-employed or wage-employed. 

Finally, the Tagsanay Awards were conducted to give due recognition to outstanding 

and exemplary performance of TVET trainers, both from public and private TVET 

providers.  

ISO Certiication and the Philippine Quality Award (PQA)

With the overall implementation of quality management system for continual 

improvement and quality assurance in the delivery of its programs and services, TESDA 

pursued and was awarded nationwide with ISO 9001:2008 certiication in 2014. The 
awarding of the nationwide ISO Certiication was witnessed by President Aquino in a 
ceremony in Malacañang on April 13, 2015.  After three years, the entire TESDA was 

ISO-certiied for Standards Development, Program Registration and Assessment and 
Certiication. Continuing further in its quality journey, TESDA was recently awarded with 
the Recognition for Commitment to Quality Management of the Philippine Quality Awards 

(PQA) and now belongs to the roster of government ofices and private organizations in 
the Philippines recognized for their performance excellence.

TESDA again embarked the journey to attain the ISO 9001:2015 certiication and 
successfully received said certiication towards the end of 2017.
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K to 12 Program and the Philippine Qualiications Framework (PQF)

In the implementation of the Enhanced Basic Education Act or the K 12 program, one 

of the four specialized tracks offered is the Technical-Vocational-Livelihood Track 

(TVL) to ensure employment-readiness of learners. 

For its implementation, several consultations have been conducted and emphasis has 

been made on the curriculum content and the teachers’ training. To address these 

concerns and in order to prepare the students for vocational and non-academic careers, 

DepEd works with TESDA in developing curriculum guides and learning modules for 

Grades 9 to 12. One of the qualiication standards for SHS TVL teachers is at least an NC II 
or TVET Trainers Certiicate. In the absence of qualiied teachers in SHS-TVL, DepEd also 
subsidizes the skills enhancement training and trainers methodology training for JHS 

teachers. Further, the Joint Delivery Voucher Program (JDVP) is a modality developed 

by DepEd to address the limitations of public secondary schools in terms of facilities 

and teachers. TESDA assisted in identifying the TVET institutions with the facilities and 

personnel to partner with DepEd regional ofices in order to address the gap. 

The Special Program on Technical Vocational Education Program (STVEP) is a program 

by DepEd which seeks to equip students with certiiable technical, vocational, and 
industrial and other relevant skills to be productive citizens of the country. There are 

280 techvoc secondary schools implementing the STVEP. DepEd recognizes the need 

to strengthen the implementation by making them the “niche” in their community.

There is also an interfacing of TVL specializations with other curriculum tracks and 

special programs and modalities, such as the Alternative Learning System (ALS), and 

Special Education for Persons with Disabilities (SPED). 

Parallel to this, giant strides were made in establishing the Philippine Qualiications 
Framework (PQF), a coordinative mechanism for the three educational agencies.  The 

PQF was approved through EO 83 s. 2012, followed by RA 10968 (PQF Act).  Five 

Working Groups were created, with TESDA as lead agency on the Working Group on 

Qualiications Register.  Seven sectors were included in the Register, namely: Dentistry, 
Engineering, Tourism, Maritime, Agri-Fishery, IT-BPM, and Health and Wellness. A 

Technical Conference on the PQF-AQRF was conducted in 2016.

International Agreements and Referencing

On building the capability of stakeholders such as workers, TVET trainers, employers, 

etc., several bilateral and multilateral projects were initiated by TESDA. TESDA is one of 

the respected and trusted agencies in the ASEAN Member States in the implementation 

of competency-based education and training, thus, it is being tapped by multilateral 

organizations such as the ADB, ILO, and KOICA in building the capability of the TVET 

policy makers, and other stakeholders such as trainers and industry associations 

of other countries. In addition, TESDA has signed various technical cooperation and 

bilateral agreements to also build the capability of the Philippine TVET stakeholders 

and the Filipinos in general. 

TESDA’s increasing presence in the international ield exposes the agency to TVET 
systems of various countries and continuous exchange of best practices among the 

TVET institutions. Outside ASEAN and APEC, TESDA has numerous Memorandum of 
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Understanding (MOU) currently being negotiated for signing and eventual ratiication 
with government agency counterparts (e.g. Korea, UAE, and Indonesia). Such MOUs 

identify areas and speciic means of cooperation, such as exchange of TVET trainers 
and benchmarking of qualiications similar to the principles of a binational qualiication 
reference framework. TESDA is also actively involved in the Association of Southeast 

Asian Nations (ASEAN) activities, speciically in the ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community 
(ASCC) and the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) as part of the Senior Labor Oficials 
Meeting (SLOM) and the Senior Oficials Meeting on Education. Moreover, the agency 
also participates in the Asia Paciic Economic Cooperation (APEC) through the Human 
Resources Development Working Group (HRDWG). TESDA continually pursues to expand 

and strengthen its domestic and international networks and alliances to support the 

private sector-led and market-driven TVET to include the UNEVOC Network, Southeast 

Asian Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO), International Labor Organization 

(ILO), the Asian Development Bank and the World Bank, among others.

TESDA has initiated projects in benchmarking of qualiications through harmonization 
of standards, curriculum and credentials, speciically: 

• Benchmarking of construction qualiications with the ASEAN Constructors Federation 
(ACF) (2012) in partnership with the Philippine Constructors Association (PCA)

• Regional Validation Workshop for Domestic WorkersVocational Education and 

Training (VET) Qualiication Benchmarking and Development Project (Australia, 
Philippines and Vietnam)

• Development of Occupational Standards in the Transport and Logistic for APEC 

Economies Project (supported by the Australian Government thru the Department of 

Education working with the Australian Transport and Logistics Industry Skills Council)

• Philippines-Australia Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation in Technical 

and Vocational Education and Training (TVET)

• Cooperation in Technical Vocational Education and Training between Technical 

Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA), the Association of Carriers 

and Equipment Lessors (ACEL), Inc., and the Assistance Formation Conseils aux 

Enterprises (AFCE) Group, France

• Tourism Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA) 

Other Programs

TESDA Online Program (TOP)

The TESDA Online Program 

offers free TVET thru 

the internet, providing 

opportunities to those who 

want to acquire or upgrade 

their skills and improve their 

chances of getting a job. 

The TESDA Online Program 

(TOP) was launched by TESDA 

in 2012 as a response to the 

large demand for technical and 
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vocational skills training. It was the 1st Philippine institution to offer Massive Open 

Online Courses (MOOPs) reaching individuals or households who are willing yet unable 

to pursue training due to a mixture of inancial, geographic or cultural challenges. 

Its registered users have reached 1,114,445 since it was launched in 2011.  As of 

December 2017, the TOP offers 59 different qualiications. Registered TOP users fall 
within the 25-34 age group, with females comprising 60.0% of all enrollees. Majority 

of enrollees cited TOP for being convenient and affordable.

Greening TVET

In compliance with the Philippine Green Jobs Act, TESDA spearheaded the greening of 

the TVET sector by redeining certiiable occupations, and adopting green procedures 
in competency development. 

TESDA Green Technology Center (GTC)

TESDA has laid the groundwork to become a provider of green skills for green jobs 
through the establishment of the TESDA Green Innovation Technology Center at the 
TESDA Complex to help cultivate a green TVET in the country.  Inaugurated in March 
2015, the GTC recommends policies and leads the development, implementation and 
promotion of existing models, programs and standards towards quality green TVET.
  
The GTC has conducted several activities on raising awareness and sustained 
advocacy on green jobs, skills, and technologies, as well as  training of TVET Trainers 
on environment-related competencies such as renewable energy, eficient energy use 
and management, water and waste water treatment, recycling, green ICT, and solar 
energy. 

At present, there are a total of 15 Qualiications with component of the green 
competencies as shown in the table below:

TABLE 13. TVET QUALIFICATIONS WITH GREEN COMPETENCIES

Qualifications Title Green Competency Component

PV Systems Design NC III
PV Systems Installation NC III
PV Systems Servicing NC III

Covers the design, installation, and servicing requirements 
for solar-power systems.

RAC-PACU/CRE Servicing NC II
RAC (Window AC/Domestic Refrigeration 
Servicing NC I
Ice Plant Refrigeration Servicing NC III
Transport RAC Servicing NC II

Includes the requirements under the Montreal  Protocol for 
shifting to ozone-friendly refrigerants; the recent revision 
included the revised RAC Code of Provotice and the use of 
low GWP substances as required by the Kyoto Protocol and 
the UN Climate Change Framework.

 Pest Management (Vegetables) NC II Promotes integrated pest management techniques relying 
on Agro-Ecosystems Analysis (AESA).

 Automotive Servicing NC III Includes servicing of engines using LPG as alternative fuel.

Landscape Installation and Maintenance 
(Softscape) NC II

Includes competency on the utilization, collection, and 
dispensation of organic wastes in landscaping work.

Rating Forming Part of Navigational Water
Able Seafarer Deck
Rating Forming Part of Engine Water
Able Seafarer Engine

Contain competency on protecting the marine environment 
based on the International Convention for the Prevention of 
Pollution from ships.

Organic Agriculture Production NC II Involves the production of organic farm products such as chicken 
and vegetables including production of organic supplements 
such as fertilizers, concoctions and extracts.
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Other Skills Development Programs in the Sector

Apart from TESDA, other national government agencies have implemented various 
skills development programs based on their mandate. These include the following:

Department of Education (DepEd)

TechVoc and Livelihood (TVL) Track

This is a Senior High School (SHS) Track that equips students with technical and 
vocational skills which are essentials in gaining certiication of competencies and getting 
better career opportunities and employment. The curriculum is designed to develop 
skilled workforce who are globally competitive in their chosen ield of specializations.

TVL Roadmap

This is a consultative training workshop participated in by DepEd Regional Director, 
Schools Division Superintendents, DepEd SHS planning officers with regional 
officials from NEDA, DoT, DTI, TESDA, CHED and local government units which aims 
to create a roadmap for SHS TVL. It is a regional activity where the local demands 
and emerging requirements of the industries are considered in the formulation of the 
roadmap. Given the present administration’s development agenda, DepEd envisions 
skilled and globally competitive graduates who shall contribute to nation-building 
through the TVL track.

National Competency Assessment and Certification for TVL Track

This is an intervention program which aims to provide opportunities to learners to 
be assessed and certiied based on their completed specializations. Learners can be 
certiied with NC I or NC II qualiications. The certiication can be used by the students 
as they enter the world of work, higher education or middle-level skills training. Each 
SHS –TVL student shall be given a subsidy to cover the assessment expenses.

Soft-Skills Enhancement Program for SHS Students

This program supports the Work Immersion for SHS. It prepares the students 
to the world of work by providing soft skills enhancement activities focused on 
communication skills, personal development, proper work behaviors, teamwork, 
introduction to leadership skills, safety and health at the workplace, rights and 
responsibilities at the workplace and financial fitness. 

Training for Entrepreneurship Teachers

This activity is designed to strengthen the entrepreneurship subject by putting more 
emphasis on the elements of curriculum implementation; providing intervention to 
teachers; ensuring availability of resources/materials; and promoting livelihood and 
project-based student activities. It is envisioned that entrepreneurship shall be able 
to contribute to the overall development of the student, not only being as skilled 
workers, but also as business-minded individuals.

Joint Delivery Voucher Program for Technical-Vocational-Livelihood Education Track

This program is based on the limitations of DepEd public secondary schools to 
provide adequate standard workshop facilities, tools and equipment and specialized 

teachers to deliver the SHS TVL track. DepEd has created this modality to facilitate 

the implementation of SHS TVL Track in partnership with TESDA-accredited training 

institutions (TVI). Specific arrangements are made between DepEd region and TVIs 

as to how the JDVP will be carried-out. While academic subjects are delivered in 

the school, specialization subjects (which include theories, principles, hands-on and 

actual applications are done at the TVIs. In such partnerships, TVIs shall receive a 
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subsidy to cover the training and operation costs.

Alternative Learning System - Education and Skills Training (ALS-EST)

The main objective of ALS-EST is to produce completers who are not only able 

to catch up with basic academic education, but have also acquired technical 

competencies suitable for immediate employment. The distinct element of ALS-EST 

is the programmatic integration of a skills training component within ALS.

 

Special Curricular Program on Technical-Vocational Education (SPTVE)

The SPTVE seeks to provide opportunities for Junior High School learners to acquire 

the necessary skills competencies, and qualifications that will prepare them to 

pursue further specialization in TVL courses in Senior High School (SHS).

Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE)

Jobstart Program

JobStart enhances employability of youth by reducing their job-search period and 

increasing their employability through training (life skills and technical skills required by 

industries), paid internship and full-cycle employment facilitation services. The program 

is also designed to increase the capacity of Public Employment Service Ofice (PESOs) 
in providing full cycle employment facilitation services.

The JobStart trainees shall receive an allowance for the duration of life skills training 

and technical skills training and shall undertake internship with establishments for a 

maximum of three months with stipend not less than 75% of the prevailing minimum 

wage in the locality.

DOLE Integrated Livelihood Program (DILP)/Kabuhayan Program

One of the components of the Department of Labor and Employment Integrated 

Livelihood and Emergency Employment Program (DILEEP), the Kabuhayan Program 

is a grant assistance for capacity-building on livelihood for the working poor, 

vulnerable and marginalized workers, either for individual or group livelihood projects/

undertakings, with the following components:

a. Kabuhayan Formation. Enabling the poor, vulnerable, and marginalized workers in the 

informal and formal economies to start individual or group livelihood undertakings.

b. Kabuhayan Enhancement. Enabling existing livelihood undertakings to grow into 

viable and sustainable businesses that provide income at least at par with those 

of the minimum wage earners.

c. Kabuhayan Restoration. Enabling the re-establishment of lost or damaged 

livelihoods due to occurrence of natural disasters/calamities.

Department of Science and Technology (DOST)

Community Empowerment Thru Science and Technology (CEST)

Livelihood Component. CEST is a DOST program that deploys package of S&T 

interventions which aims to build progressive and empowered communities.  For the 

disadvantaged sectors in the country, it will provide capacity building, livelihood and 

enterprise options and science learning.
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Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)

Project Entrep 

This project aims to provide assistance in the areas with the highest poverty incidence 

per family based on PSA’s 2015 data and where there is evidence of lack of business 

and employment opportunities. Providing focused development interventions with 

emphasis on entrepreneurial development targeted on the so called “bottom of the 

pyramid,” such as those belonging in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, & 6th class municipalities.

Mentor Me Project

The Mentor ME (micro entrepreneurs) program is a coaching and mentoring approach 

where large corporations teach MSEs on different aspects of business operations.

Negosyo Centers/ Roving Academy 

“Pursuant to Section 3 of RA 10644: Go Negosyo Act, “There shall be established 

under the supervision of the MSME Development Council, a “Negosyo Center” in all 

provinces, cities, and municipalities.”

The Negosyo Center will:

1. Be responsible for promoting ease of doing business and facilitating access to 

services for MSMEs within its jurisdiction;

2. Facilitate and expedite the business application process of MSMEs in coordination 

with LGUs and other concerned agencies;

3. Facilitate access to inancial assistance and grants and design and undertake 
programs that will promote entrepreneurship;

4. Provide assistance to MSMEs in the availment of technology transfer, production 

and management training program and marketing assistance of the DTI, DOST, 

UP-ISSI, CDA, TESDA and other government agencies.

The SME Roving Academy (SMERA), on the other hand, is a continuous learning 

program for the development of micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) to 

become competitive in the domestic and international markets. 

Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR)

Linking Smallholder Farmers to Markets (LinkSFarM) 

LinkSFarM is largely a capacity development initiative of DAR that involves the 

provision of training and technical support and accompaniment to guide farmers in 

undertaking collective production and marketing.

Farm Business School 

The Farm Business School is an informal group of 25-30 ARBs/ farmers organized at 

the community level which undergo a 25 -  series of crop and farm-related sessions 

which is conducted   within 2-3 hours for a period of 3 to 6 months depending upon    

the cropping cycle of a particular crop. The organization and establishment of FBS 

is done by the Facilitator who is a staff from DAR and trained under the project to be 

assisted by the LGU- assigned Agricultural Extension Worker (AEW).

Department of Information and Communications Technology (DICT)

Expanded Tech4ED Project 

The Tech4ED Project aims to establish sustainable Tech4ED Centers nationwide as 
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a delivery channel for relevant ICT-enabled services and content for socio-economic 

development of unserved and underserved communities towards improved quality of life.

A Tech4ED Center is a self-sustaining, shared facility providing access to ICT-enabled 

services and relevant content. It serves as a conduit for eficient delivery of government 
and other services and a potent tool for the empowerment and participation of the 

unserved and underserved communities in development.

Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD)

Sustainable Livelihood Program (SLP) - Microenterprise Development and 

Employment Facilitation

This is a capacity-building program for poor, vulnerable and marginalized households 

and individuals for aquiring necessary assets to engage in and maintain thriving 

livelihoods that help improve their socio-economic conditions.

Implementation Gaps

The success of the previous plan was measured through various performance indicators. 

However, there were priority programs which are not fully implemented and fell short of 

the desired results which affected the attainment of plan goals and objectives. 

The expansion of the Enterprise-Based Training, which aims to improve the relevance 

of skills for higher technologies and competencies, was partially accomplished, 

owning only 4% share of the total enrollment output. Although efforts to attract more 

private investments were made, particularly on increasing the incentives and easing up 

the application process, there is a need to amend some provisions of the law to make 

these efforts and other measures signiicant. 

Likewise, industry support and commitment was not fully achieved. While TESDA has 

been working closely with the industry in aligning its standards, capturing other areas 

of collaboration and cooperation was not forged, in areas such as industry involvement 

on labor market information, assessment and certiication, and TVET inancing. Also, 
online and industry-managed19 assessment was partially delved into but was not 

fully deined, taking into consideration the industry’s acceptability and recognition of 
certiication systems and processes. 

The launching of mobile laboratories which aims to increase training participation and 

gives opportunities for productivity was also not suficiently met as well.    

TVET Client Segmentation

Compared to Higher Education, TVET has the potential to target a broader and more 

extensive range of clientele. As TVET not only provides the means for upskilling the 

existing workforce, it also has the capacity to equip learners with crucial technical skills 

for quality employment or initiating an enterprise.

With the emergence of regional economies, the need for mobility, and the rapid technological 

innovations and changes around the world, TVET is underscored as an important vehicle 

19 However, the Dual Training System training mode involves assessment conducted by the industry
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in the development of skills that are in demand within a relatively short span of time. It 

is imperative, therefore, that TVET systems should be responsive and flexible to these 

rapid changes and should involve major stakeholders in curriculum design and training 

regulation development.  The system should also encourage continuous learning to 

quickly adapt to emerging technologies.

Based on the July 2017 labor force statistics20, as many as 45.8 Million Filipinos can 

beneit from TVET. This includes 2.3 Million unemployed individuals who can gain the 
skills requirements of the industry thru training. Target groups include: 

 

• Returning/Repatriated OFWs

• Rebel Returnees/Combatants

• Displaced Workers

• PWDs

• Drug Dependents

• Indigenous People

• Victims of Disasters and Calamities

• Rural and Urban Poor

20 Labor Force Survey July 2017, Philippine Statistics Authority
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Out-of-school youth and Grade 10 completers who will not proceed to Senior High 

School are also targeted as TVET potential clients. As of June 2016, a total of 180 

Thousand21  students are not enrolled in Grade 11, while OSYs aged 15-24 are at 6.34 

Million22. 

Also, a total of 29.6 Million employed individuals can study TVET for retooling or 

upskilling that can equate to higher pay or better jobs.  These not only include those who 

are gainfully employed that desire new/upgraded technical skills, but more importantly, 

those who are in vulnerable employment, informal workers, or those employed in 

elementary occupations.  

Essentially, TVET can be more inclusive that it can mobilize even those not in the labor 

force to seek employment. If given the necessary technical skills and encouragement to 

ind work or start work at home/outside, these people can join the labor force, thereby 
increasing labor productivity. These include housewives/househusbands, retirees, 

seasonal workers, and PWDs who are not currently looking for work.

Synthesis of the External and Internal Analysis

The Philippine employment environment presents several opportunities and prospects 

as well as certain threats and challenges. 

Opportunities and Prospects

The continuing high growth rate of the Philippine Gross Domestic Product (GDP) over 

the last ive years has created job openings in many sectors of the economy. However, 
it has failed, by and large, to include the lower social income classes in its largesse. The 

Philippine labor force grew from 32.5 million in 2005 to 38.8 million in 2015, manifesting 

an average annual growth rate (AAGR) of 1.9%, the same growth rate as the Philippine 

population. By 2022, the Philippine labor force is projected to reach 44.9 million at the 

same robust growth rate. This would mean an additional 6.1 workers between 2015 and 

2022.

21 DepEd data, June 30, 2016
22 Functional Literacy, Education and Mass Media Survey (FLEMMS) 2013, Philippine Statistics 
Authority
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The high GDP growth rates have generally uplifted and energized the employment 

market, with certain industries advancing more rapidly than others. Two industries 

with large employment bases and high growth rates led the pack: Construction and 

Tourism (Hotels and Restaurants)23. These two industries will continue to grow rapidly 

for the period 2018-2022. Construction will be propelled by the Build, Build, Build 

program of the Duterte administration, which plans to invest over Php 8 trillion in 

infrastructure projects over that period. Also supporting the Construction industry is 

the rising demand for economic and socialized housing, aggressively being funded by 

the Home Development Mutual Fund (Pag-IBIG).

 

Tourism will be buoyed by the opening of new large markets (China, Russia, ASEAN, 

India) as the Department of Tourism carries out its ambitious plan to double foreign 

tourist arrivals from six to twelve million between 2016 and 2022, while domestic 

tourism surges from 70 million to almost 90 million during the same period.

From 2015 to 2022, the largest employment increase in absolute numbers will be 

generated by:

• Tourism (Hotels and Restaurants) with 1.5 million new workers;

• Construction with 1.32 million new employees;

• Wholesale and Retail Trade, Repair Services with 938,000 new workers;

• Public Administration (Government) with 662,000 new employees;

• Transport, Storage and Communication with 588,000 new workers;

• Other Community, Social and Personal Service with 565,000 new employees.

The top three employment generators will comprise 62% of all new jobs while the next 

three generators will contribute another 30% of all new jobs.

Missing from the discussion on high employment generators, because of the way the 

government classiies industries is the Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT) subsector which includes IT-BPO services. According to the industry, it employed 

about one million employees in 2017 but expects to grow rapidly and reach 1.8 million 

workers by 2022, or an addition of 800,000 workers. The Philippines has become the 

biggest source of call center contracts in the world while India remains on top of the 

higher-value outsourced business services. While the IT-BPO subsector presents a 

large employment opportunity, it is also under threat of automation as voice calls are, 

over time, predicted to be replaced by machines with Artiicial Intelligence.

The Philippine Electronics and Electrical Equipment industry sank to its low point 

of US$ 22.2 billion in 2009 in terms of sales and 388,945 in direct employment but 

has slowly recovered over the years, attaining sales of US$ 29.4 billion in 2016 with 

direct employment of 617,637. However, these numbers reveal a deteriorating sales 

per employee ratio from US$ 57.000 in 2009 to only US$45.000 in 2016, indicating 

lower prices for the same services or a shift to lower value services. As has been 

pointed out by industry analysts, Philippines has not been positioned well in the global 

market because it has been mainly into low-value assembly and testing activities. 

The industry association is forecasting sales of US$ 37 billion and direct employment 

of one million workers by 2022. However, there is a need to seek higher value added 

products or services and make the Philippine workforce more competitive. The rosy 
23 Source: Eduardo Morato Jr., MBM, DPA. A Compendium of Works on Philippine Employment Trends and 

Eight Priority Industries. (April 2018)
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forecast of the industry would depend largely on how much research and development 

efforts they put in for higher value-added production. 

The Philippine employment sector was supported by a pool of 645,973 college 

graduates in 2015. As for technical-vocational courses of various lengths and 

intensities, there were 1.4 million certiied tech-voc graduates in 2016. Given 700,000 
college graduates and 1.4 million certiied tech-voc graduates a year, then some 4.2 
million college and 8.4 million certiied tech-voc graduates are poised to enter the 
job market between 2017 and 2022. Moreover, the irst batch of Senior High School 
students will graduate in the middle of 2018. Since a considerable number of them 

have taken the technical and vocational track, this would add to the supply of workers 

with technical skills. Given these data, the Philippine employment sector theoretically 

has a large pool of talents that can be tapped.

Threats and Challenges

The tremendous opportunities for Philippine employment in the next six years would 

encounter formidable threats and challenges. First is the rather low employability of the 

Philippine graduates seeking speciic occupations. Industry associations have lamented 
having hired only a low percentage of job applicants due to low competency and poor 

personality assessments. Aspiring Minds’ employability survey of 60,000 Filipino 

students from more than 80 colleges across the country found that 65% of Philippine 

graduates (job applicants seeking speciic work positions) are not employable in their 
occupation of choice in the job economy. The rate of employability for speciic jobs 
went as low as 3.5% for business analysts to as high as 53.5% for nurses. Employability 

for various IT-BPO jobs ranged from 12.25% for IT Helpdesk to 14.15% for Outbound 

Sales to 21.9% for Inbound and Customer Service. The tests indicated that the top 50 

colleges had a much better quality of candidates than the other colleges (roughly 2,000 

tertiary institutions). This does not augur well for graduates in the non-top schools. For 

employers, this narrows their pool of potential hirees.

Second, the more obvious threat to the Philippine employment sector is the very high 

propensity of skilled Philippine workers to seek employment abroad. Government 

statistics (DFA, POEA) reveal that, as of 2013, there were 10.2 million Filipinos 

overseas. Forty-one percent or 4.2 million of the total OFWs were temporary workers. 

These OFWs were mainly in the 25 to 39 years age range. Most of the OFWs hailed 
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from Luzon (NCR, Regions IVA, III, I and II). Of the 2.24 million OFWs deployed in 2016, 

some 1.2 million were female workers while 1.04 million were male workers. By and 

large, the OFWs found jobs in Asia (1.9 million), representing 85% of the total. Four out 

of ive OFWs were land-based. The top six country destinations of OFWs have been: 
(1) Saudi Arabia, (2) United Emirates, (3) Singapore, (4) Qatar, (5) Hong Kong, and (6) 

Kuwait. For the newly-hired OFWs from 2014 to 2016 (numbering 1.6 million) low-

value jobs constituted three-fourths of the overseas occupations acquired while only 

one-fourth obtained mid to high value skills. Manufacturing workers, construction 

engineers and skilled laborers, and nurses accounted for the mid to high value jobs. For 

the low value jobs, which are largely composed of female workers (household service 

workers, waiters, cleaners and helpers, and home-based personal care workers), there 

is some evidence that many of these OFWs were over-qualiied (i.e. college graduates 
like teachers) taking on household and home-based personal care jobs). 

Third, another formidable threat and challenge in the near future is the very fast pace 

of technology development that is certain to change future skills requirements, and to 

make obsolete many jobs that would be automated, digitized and robotized. The Fourth 

Industrial Revolution (4IR) will converge digital technology with industrial technology 

in all ields of human endeavour, signiicantly altering the way households will live 
and businesses will function. Automation, digitalization and robotization will eliminate 

many manual jobs and demand higher level skills involving critical and creative 

thinking. Factories will need less human operators but more systems designers and 

integrators, trouble-shooting, maintenance and control engineers, environmental 

compliance specialists, and so forth. The IT-BPO industry in the Philippines will need to 

shift from over-dependence on call centers to higher business management functions 

such as accounting, inance, animation, design and drafting, software developments.

Almost all industries except those directly engaged in high-contact personal interaction 

(health care, hospitality, entertainment and household services) will be affected by 4IR. 

Many new jobs with a new set of skills will arise but, in order to take on these new jobs, new 

technical education and skills training programs will have to be designed and developed.

Fourth, while the high GDP growth has improved the percentage of employed persons 

and lowered the poverty incidence, according to government statistics, certain regions 

in the country and certain sectors of society were left behind and excluded from the 

mainstream economic development. Also, government statistics themselves do not 

reflect the self-rated poverty of survey respondents questioned by the Social Workers 

Statistic which has hovered at 50% over the past ten years. In terms of regional poverty 

incidence, ARMM hogged the bottom at 48.2% poverty incidence, followed by CARAGA 

at 38.8%, Region VIII at 30.7%, Region VII at 30.5% and Region V at 30.3%. In terms of 

sectors of society, the poverty incidence has remained highest for farmers (34.3%), 

ishermen (34%) and self-employed and unpaid family workers (25%).

In order to address the Social Equity mission of TESDA, there should be greater 

collaboration with government agencies (DA, DAR, DENR, DSWD) entrusted with 

serving the basic sectors and with private sector intervenors in the agriculture, ishery 
and forestry subsector. Inclusive businesses which tap agri-rural communities as their 

sources of supply present opportunities that can meet the inclusive growth challenge.
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The Internal Assessment of the TVET Sector highlights deinite strengths and 
advantages but it also underscores weaknesses and disadvantages.

Strengths and Advantages of TVET Sector

The irst strength/ advantage is the rapid growth in TVET providers over the last 
ten years, climbing from 3,381 institutions in 2007 (2,520 private and 861 public 

institutions) to 4,670 in 2015 (4,234 private and 436 public institutions). This robust 

increase could be attributed to the direct infusion of government funding through 

its scholarship programs implemented by both the public and private institutions. 

TESDA’s budget has increased from Php 2.7 billion in 2012 to Php 6.4 billion in 2016. 

However, there was a drop in 2016 after a national technical audit which led to some 

TVI closures. Public TVET institutions partly dropped because they were absorbed into 

the State Universities and Colleges which have been fast expanding in number and in 

enrolment. As of 2016, TVET training yielded 1.1 million institutions-based graduates, 

1.0 million community-based graduates and a mere 72,000 enterprise-based graduates.

 

Second, government funding has been generous for TVET programs. In 2006, the 

Arroyo administration introduced the Training for Work Scholarship Program (TWSP). 

More recently, the Aquino government ushered in the K to 12 basic education program 

and established the new Senior High School curriculum which incorporates technical-

vocational education as one of the tracks which SHS students could pursue. This also 

means massive funding for school facilities, training laboratories, teachers, etc.

Third, the game changer in technical-vocational education and training is the 

institutionalization of the K to 12 program. Students entering SHS are assessed to 

determine their interests and capabilities and help them decide on their specialization, 

which include college preparatory, immediate work/career readiness or a combination 

of both. Four tracks can be taken: (1) Academic (ABM, HUMSS, STEM, General 

Academic, Pre-baccalaureate maritime); (2) Technical-Vocational-Livelihood (Agri-

ishery, Home economics, ICT, Industrial arts, TVL Maritime); (3) Sports; (4) Arts and 
Design. SHS students may undergo work immersion (or earn-while-you-learn). SHS is 

also intended to incorporate the TVET National Certiications I and II of TESDA on any 
trade offered by their schools or by partnering with a technical-vocational Institution 

(TVI). The plan is to introduce TVET even before SHS, in Grades 7 to 8, and offer 

TVET NC I level certiication to Grades 9 to 10. In the SHS-TVL program, students 
can obtain TVET NC II after taking the technical-vocational-livelihood tracks. The new 

K to 12 curriculum (junior and senior high schools) will enable students to acquire 

Certiications of Competency (COCs) and National Certiications (NCs) in accordance 
with TESDA Training Regulations. A school-industry partnership for tech-voc track 

will allow students to gain work experience while studying.

 

The SHS and the incorporation of TVET in the K to 12 program will tremendously 

boost the TVET sector. Many TVIs saw this as an opportunity to provide their training 

expertise and facilities to both public and private schools. The DepEd chose as one 

of its delivery modalities, the provision of education vouchers to TVIs, aside from its 

usual delivery modality of setting up its own classrooms, training laboratories and 

hiring their own teachers.

Most of the TWSP vouchers of TESDA have been allotted for the conduct of NC I and 
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NC II level certiications. With the entry of SHS, TESDA has to reposition itself to higher 
level certiications. There is a need to revisit TESDA’s past strategies in light of this new 
game changer. At the very least, TESDA-accredited TVIs will continue offering TVET 

programs for walk-ins, school dropouts and workers looking for TESDA certiications. 

The K to 12 curriculum, which integrates technical-vocational education in junior 

and senior high schools, will provide employers a greater-pool of technically-skilled 

workers. Industry employers would probably engage the best schools as training 

partners, thus bridging the supply and demand gap.

Fourth, TVET has been most successful in certain subsectors of the employment 

market. The top subsectors with the most employed TVET graduates from 2010-

2014 were: (1) Tourism (Hotels and Restaurants) with 393,353 employed and 57% 

employment rate; (2) ICT with 2898,580 employed and 60% employment rate; (3) 

Health, Social, Community, Others with 245,207 employed and 62% employment rate; 

(4) Electronics with 152,348 employed and 62% employment rate; and (5) Metals 

and Engineering with 151,646 employed and 68% employment rate. These numbers 

suggest that TVET has been relevant and responsive to certain subsectors of the 

economy. Right behind the top ive are Land Transport, Construction and Agriculture 
and Fishery. Interestingly, Construction and Land Transport were not in the top ive but 
the demand for workers in these subsectors remains very high.

Fifth, with the help of the industries, TESDA has developed a total of 264 Training 

Regulations (TRs) led by Construction (43), Automotive and Land Transport (37), 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery (30) and Metals and Engineering (28). To ensure 

quality TVET, TESDA requires providers to undergo the program registration process 

under the Uniied TVET Program Registration and Accreditation System (UTPRAS). 
The process checks the compliance of TVIs with the necessary requirements related 

to this.

Sixth, TESDA has a quality assurance process of certifying TVET trainers through the 

Philippine TVET Trainers Qualiication System which recognizes the competencies of 
TVET trainers at different roles and qualiications levels. This process is integral to the 
National Assessment and Certiication Program. However, there is a lack of qualiied 
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trainers and assessors, especially with the implementation of the K to 12 program, 

which is also in need of TVL trainers and assessors. 

Weaknesses and Disadvantages

First area of weakness of most TVET providers is the rapid pace of innovation, 

technological changes and workforce skills requirements. In many industries, training 

regulations are becoming increasingly outdated as new machinery and equipment, 

operating systems and work processes replace the old. TVET providers, often, cannot 

keep up with the capital investments needed in terms of facilities, machinery and 

equipment. Moreover, they would need to continually upgrade or even replace their 

trainers who may no longer be responsive to the new technologies. Thus, TRs must be 

updated constantly according to the new competencies required by new technologies 

and operating systems.

Second, with the implementation of the K to 12 program, the lack of capacity (facilities 

and equipment as well as qualiied trainers and assessors) of the whole TVET Sector 
will be a prevailing issue. What this needs is a rethinking on how training, assessment 

and certiication should be done. DepEd and the industry associations could be 
brought into the loop early on by forging agreements with them on these concerns. 

Industry associations should be more pro-active in recommending updated TRs as 

the need arises. Many TVET trainers today lack industry experience, suggesting that 

work immersions should be mandated. TESDA, TVIs and industry associations can 

make agreements along this line. Allotting higher budget allotment and call for PPPs 

in the creation of TVL laboratories and TVET institutions and assessment centers, as 

well as encouraging industry practitioners, including OFWs to apply as TVET trainers 

and assessors will help address the deicit.

Quality assurance in TVET delivery should always be ensured.  Aside from the conduct 

of regular audits in TVET providers, TESDA should be in close coordination with DepEd 

in ensuring that the quality of TVL delivery is at par with TESDA standards.

Third, by delivery mode, technical-vocation education and training has been largely 

supply rather than demand driven. Funding for tech-voc scholarships has favored 

institution-based and community-based providers, many of whom do not really have 

partnership agreements with industries for their employment prospects. In fact, for 

the years 2010 to 2016, enterprise-based TVET enrollees only comprised a very small 

4.0% of the total 1.924 million TVET enrolees. Moreover, there has been a signiicant 
decrease in the number of participating enterprises from 801 in 2011 to only 348 

in 2016, resulting in the gradual decrease of enterprise-based enrollees. To ensure 

greater matching of the supply of trained workers with the demand for trained workers, 

there is need to shift or pivot towards more demand-driven delivery modes.

Fourth, there are great disparities and inconsistencies in the delivery of TVET programs. 

Regular audit of programs for compliance must be enforced diligently, perhaps even 

by an independent body. Moreover, community-based training need flexible guidelines 

in the conduct of training and in the proiling of the communities. 

Fifth, the social equity mandate of NTESDP has not really been addressed adequately 

by TESDA. This is mainly due to the fact that TESDA is supposed to focus on post-

secondary students. However, many workers in the basic sectors (farmers, ishermen, 
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forest workers, urban workers, self-employed and unpaid fairly workers) are not even 

high school graduates. The highest incidences of poverty belong to these excluded 

groups. Other government agencies such as DA, DAR, DTI, DOLE, DOST, DSWD and 

others have funds to address inclusive development of people: the marginalized, the 

vulnerable and the poor, but an inter-agency coordination to harmonize these skills 

development programs should be done. There is a need to form an inter-agency 

mechanism between government bodies to come up with relevant, appropriate and 

responsive qualiication standards and training regulations for the excluded sectors 
of the economy.  This inter-agency body has to come up with more pro-active and 

responsive strategies and programs to address the social equity issue of non-

inclusion. TVET programs can be designed and segmentized to meet the speciic skills 
and learning needs of clientele deemed marginalized and vulnerable, including the 

youth, women, the disabled, indigenous peoples, farmers, ishermen, forest-dwellers, 
self-employed and unpaid workers, These target groups are often residing in regions 

or areas where industries are not concentrated, hence there is greater dificulty in 
inding jobs.

Lastly, agriculture, which has the greatest potential for inclusive growth, has not been 

attractive to most of the younger generation. Majority of workers in the basic sectors 

are ageing and only a few of the youth population are interested to avail of agri-ishery 
courses, even if they’re free. Making agriculture attractive in TVL and TVET remains a 

challenge.

Generation of Strategic Options from Strengths and Weaknesses, 

Opportunities and Threats

The External and Internal Assessments yield the SWOT matrix: the Strengths and 

Weakness of the TVET sector (supply side) and the Opportunities and Threats in 

the employment sector (demand side). These SWOT matrix below juxtaposes the 

Strengths and Weaknesses on one spectrum and the Opportunities and Threats 

on the other spectrum. From this, four quadrants show strategic options: the 

Strengths-Opportunities quadrant; the Strengths-Threats quadrant; the Weaknesses-

Opportunities quadrant and the Weaknesses-Threats quadrant. Each of the quadrants 

should allow us to extract strategic options.

TABLE 14. NTESDP S-W-O-T ANALYSIS
INTERNAL ASSESSMENT

Strengths Weaknesses

1.  Rapid growth in TVET providers over the 
last-ten-years

1. TVET providers cannot cope and catch up with the 
rapid pace of innovation, technological change 
and advanced workforce skills requirements

2. Massive funding from government, 
especially the TWSP, has created a 
tremendous demand for tech-voc courses

2. Low level skills and  technical education 
currently being provided in the sector

3. Institutionalization of tech-voc courses in 
the recently initiated K to 12 program of 
DepEd

3. K to 12 tech-voc course will exacerbate the lack 
of capacity (facilities and equipment, qualified 
trainers, assessors and assessment centerss) 

4. TVET has been successful in providing 
employable graduates to certain industries 
(Tourism, ICT, Health, Electronics, Metals & 
Engineering)

4. TVET has largely been supply driven rather 
than demand desire. There has been a drop in 
participating industry enterprises.
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5. TESDA has developed a large number of 
Training Regulations. TVET providers are 
required to undergo a Program Registration 
Process to ensure quality

5. There are great disparities and inconsistencies in 
the delivery of TVET programs by TVIs, especially 
in community-based programs.

6. TESDA has a quality-assurance process of 
certifying TVET trainers tied to be National 
Assessment and Certification Program

6. The social equity mandate of the NTESDP has not 
really been addressed adequately. 

EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT

Opportunities Threats/Challenges

1.  High GDP growth rate has created job openings 
in many sectors

1.  Low employability of Philippine graduates seeking 
specific occupations. Only the top 50 colleges provide 
decent education as far as employers are concerned 
(meaning that the rest of the 2000 tertiary institutions 
do not produce many employable graduates)

2.  Certain industries like Tourism, Construction and 
ICT have advanced more rapidly than others, 
presenting a huge market for TVIs

2. There is a very high propensity of skilled Philippine 
workers to seek employment abroad, reducing the 
pool of good local talents

3.  Large pool of college and tech-voc graduates 
would enter the workforce yearly. This would 
be augmented by SHS graduates in 2018 and 
beyond.

3. The Fourth Industrial Revolution and the fast pace 
of technology development would make many jobs 
obsolete in the near future 

4. A large percentage of the Philippine population 
was left behind and excluded from mainstream 
economic development

Strengths-Opportunities Quadrant

1. Expand and intensify tech-voc education and training in industries identiied for 
the planning period to assure the suficient supply of skilled workers. These priority 
industries have large employment potentials and the most demand for jobs

2. TESDA and TVET providers, DepEd and CHED can capitalize on the large pool of 

SHS enrollees who will enter the workplace or take further studies by ensuring that: 

(a) there is a good ladderized education system linking all their efforts; (b) SHS 

tech-voc curricula are responsive to industry requirements and expectations; and, 

(c) qualiication standards are achieved and technical regulations are continually 
updated and upgraded.

Strengths-Threats Quadrant

1. Government funding (TESDA, DepEd, CHED, and other government agencies) need 

to put more emphasis on Quality Tech-Voc Delivery Systems through the provision 

of better facilities and laboratories, training equipment and machineries, training 

methodologies and technologies and well-trained and ield-immersed trainers, 
assessors and accreditors. (There is already a good quantity of tech-voc deliverers.)

2. TESDA and Industry Partners should create a special program dedicated to 

anticipated skills brought about by the 4IR and work out flexible learning systems 

for timely, continuous and responsive tech-voc education and training courses 

aimed at training workers for the new jobs and the re-cycling of workers who will 

be rendered obsolete by these new jobs.

3. TESDA should forge more substantive, enforceable and compelling agreements 
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with government instrumentalities, civil society, inclusive businesses and social 

enterprises (cooperatives, people’s organizations and workers’ associations) 

to establish special tech-voc delivery programs to address the social equity 

mandate of the NTESDP.  The existing standardized packages may not be relevant, 

acceptable and adaptable to the capacity building requirements of speciic people, 
speciic areas and speciic agro-rural and informal economy needs.

Weaknesses-Opportunities Quadrant

1. TESDA and TVET providers can set up working mechanisms where changes 

in industry technologies and required technical skills are readily translated to 

revisions and changes in the qualiication standards and training regulations. 
Updating and upgrading of Comptency Standards and Training Regulations 

should be regularly performed.

2.  Enterprise-based tech-voc training programs should be expanded substantially 

as a TVET delivery modality because this assures greater employability. Certain 

enterprises may even be tapped to act as common training service facilities to 

purposively respond to industry demand. This means strengthening TESDA’s 

organization to embrace this strategy more heartily.

3. In secondary education, entrepreneurship is an applied subject mandatory for 

SHS. There is a need to revisit the entrepreneurship curriculum to make it more 

coherent and responsive according to the demands of the industry.

4. TESDA and its NTESD partners should leverage their funds by partnering with 

industries and private organizations/enterprises to enlarge the resources needed 

to meet the demand for tech-voc courses at many levels of the economy, especially 

those not currently being reached.

5. There should be more frequent quality/effectiveness and eficiency/economy audits 
of TVIs conducted. TVIs should not only be accredited but graded and classiied 
according to their capability, competency and integrity. This should give enrollees 

better information to make the right choices.

6. There should be a push for training for more technologists and operators.

Weaknesses-Threats 

1. The non-inclusion of the majority of the members from the basic sectors in the 

NTESDP in the past should be addressed more forthrightly by the Fourth NTESDP. 

TESDA can take the initiative in building a stronger coalition with government 

institutions, private groups and people’s organizations in crafting alternative 

delivery systems to address that elusive social equity gap in providing relevant and 

responsive tech-voc education to the marginalized, the vulnerable, the excluded 

and the impoverished sectors of society. Grassroots techno-preneurship training 

programs may be appropriate for some while more specialized provision of skills 

sets and organization building interventions may be more appropriate for others. 

Clearly, creative approaches and adaptive interventions are called for. TESDA 

cannot do the same things it has done before and expect different results.
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2. TESDA should establish a strong social equity24 arm within the organization. This 

arm can have the mandate to create customized, specialized and segmentized 

tech-voc programs aimed at the bottom of the pyramid. It should not be subject 

to the rigidity and uniformity usually imposed by TESDA.

There is a need for TESDA to review its strong adherence to standardization, uniformity, 

centrally-imposed policies and guidelines that impede regions and local units from 

responding to the differentiated needs of their constituencies. The Philippines is 

deinitely not homogenous and there is a great divide in its economy, its social classes 
and its local-cultural traditions and customs. One size never did it nor will it ever it 
all.  This is not so much a change in strategy as a change in philosophy. In fairness, 

standards, policies and regulations promote order, discipline and better management 

control and harmonization but the world is transforming at a pace never seen before 

and this is the scenario which TESDA must address.

24  Social equity if one of the principles of the Philippine Constitution. An arm should be an agency, private 
or government that ensures this principle is followed. Social equity arm in TESDA will be a unit that will 
ensure that provisions in the plan pertaining to social inclusion, poverty and those disadvantaged, etc. will 
be implemented. (deinition for further improvement and reinement)
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Employment 
Trends, Forecasts, 

and Skills Priorities



Industry Trends in the Philippines, 2005 to 2015

Major employers

Total Philippine employment grew by 6.2 million in the past ten years, from 32.5 million 

in 2005 to 38.7 million in 2015. (Annex 2, Philippine Employment by Major Industry and 

by Major Occupation Groups, 2005 to 2015)

The Service Sector was the fastest growing and biggest employer in the past ten years, 

accounting for 48.5% of total employment in 2005 and 54.6% of total employment in 2015. 

In 2015, the major employers in the Service sector were: (a) Wholesale, Retail and Repair 

establishments with 7.3 million workers; (b) Transport, Storage and Communication 

with 2.8 million employed; and, (c) Public Administration, Defense and Security with 

2.1 million personnel. Next came the fast-growing Hotels and Restaurant subsector 

(reclassiied as Accommodations and Food Service Activities) with 1.7 million employed 
in 2015. Other Service Activities (miscellaneous) contributed 2.5 million personnel.

The fast growing Service sub-sectors with high employment bases include 

Education, Public Administration, Hotels and Restaurants, Other Service Activities and 

Administrative and Support Service Activities.

Jobs in the Agricultural, Fishery and Forestry sector fell from 11.7 million in 2005 to 

11.3 million in 2015, or a negative annual average growth rate (AAGR) of 0.34%. Its 

percentage share of total employment fell from 36% in 2005 to only 29.1% in 2015 and 

27% in 2016. 

Employment Trends, Forecasts, and Skills Priorities
PHILIPPINE EMPLOYMENT TRENDS AND PROSPECTS
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The Industry sector was largely stagnant as it inched from 15.5% of total employment 

in 2005 to 16.3% of total employment in 2015. 

• The Construction sub-sector largely accounted for the employment increase of 

about a million workers from 2005 to 2015. 

• Manufacturing grew marginally while the two other sub-sectors (Mining and 

Electricity, Gas and Water) had minimal employment contributions but fast growths.

Major occupation groups

Low value work dominated the Philippine labor economy in 2015. 

• A big number of 12.2 million Filipino workers were Laborers and Household 

Laborers, representing 31.6% of the workforce. 

• This was followed by 5.0 million Farmers, Fishermen and Forestry workers, 

comprising 12.9% of the total workforce. 

• Close behind were the 4.9 million Service Workers and Shop and Market Sales 

Workers who made up 12.7% of the workforce. Traders and Related Workers took 

the fourth slot with 2.6 million workers or 6.7 % of the total, while Clerks occupied 

the ifth slot with 2.5 million workers or 6.4% of the population. These ive low-
value jobs accounted for 70.1% of the total workforce. (See Annex 3)

Mid-level to high value jobs comprised 30% of the workforce and mainly went to the 

following:

• Oficials of Government and Special Interest Groups, Corporate Managers, 
Supervisors and Managing Proprietors, or 6.3 million personnel who comprised 

16.2% of the workforce. 

• Almost 2.0 million Professionals (5.1% of the workforce)

• 2.1 million Plant Machine Operators and Assemblers (5.4%) 

• 1 million Technicians and Associate Professionals (2.7%)

Thus, low-value jobs greatly outnumbered mid to high-value jobs at a ratio of 70:30. 

This makes the Philippine labor force quite vulnerable to the two-pronged threats of 

globalization (where the country is forced to compete with more productive countries) and 

technology which would threaten jobs with automation, mechanization and robotization.

Employability Rates of Job Candidates  
(College Graduates Applying for Specific Jobs)

Aspiring Minds claims that it is: “The world’s largest and standardized employability 

test.” In the Philippines, it sampled 60,000 students from more than 80 colleges across 

the different regions to take the Aspiring Minds Computer Adaptive Test (AMCAT). 

AMCAT covers objective parameters such as English Communication, Quantitative 

Aptitude, Problem-Solving Skills and Knowledge of Domain Area (e.g. Finance and 

Banking, Accounting, Food and Beverage, HR Practices, Nursing, etc.). 
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Mean scores in spoken English skills indicate that graduates lack the requisite skill 

level in fluency, pronunciation and understanding. As high as 70.44% lack fluency, 

48.17% have poor pronunciation while 58.27% are at the basic comprehension level.

To determine the employability of Philippine college graduates, Aspiring Minds 

benchmarked with various companies in different sectors of the economy. The Philippine 

Annual Report for 2017 gathered data broadly from ive sectors: Business Process 
Outsourcing (BPO), Hospitality, Banking, Financial Services and Insurance, Nursing and 

other occupations

The 2017 study had ive key indings:
1. 65% or two out of three Philippine college graduates applying for speciic positions 

are not employable in their sector of choice. The rate of employability for speciic 
jobs went as low as 3.5% for Business Analysis to as high as 53.53% for Nurses.

2. Employability igures for the BPO sector are low: (a) 21.90% for Inbound and 
Customer Service; (b) 14.15% for Outbound Sales; and (c) 12.25% for IT Helpdesk. 

This is worrisome since the BPO sector has been one of the highest employers 

(over one million workers in 2017) and purports to grow to 1.8 million by 2022. The 

rather low employment rates will challenge the sector since there are only about 

600,000 college graduates a year.

3. Candidates aspiring to work in Banking and Finance Services lack the required 

domain knowledge as per industry standards.

4. Gender does not serve as a strong dificulty factor for employability (in the ive sectors 
covered by the study) with a few exceptions. 

5. The top 50 colleges have much better quality of candidates. However, most of the 

college graduates in the Philippines (64%) do not come from the top 50 colleges. 

Since many large employers focus on the top 50 colleges for their recruitment, the 

great number of unemployable graduates from the colleges other than the top 50 

go unnoticed and untapped.

Table 15 below shows the employability level of candidates for twenty job roles, starting 

from the top (most employable) and going down to the bottom (least employable).

TABLE 15. JOB ROLES AND EMPLOYABILITY RATES

Rank Job Roles Employability 
Rates

Rank Job Roles Employability 
Rates

1 Nursing 53.53% 11 Hotel Mgr.- Chef 17.04%

2 Data Entry Operators 29.48% 12 Outbound-BPO 14.15%

3 Financial Executive 27.73% 13 Teacher 14.15%

4 Bank Teller 24.12% 14 IT Helpdesk 12.25%

5 Accounting Executive 23.90% 15 HR Professional   9.45%

6 Office Administrative 22.84% 16 IT Services-Trainable   9.05%

7 Inbound-BPO 21.90% 17 Marketing Mgr. 7.75%

8 Hotel Mgr./Housekeeping 21.10% 18 Content Writer 5.79%

9 Hotel Mgr./F&B 19.29% 19 Accountant 4.57%

10 Hotel Mgr./Front Desk 19.01% 20 Business Analyst 3.52%

The candidates (job applicants) were also surveyed as to jobs they were aspiring for.   

Teaching was cited as the most sought after job (16%), followed by administrative 

functions (15%) and business functions (12%). Only 4% of the candidates wanted 

contact centers roles as the top jobs they are aspiring for.
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Highest Paid Jobs in Philippines

In the latest DOLE Labor Market Trend Reports (2017), the Aviation industry reported 

the highest paying jobs. On the average, pilots, navigators also flight engineers are the 

highest paid as a professional group in the Philippines. Listed below are the top ten 

highest paying jobs in the country:

Pilots, Navigators and Flight Engineers (Php 156,823 monthly)

Geologists working in Construction (Php 101,471)

Graphic Designers (Php 99,658)

Art Directors (Php 76,612)

Industrial Machinery Mechanics and Fitters (Php 76,550)

Geologists in Mining (Php 71,849)

Statisticians (Php 56,759)

Heavy Construction Machinery Operators (Php 49,646)

Communication Service Supervisors (Php 48,270)

Production Supervisors and General Foreman (Php 47,521)

The above list contains salaried workers and do not include entrepreneurial 

professionals (i.e. doctors, lawyers, chief executives and top-ranking managers).

Impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR)                    
and Globalization to Industries and Jobs

The effect of the fast-changing technological landscape is more extensive than 

what was originally expected. During the 2018 Philippine Institute for Development 

Studies Public Policy Conference, Stephen Ezell of the Information Technology and 

Innovation Foundation (ITIF) stated that industries such as transportation, education, 

inance, life-sciences, manufacturing, and retail encountered disruptions due to 
technological breakthroughs such as AI, data analytics, cloud computing, internet of 

things, mobile devices, social media, and so on.  He declared that embracing and fast-

tracking digitalization, especially in the manufacturing sector, will boost economic and 

productivity growth.

Source: Fung, Michael (Skills Future Singapore), “Fourth Industrial Revolution: 
New paradigm for education and training” 2018
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The impact of digital technologies on jobs depends on the type of tasks and how 

technology complements the occupation1. While new technologies tend to automate 

only speciic tasks of a job (and not the whole) and that the rising demand driven by 
new technologies and new occupations offsets job displacement due to automation, 

some occupations have higher tendencies of being affected2. Manual and routine 

jobs, such as assembly line workers, sewing machine operators and garment workers, 

clerks, assemblers are more likely to be affected by automation. On the other hand, 

cognitive and non-routine jobs are the least likely to be automated, including jobs 

that need empathy/interpersonal skills, creative skills or cognition. Among these 

occupations are managers, scientists, visual artists, hairdressers, handicraft workers, 

doctors, nurses, legal professionals, etc.  While this may depend on the speed of 

adopting new technologies and embracing digitalization by the industries, the current 

and future workforce must adopt a habit of lifelong learning in a time where skill 

demands are constantly shifting and new occupations and technologies have yet to 

surface. Mid-level and high-level skills will be more in demand; ICT skills and higher-

order cognitive/soft skills are also increasingly becoming signiicant. The education 
system must ensure its learners and workers acquire foundational cognitive and 

socio-emotional skills as well as ICT literacy before developing technical and higher-

order skills. Continuous skills upgrading should be encouraged3.

FIGURE 25. OCCUPATIONS BY PROBABILITY OF BEING COMPUTERIZED AND INTENSITY OF USE OF ICT 

Source: World Bank. World Development Report 2016: Digital Dividends 

Priority Industries and Employment Generators

For the NTESDP 2018-2022, the focus shall be on the identiied priority sectors:

1. Tourism

2. Construction

3. Information and Communications Technology (ICT) and IT-BPM

4. Transport, Communication and Storage

5. Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (including agro-processing)

6. Manufacturing (including food manufacturing and electronics)

7. Health, Wellness and other Social Services
1  World Bank, “World Development Report 2016: Digital Dividend” (2016)
2  Asian Development Bank, “Asian Development Outlook 2018: How Technology Affects Jobs.” (April 2018)
3  World Bank, “World Development Report 2016: Digital Dividend” (2016)
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Tourism (Hotels and Restaurants)

Trends and Projections

Domestic tourism has been very bullish for the past years and would continue to be 

bullish in the next six years. The Gross Value Added of Tourism Industries amounted 

to Php 1.69 trillion in 2016 (with a Direct Gross Value Added of Php 1.24 trillion). This 

represented a 29. 5% AAGR for 2000 to 2016. At this rate, the Gross Value Added of 

Tourism Industries might very well reach Php 4.7 trillion by 2022.

Tourism (hotels and restaurants) will account for the biggest increase in employment 

with the addition of 1.564 million workers. 

Tourism, both foreign and domestic, will boost the demand for hotels and restaurants. 

The Philippine government is determined to double foreign tourist arrivals from 

six million in 2017 to twelve million in 2022. This will be supported by substantive 

investments in Tourism Enterprise Zones (TEZs), inanced by travel tax collections. 

With the projected doubling of foreign tourism and 27% increase in domestic tourism 

from 2016 to 2022, tourism expenditures can easily rise by another one trillion pesos 

by 2022 (Php 280 billion for foreign tourism and Php 657 billion for domestic tourism).

Under the Tourism Development Plan 2016-2022, the strategic vision for the 

Philippines’ tourism industry is to “become the ‘must experience’ destination in Asia.” 

The stakeholders’ goal is to have “an environmentally and socially responsible tourism 

that delivers more widely distributed income and employment opportunities…” Clearly, 

the tourism goal seeks both a green and inclusive set of strategies. The three basic 

strategies are: (a) improve market access and connectivity; (b) develop and market 

competitive tourist destinations and products; and, (c) improve the human resource 

capabilities and governance of tourism institutions. 
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Skills requirements

Based on interviews with owners and executives of hotels/restaurants, the biggest 

problem of the industry in terms of human resource recruitment and retention is the 

high attrition rate of the kitchen staff. Executive chefs, sous (assistant) chefs and 

experienced kitchen personnel are often pirated by international cruise ships which 

have been increasing their numbers due to mounting global demand, especially from 

middle to senior-aged travelers. 

The supply of recruits for housekeeping, bartending, waitering and customer service 

personnel seems to be ample; however, further training is still necessary for new recruits. 

More than technical skills, personality and character are the primary considerations 

for recruiting and retaining personnel. For most hotels, however, the majority of jobs 

are technology-based, except for housekeeping. Personnel need to be knowledgeable 

in the use of ICT. 

For fast food chains, soft skills of relating and dealing well with fellow employees and 

with customers, upholding high standards of work ethics and embracing corporate 

values of integrity, hard work and commitment to service excellence are harder to 

inculcate and continuously perpetrate. Boot camps on value formation and culture 

building programs are important to ensure that fast food personnel would be able to 

handle large numbers of customers with quality, speedy and pleasing service.

TABLE 16. PRIORITY OCCUPATIONS IN THE TOURISM SECTOR

Emerging Technologies in Tourism4

Augmented and Virtual Reality Voice technology

Artificial intelligence Online accommodations/hospitality 
marketplace, e.g. Airbnb, booking.com, agoda

Internet of Things Wearable devices

Top Priority Occupations in Tourism, 2018-2022

Accountant Food Preparation Crew

Automotive Technician Front Desk Staff

Bread and Pastry Baker Front Office Agent/Attendant

Barista Frontline Desk Service

Bartender Grounds Keeper

Porter Housekeepers

Boatcrew Housekeeping Service Worker (Hotel)

Bookkeeper Kitchen Crew

Butlers Multilingual Service Crew

Commissary Cook Reservations Officer

Cook Security Guard

Culinary Worker Tour Guide

Driver Travel Service Assistant/Arrangers

Food and Beverage Service Crew Waiter/Waitress

Food and Service Attendant
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Construction 

Trends and Projections

The next biggest increase in jobs is in the construction industry, with 1.318 million 

additional workers. Higher growth rate for the Construction Industry will be fueled by 

the massive Build, Build, Build (infrastructure) program of the Duterte administration 

with investments of Php 8 trillion between 2017 and 2022. Construction capital 

expenditures, as percentage of GDP, are expected to rise from 5.3% of GDP in 2017 to 

7.4% of GDP in 2022. 

Several megatrends will affect the Philippine real estate and construction industries as 

well as other countries. First is rapid urbanization and unstoppable in-migration to the 

big cities. Second, the high GDP growth rate in the Philippines, fueled by the real estate 

and construction, as well as the IT-BPO industries, has spawned a larger middle class 

of young workers who are shaping the demand for real estate. Third, household sizes, 

particularly in Metro Manila and other growth hubs, have shrunk, thereby influencing 

the space requirements for housing units. 

Out of the 923,000 residential units constructed over the last ive years (2012 to 2016), 
some 451,298 units were condominiums or 49% of the total. Next in size were economic 

housing (worth Php 400,000 to Php1,250,000) at 255,638 units or 28% of the total. 
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The Construction Industry’s output value in real terms is targeted to increase by an 

average of 9.8% per year over the planning period (2018-2022), valued at US$ 54.3 

billion in 2021 from US$ 34.0 billion in 2016. Residential construction would account 

for 31.4%, with a target of almost one million residential units (2012 to 2016) to two 

million units (from 2018-2022). For the period 2023-2030, a more ambitious goal of 

seven million residential units is envisioned. The ambitious forecast is based on the 

estimated 2016 housing backlog.

Roads and railways are also poised to grow rapidly. The government plans to build 

2,620 kilometers across the country with an investment of US$ 2 billion up to 2022 as 

well as a US$ 5.7 billion new railway line between Manila and Sorsogon. Other railway 

systems going north are also being pursued. Airports and seaports are going to be 

built in support of greater inter-island passenger and cargo trafic.

Skills requirements

The industry will most likely experience shortages in skilled professionals and workers 

at a level not experienced before. In fact, industry analysts say that the growth of 

the Construction Industry has been stymied by lack of skilled manpower in the more 

recent past. 

In terms of human resources, the two biggest challenges of the Construction and Real 

Estate Industries are: (a) the availability of highly-skilled labor particularly for large and 

complex projects; and (b) the exodus of the most highly skilled construction workers 

to lucrative overseas jobs. If local irms cannot compete with the salary offerings of 
foreign companies, then there would be a tremendous need to train and develop new 

construction professionals and workers. Massive infrastructural projects will increase 

demand for the following occupations: 
4

TABLE 17. PRIORITY OCCUPATIONS IN THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR

Emerging Technologies in Construction5

Augmented reality Drones

Cloud and mobile technology Smart/Green Construction

Connected job sites Building information modeling (BIM)

Construction management software 3D printing

Wearable technology Robotics 

Top Priority Occupations in Construction, 2018-2022

Aluminum and Glass installers Masons

AutoCAD Operator Painters

Architect Pipefitters 

Bookkeeper Plumbers

Building Wiring Installation Worker Pre-cast Fabricator

Carpenters Pre-cast Installer

Construction Painters Production Worker

Civil Engineers Rigger

Driver Roofer

Electrical Engineers Sandblaster

Electrician Scaffold erectors

Foreman (Construction Site Supervisor and 
Construction Trade Supervisor)

Scaffolders

Heavy Equipment Mechanic Steel worker

5   http://www.constructionworld.org/top-10-construction-technology-trends-2018/
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Heavy Equipment Operators (Crane, Forklift, 
Backhoe Loader,  etc.)

Tile Setter

Insulation Worker Tinsmith

Laborer Welders

Machine Operator

While there is a need to build up and improve infrastructure offering construction 

training such as assessors, trainors, and training/assessment centers more training 

centers with suficient equipment and training tools to train skilled workers and 
operators in the construction industry, there is also a need to encourage participation 

of enterprises in a dual-training system modality and to encourage professionals to 

become trainers.   Increase or standardize salary compensation of these workers may 

be looked into to prevent them from seeking work outside the country. 

Filipino construction laborers will have to be adequately trained in the use of the latest 

equipment, tools and technologies. This is particularly true of carpenters, masons, 

plumbers and electricians. Since the private sector is always coming up with better 

construction technologies and setting higher quality standards, TESDA and other 

government technical-vocational education and skilling programs will have to partner 

more with industry associations or large construction companies to develop a highly 

competitive Philippine workforce or the Construction Sector.

ICT and Information Technology-Business Process Management

Trends and Projections

The IT-BPM services has been a rapidly growing subsector with employment expected 

to climb from 1.15 million in 2016 to 1.8 million in 2022. The IT-BPM industry is 

forecasted to grow at 9.2% CAGR from US$ 22.9 Billion  in 2016 to about $38.9 Billion 

in 2022. (Source: A Compendium of Works on Philippine Employment Trends and 

Eight Priority Industries, Morato, Eduardo Jr. - Bayan Academy). The sector is slowly 

transitioning to Knowledge Process Outsourcing (KPO), with labor force demand 

shifting from low-skilled to mid- and high-skilled workers due to the anticipated 

impact of technology.  High-skilled workers especially those with STEM backgrounds 

will slowly increase in this sector as well as in the Electrical and Electronics sector5. 

While demand for post-graduates and professionals with specializations are only 

6 ASEAN in Transformation: How Technology is Changing Jobs and Enterprises, International Labour 
Organization - Bureau for Employers Activities
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partially met thru lateral hires or career shifters (experienced workers from other 

sectors), some of the demand has to be illed by sub-optimal talent, a situation which 
will prove to be untenable in the coming years if not addressed6. Hence, interventions 

such as skills upgrading and ensuring that workers possess the required life skills are 

needed to support the industry. To address the impact of the 4th Industrial Revolution, 

where new jobs will be made and old jobs may become obsolete, the country’s labor 

force need to be agile and adept to the constantly-changing work landscape. 

TABLE 18. IT-BPO SUBSECTOR EMPLOYMENT, 2016 AND 2022

Subsector 2016 2022 Six-Year 
Growth

Average Annual 
Growth Rate

Animation and Game Development NA NA NA NA

Health Information Management 118,200 201,300 77.9% 7.8%

Information Technology Outsourcing 123,200 206,300 67.8% 6.8%

Global In-House Centers 148,700 187,600 26.2% 2.0%

Contact Centers and BPOs 751,200 1,186,300 57.9% 5.8%

Developing human resources for the IT-BPO will have to go beyond the above subsectors 

as industries become more “digitized, more connected and smarter businesses.” For 

the IT-BPO industry, there will be a convergence of four major digital trends:

• Big Data and Analytics in mining useful information or insights from huge sets of 

data with exponential increases in computer power and storage capacity

• Internet-of-Things (IoT) – Everyday devices inter-connected to the Internet 

through sensors and computing power to monitor and manage actions

• Automation and Artiicial Intelligence – Combining technologies such as Robotics 
Process Automation (RPA), Artiicial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning

• Cloud Computing – Delivering IT services hosted over the Internet

According to the Philippine IT-BPM Sector Roadmap “Accelerate PH Future Ready 

Roadmap 2022”, the sector’s growth will be driven by high-value services as it slowly 

transitions to KPO. These services include: 

Contact Center and BPO subsector

• Engineering Services Outsourcing (ESO)

• Data Analytics

• Performance Management

• Legal Process Outsourcing (LPO)

Information Technology Services subsector

• Application Development Management (ADM)
7 Source: Accelerate PH, IT-BPM Roadmap 2022
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• System Integration

• Automation Enablement

• IoT-enablement languages (e.g. Python programming)

Health Information Management subsector

• Preventive Health

• Remote Healthcare Management

• Provider Services

Animation and Game Development subsector

• 3D animation

• Augmented & Virtual Reality (AR/VR)

• Gamiication
Global In-house Center subsector

• Industry speciic services for Telecom, Healthcare, Insurance and 
Pharmaceutical

Skills requirements

The trends show two opposing trends: (1) Augmenting the IT-BPO industry growth 

driven by new technology-enabled services; and (2) Dampening the IT-BPO industry 

growth due to automation and streamlining of services especially for low-skilled work. 

The IT-BPO Roadmap for 2022 expects low-skilled jobs to grow by only 4% CAGR 

up to 2022. Mid-skilled tasks, however, are expected to increase by 12% CAGR while 

high-skilled jobs are predicted to rise by 19% CAGR up to 2022. As a result, there will 

be new jobs at the mid-skilled and high-skilled tasks (73%) compared to low skilled 

tasks (27%). (Source: Frost & Sullivan Analysis, IBPAP and Member Companies)

The shift in skills required in the IT-BPO sector will necessitate major strategic changes 

in talent recruitment and development.  Strategies should include purposive scholarships 

and curriculum development on in-demand skills in software, game and app development, 

Virtual Reality (VR)/Augmented Reality, additive manufacturing and design/3D printing, 

big data analytics, machine learning, among others. This has to be accompanied by state-

of-the-art investments in telecommunication and information technology infrastructure 

where the Philippines is lagging behind compared to its Asian neighbors.7

TABLE 19. PRIORITY OCCUPATIONS IN THE IT-BPM SECTOR

Emerging Technologies in IT-BPM8

Big Data and Analytics Automation and artificial intelligence

Internet of things Cloud computing

Social media Data analytics

Supercomputing

Top Priority Occupations in IT-BPM, 2018-2022

Customer Service Specialist (voice, e-mail, chat support) Graphic Designer, Video Editor/Producer

Technical Support Specialist Mobile App Developer

Software, Game, and Web Developers/Programmers Animators, Motion Graphic Artists

Sales Agent/Telemarketer Transcriptionist

Encoder Marketing Specialist

Computer Systems Service Personnel/Technician CAD/CAM Operator

Virtual Assistants Bookkeeper

ESL Tutor

8  AcceleratePH Future Ready Roadmap 2022 The Philippine IT-BPM Sector 
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Transport, Communication and Storage

Trends and Projections

The Transport, Communication and Storage subsector will be buoyed by the 

Construction subsector’s massive investments in roads and railways and in socialized 

and economic housing through the Home Development Mutual Fund (Pag-IBIG). 

Moreover, recent years have witnessed vehicle sales galloping at a growth rate of 18% 

per annum. Airports, seaports and transport integration plans all point to a more robust 

subsector growth. In addition, the acceleration in the tourism industry will have a 

positive economic effect to the transport services and the infrastructure development.   

The Transport, Storage and Communication subsector, shall account for 588 thousand 

additional workers.

TABLE 20. PRIORITY OCCUPATIONS IN TRANSPORT, COMMUNICATIONS, AND LOGISTICS

Emerging Technologies in Transportation, Communication and Logistics9

Physical internet Robotics and automation

IT standards Autonomous vehicles

Data analytics UAVs/Drones

Cloud 3D printing

Blockchain Ride-hailing and transportation/delivery 
apps
E-commerce platforms (shopping/
selling websites and apps)

Top Priority Occupations in Transportation, Communication and Logistics, 2018-2022

Automotive Painter Maintenance Mechanic 

Accountant Merchandizer

Bookkeeper Mechanic

Cashier Property Consultant

Checker Promodizer

Conductor (Land transportation) Rigger

Customer Care Representative Sales Associate

Driver Seafarer

Drivers (Passenger Bus, Straight Truck, 
Trailer, Long haul)

Stock clerk

Forklift Operator Warehouse Staff

Fiber Optic, Cable Installer
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Agriculture, Fishery, and Forestry

Trends and Projections

Improving productivity in agriculture is the main driver in achieving inclusive growth.89  But 

while the country is considered an agricultural country, the sector’s actual contribution 

to the GDP has dwindled over the decades. However, there are continuous efforts by 

the government and private organizations to revitalize the Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fisheries sector. In the Philippine Development Plan 2017-2022, the main target is to 

substantially increase the growth of the gross value added (GVA) in the sector from 

the baseline value of 0.1 percent to within 2.5 to 3.5 precent in 2017, and maintain 

that growth rate over the next ive years.  Several legislations such as the Agriishery 
Mechanization Law and the Farm Tourism Act aim to improve workers’ productivity and 

attract potential investors. There are more investors entering the ield of Agribusiness, 
particularly in organic farming, high value crop production, and high-technology, agro-

processing ventures. The government, for its part, shall focus on four areas for the next 

ive years: (a) Staple Food Commodities to ensure food security (food suficiency); (b) 
High Value Crops to generate jobs and foreign earnings (maximum productivity); (c) 

the ishery management that has shifted to protection and conservation through an 

8   http://www.whispir.com/news/9-transport-sector-technology-trends 
9 World Bank, Philippines Economic Update (April 2018). 30
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ecosystems approach to isheries management; and (d) for the Livestock and Poultry to 
continue its growth because of the favorable market conditions. 

Strategies to be implemented include intensive technology updating and sharing, 

modernization and mechanization programs; easy access inancing program for 
farmers, ishermen and agriculture and isheries stakeholders; and a strategic and 
effective post-harvest, storage and processing facility. 

So far, several initiatives to help uplift the sector through technology have been done 

in some areas of the country, such as solar-powered irrigation and the use of drones. 

Several websites and web/mobile apps were also created to assist farmers in crop 

planning, work management, and expanding market reach, e.g. Farmers Guide Map by 

the Department of Agriculture, Rice Crop Manager, AgriDOC, and KROPS.  Additionally, 

crowdfunding platforms for farmers, such as FarmonPH and Cropital, have enabled 

ordinary citizens to invest in agri-business by funding local farmers in exchange of 

proit-sharing.

TABLE 21. PRIORITY OCCUPATIONS IN THE AGRI-FISHERY & FORESTRY SECTOR

Emerging Technologies Agri-fishery

Remote sensing Drones

Genetic engineering Vertical Cultivation

Agricultural robots IoT-based smart farming

Top Priority Occupations in Agri-fishery, 2018-2022

Agri-crop Producers/Processors Food Chemist

Agricultural Crops Production Worker Forester

Agricultural Engineers Horticulturists

Agriculturist Landscape Installer and Maintenance Worker

Animal Producers (Ruminants) Landscape Installers and Maintenance Personnel 
(Softscape)

Aquaculturists Machine Operator 

Banana Growing Worker Mechanic 

Bangus Caretaker Mechanic for Farm Implements or Machineries

Butcher Packer 

Craftsman (Bamboo materials) Plastic Machine Operator 

Crop/Fruit Picker Poultry Raisers

Dairy Farm Worker Poultry Worker 

Driver Rice Machinery Operators

Evisceration Crew (Fish) Seafarer/Seaman 

Farm Machinery Operator/Technician Seaweed Farmer 

Farm Managers Slaughterer 

Farmer Soil Technologist

Fish Cage Caretaker Steamer Operator 

Fish Processor Taxonomist

Fisherfolk (Fish capture) Weaver 

Food Processor
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Manufacturing (Electronics, Food Manufacturing, etc.)

Food manufacturing led the industry with 40% gross value-added. Although the 

Electronics subsector (semiconductors) has not been competitive with neighboring 

Asian countries and has shown erratic growth patterns for the last ive years, it 
accounts for 50% of Philippine exports. However, should it shift to higher-value 

products though greater research and development investments materialize, it may 

yet be a priority subsector for employment. 

As industries move towards more sophisticated technologies and processes, skills 

requirements for the next ive years shall have to include the ability to handle, operate and  
maintain machines that make use of more electronic and digital technology and controls.

TABLE 22. PRIORITY OCCUPATIONS IN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR

Emerging Technologies in Manufacturing11

Industrial internet of things Big data

Robotics Cloud

Artificial intelligence Cybersecurity 

Advance materials and additive manufacturing Modeling, simulation, visualization and immersion

Top Priority Occupations in Manufacturing, 2018-2022

Automotive Mechanic Mechanical/Automotive Technician

Automotive Painter Mechanical Engineers

Automotive Servicing - Hybrid Vehicles  (Hybrid 
Specialist)

Mechatronics

Accountant Metal Caster 

CAD/CAM Operator Molder (metal) 

Carpenter Molder (plastic) 

Chemical Engineer Motorcycle Operator 

CNC Machinist Motorcycle Technician

CNC Operator Plant and machine operators, and assemblers

Conventional Machinist Plant Mechanic

Deburring Operations (Deburring Technician) Pipefitters

Dressmaker, Sewer Power press machine operator 

Driver Repair crew

Electrician Tailor

Electronics Equipment Assembler Technician
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Equipment Technicians Safety, Health and Quality Inspectors

Food Processor Service Technician

Instrumentation and Calibration Technicians Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 
Operators 

Mechanics Upholsterers

Machine operators & assemblers Weavers 

Machinist Welders

Health and Wellness

Trends and Projections

The Philippine Health and Wellness Industry promises to be a major economic contributor 

in terms of value creation and employment generation since it addresses the largest 

social need of the country to have an able-bodied and more productive citizenry.

The rapid rise in health care expenditures (CAGR of 11.3%) far outstripped the 

Philippine population growth rate and the household income growth rate. This could be 

attributed to the three major accelerators of health and wellness: (a) new technologies 

that are more effective but more expensive to deliver; (b) aging population with a 

higher incidence of morbidity; and (c) changing lifestyles in a changing environment 

(sedentary work, obesity, fast food and junk food consumption). Urban congestion, 

pollution and contagion may be responsible for the alarming increase in acute 

respiratory infection and pneumonia. Hypertension, bronchitis and urinary tract 

infection also had high morbidity rates.12

Pic Source: Gabriel Elorde Boxing Gym

Health expenditures have been growing by a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) 

of 11.3% from 2009 to 2014. In 2014, 67.5% of the country’s health expenditures 

was funded by the private sector. However, the government sources of funding are 

expected to accelerate from the years 2015 to 2020 due to greater Philhealth funds 

and local budgetary health care programs. In fact, the “sin taxes”, or alcohol and 

12   Eduardo Morato, Jr., A Compendium of Works on Philippine Employment Trends and Eight Priority Industries 
(Bayan Academy, April 2018)                                                                                                                                                                                              
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tobacco taxes (worth Php 141.8 billion in 2015 alone) have been primarily earmarked 

for health (Philhealth and medical assistance/facilities). As a result, private sector 

contribution to health expenditure funding would most probably decline to 60.5% in 

2020 as government enlarges its participation.

The health and wellness sector also has a spill-over effect to other sectors. These 

sectors include travel and tourism (wellness tourism), food manufacturing, agriculture 

(health eating, nutrition & weight loss), manufacturing (beauty & anti-aging), 

construction (hospitals, medical and wellness centers), and services (alternative 

medicine, wellness and itness programs).

Employment in Health and Social Work steadily increased from 372,000 (2005) 

to 502,000  (2016) at an annual growth rate of 3.2%. The Gross Value added to the 

economy catapulted from 81.4B in 2015 to 242.6B in 2016 (at current prices). This 

is an eleven-year increase to almost triple.13 Along with Other Community, Social and 

Personal Services, the subsector is projected to have 565,000 additional workers.

As the government promotes good and equitable health of its people, health systems 

and service delivery should also come hand in hand to influence the total health of 

the workforce. Investments from both government and the private sector should be 

redesigned and refocused to identify strategies to make the workforce smart and 

health conscious. Cost-effective and meaningful healthcare and wellness programs 

and interventions can provide return on investments and savings in long term. 

TABLE 23. PRIORITY OCCUPATIONS IN THE HEALTH AND WELLNESS SECTOR

Emerging Technologies in  Health and Other Social Services14

Wearables and biosensing technologies Innovative partnerships

Corporate wellness programs Smart pills technology 

Top Priority Occupations in Health and Other Social Services, 2018-2022

Bench jewelers Customer Care Representative

Caregivers Promodizer

Doctors Manicurist, Pedicurist, Hair Stylist 

Emergency Medical Crew Massage Therapist (licensed)

Finance and Accountants Medical Technologist

Gemologists Nurses

Hairdresser Office clerks 

Health Care Service Crew Pharmacist (licensed)

Inventory Staff Pharmacy Aide

Jewelry appraisers Security Guard 

Jewelry designers Spa/Massage Therapist 

Lapidary

Other subsectors

The Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) asserted that the key job 

generators for the coming years will include: Agribusiness; Mining; Power and Utilities; 

Construction; Information and Technology; Health and Wellness; Hotels; Restaurants 

and Tourism; Wholesale and Retail Trade; and Banking and Finance, Transport and 

Logistics, Real Estate and Education. (DOLE, 2017). 
13  Eduardo Morato, Jr., A Compendium of Works on Philippine Employment Trends and Eight Priority Industries 

(Bayan Academy, April 2018) 

14  https://www.engadget.com/2016/09/08/emerging-health-and-wellness-tech-trends-to-keep-an-eye-on/
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Education

Education will need more teachers and administrators not just because of the natural 

growth in the Philippine population but also because the Senior High School program 

of the Department of Education (Grade 11 and 12) will get into full swing while tertiary 

education will be expanding its enrollment at the same time due to the free college 

tuition introduced into the Philippine budget for 2018 (amounting to Php 40 billion). 

The Universal Access to Quality Tertiary Education Act (UAQTEA) will enable students 

to choose from applying for scholarships in state colleges/universities or State TVIs, 

TESDA Technology Institutions. Likewise, occupations15 such as accountant, auditor, 

librarian, licensed guidance counselor, licensed teachers, researchers and SPED 

teachers (for children and young adults with disabilities) shall also be in demand. 

The prevalence of e-learning platforms, however, including massive online open 

courses (MOOCs), is disrupting the education sector. The preference of bite-sized, 

interactive, visual learning has been proven to be more effective and popular, especially 

to the members of the younger population. Similarly, overseas demand for Filipino 

online “English as a Second Language” (ESL) trainors is increasing due to the same 

technology.

Renewable Energy

The development of the Renewable Energy subsector may accelerate as the country 

reduces its dependence on oil, gas and coal. Higher taxes on the traditional fossil 

fuels will shift investments to renewable energy (solar, wind, bio-fuels, wave, etc.) In 

the U.S., few of the fastest growing jobs16 in this sector are wind turbine technician, 

solar installer, clean car engineer, sustainable builder, and sustainability engineers. 

With the approval of the Philippine Green Jobs Act, initiatives on the implementation 

of its provision can be explored to boost this sector.

15  Jobsit 2022

16  https://www.energy.gov/eere/articles/5-fastest-growing-jobs-clean-energy
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In line with the national development’s thrust of accelerating human capital development 

by ensuring lifelong learning opportunities for all, the NTESDP 2018-2022 envisions a 

Vibrant Quality TVET for Decent1 Work and Sustainable Inclusive Growth.  

The NTESDP aims to mobilize, galvanize and strengthen the TVET sector in order 

to attain two strategic thrusts: (1) Global Competitiveness and Workforce Readiness; 

and, (2) Social Equity for Workforce Inclusion and Poverty Reduction.  

In essence, the NTESDP endeavors to build, develop, and assure workforce job 

readiness for two sets of beneiciaries. 

The irst set is comprised of: 

• graduates newly entering the workforce

• senior high school students who are pursuing the TVL track

• existing workers in the different sectors of the economy

• workers seeking to advance themselves in their jobs through higher level skills 

and job placements overseas

• workers displaced by new technologies and skills requirements

• unemployed and underemployed workers seeking full employment, and 

• returning Filipino overseas workers who wish to pursue local job opportunities. 

The second set is comprised of the twelve (12) of the fourteen (14) identiied groupings 
of the basic sectors2, which are: 

• Farmers and landless rural workers

• Artisanal isher folk
• Urban poor

• Indigenous people and cultural communities

• Workers in formal labor and migrant workers

1  According to the International Labour Organization (ILO), decent work is deined as involving opportunities 
for work that is productive and delivers a fair income, security in the workplace and social protection for 
families, better prospects for personal development and social integration, freedom for people to express 
their concerns, organize and participate in the decisions that affect their lives and equality of opportunity 
and treatment for all women and men. http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/decent-work/lang--en/index.htm

2   Republic Act No. 8425: “Social Reform and Poverty Alleviation Act.” 
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readiness for two sets of beneiciaries. 

The irst set is comprised of: 

The second set is comprised of the twelve (12) of the fourteen (14) identiied groupings 

Artisanal isher folk

1  According to the International Labour Organization (ILO), decent work is deined as involving opportunities 

• Workers in the informal sector

• Women

• Children

• Youth and students

• Senior citizens

• Persons with disabilities, and

• Victims of disasters and calamities

Those who are not earning suficiently, the marginalized, and the socially excluded, 
including drug-rehabilitated individuals, rebel returnees, street dwellers, out-of-school 

youth, and all those who are inding it dificult to ind jobs or livelihood will be targeted.

Three Major Challenges in TVET and Strategic Responses

The external and internal environmental assessments highlight the need to address 

three major challenges facing Philippine industries and their employment prospects.

The irst challenge is the advent of the Fourth Industrial Revolution which will 
accelerate the convergence of industrial technology and information technology and 

will pervade all facets of human activities. This is alongside the growing clamor for 

21st century skills by a more sophisticated and advanced education and employment 

environment. Existing businesses, the government and the people will ind it dauntingly 
dificult to keep pace with the rapid changes. The operative battle cry to surmount this 
challenge is AGILITY. Agility means fast reaction time, immediate responsiveness and 

the creative capacity to adopt new ways of doing things and to adjust accordingly as 

disruptors render old ways obsolete.

The second challenge is to meet the very huge demand for skilled and conscientious 

workforce in the eight priority industries identiied by the NTESDP. These are the 
industries expected to generate higher economic value and much larger employment 

markets. The eight priority industries would require roughly six million quality workers 

in the six years of the planning period. The loud clarion call for this second challenge 

is SCALABILITY. The Fourth NTESDP must be able to scale up the technical education 

and skills development programs of the TVET sector, including those embedded in 

the Basic and Higher Education sectors. Past efforts will have to be escalated and 

intensiied, necessitating bigger funding commitments, greater collaborative work 
among all TVET stakeholders, more innovative programs and methodologies and 

higher leveraging of human, physical and inancial resources.
The third challenge is to deliberately and afirmatively address the needs of the Filipino 
workforce who have been excluded and left behind by a fast growing Philippine 

economy, which largely focused on major urban areas and the formal employment 

sector. Filipinos belonging to the basic sectors have not been able to take advantage 

of the economic progress because the leading industry employment generators did 

not have good multiplier effects, meaning they had limited linkages to the rest of the 

economy and produced little trickle-down effect. Poverty levels are strongly linked 

to educational attainment. Filipinos from the basic sectors generally land jobs and 
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employment with minimal income because of lack of education and skills. There is a 

need to pursue economic strategies that create more value, generate more multiplier 

effects, focus on mid- to high-skilled jobs and provide better pay and beneits. 

The Fourth NTESDP is also confronted with the issues of social equity and poverty. 

The workforce in the basic sectors is not an easy one to mobilize, organize, capacitate 

and empower. The development banner to raise and wave is of FLEXIBILITY and 

SUSTAINABILITY. Flexibility is warranted because the majority of the constituency 

from the basic sectors are less educated, less skilled and have less access to markets, 

technologies, inancing and institutional assistance. It would be unwise to impose rigid 
learning structures, methodologies, and materials. There are industry-level standards 

and highly formalized processes that must yield to more practical, culturally sensitive 

approaches and consider/recognize the harsh realities of farming, ishing or forestry life 
which is vulnerably exposed to the ravages of nature and the environment. Sustainability 

is a major issue and concern given this situation. In the past, many development 

interventions for the basic sectors have been ill-conceived, inadequately designed and 

developed, woefully implemented because a more holistic, systemic and longer-term 

approach has not been taken. Each village, community, barangay or municipality has its 

own unique economic, social, cultural and environmental situation. One size cannot and 

should not it all. Sustainability means intervening in the lives of people to assure that 
their natural resources do not get depleted, that their income levels would be suficient 
to get them out of poverty and that their way of life is respected and allowed to grow at 

their own terms.  The development interventions must proceed from where the people 

are coming from to ensure responsiveness and appropriateness of actions. 

Two Corollary Challenges and Organizational Response 

In addition to the major challenges posed against the sector are lateral axiomatic issues. 

The irst is the preparedness of the TVET landscape which refers to the TVET 
infrastructure, its systems and operational mechanisms which provide for the 

readiness, capacity, eficiency and quality of the sector to deliver to its community. 
This includes the cross-cutting demands for greening the sector as well as gender 

responsiveness. This shall require the TVET sector through the leadership of TESDA 

to establish and ensure a CONDUCIVE and enabling environment. 
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In conjunction with the challenge of maintaining a viable TVET landscape, TESDA and 

the whole of the sector have to step up and change the prevailing notion that TVET is 

substandard, inferior, and offers no future for growth and development for the person. 

The lack of trust with TVET may even be the most primal concern for the community. 

What is searched for in here is to instill values and INTEGRITY among stakeholders 

and to create a TVET image that shouts trust and conidence.

Continuing Efforts 

The NTESDP will continue to support institutions issuing tech-voc diploma programs, 

assess and issue National Certiications, accredit TVIs, develop and certify trainers, 
promote on-the-job training, work immersion and apprenticeship and push for more 

dual-tech programs; and work with DepEd and CHED for a more integrated approach 

to technical-vocational education and training. For NTESDP 2018-22, there would be 

more emphasis on addressing the workforce requirements of industries with large 

employment bases and high growth potentials, meeting the challenges of the 4IR, 

attaining greater Social Equity, integrating the Green Economy in its work  plans and 

programs, and adopting 21st Century Skills, especially those related to critical and 

creative thinking, greater networking and connectivity, better people and organizational 

skills, higher familiarity with and expertise on information and communication 

technology, and the convergence of industrial technology with ICT.

The NTESDP shall continue to establish partnerships with TVET educators and 

trainers, industry associations, foreign employers, international and local funding 

agencies, institutions providing technical assistance and capacity building programs, 

civil society, people’s organizations, faith-based groups, national and local government 

organizations, foreign governments and foundations, and individual experts, 

consultants, trainers and program/project catalyzers.
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Objectives, Strategies and Program Directions:

To set the direction of the TVET sector, the following objectives, strategies and program 

thrusts shall be pursued:

1. Create a conducive and enabling environment for the development 
of quality service delivery of the TVET sector in order to produce 

work-ready, globally competitive, green economy workers imbued with 

21st century skills.

 

• Establish a flexible and agile system in TVET processes, programs, and policies 

to be responsive to changing learning, industry and demographic development 

requirements both at the global and local levels. 

The clamor for a more agile system to keep up with the workforce demands of 

the industry needs to be met thru the enhancement of current TVET policies, 

procedures, and systems.  Policies and programs must also be more flexible in 

order to be more responsive to its wide range of clientele.  

This could also take form by recognizing innovative curricular transformation in 

the development of higher level qualiications. Likewise, TESDA and its partner 
industries shall institutionalize continuous professional and skills upgrading 

and training of trainers and assessors. These mechanisms develop a favorable 

environment to create a TVET sector that accommodates all stakeholders and 

provides opportunities for growth and development.

There should be an adoption of an eficient and effective green framework 
compatible and responsive with TVET systems, conditions, requirements 

and clients.  The green framework shall use resources and maintain the highest 

standards of ecological integrity through cross-cutting mechanisms through policies, 

programs and projects. Institutionalization of green in learning and physical 

facilities must include the greening of schools, campuses, ofices as well as the 
greening of curricula from basic to the initial adoption of green competencies 

from more advanced and developed TVET curricula from other countries. Existing 
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green Training Regulations shall be maximized and enhanced, to continue the 

mainstreaming of green.

Gender responsiveness, equity and sensitivity in the TVET system shall also 

be ensured through policies, programs and services. This include GAD capacity 

building activities for all TESDA personnel, TVET institutions, clients and stakeholders; 

implementation of a comprehensive and consistent gender-sensitive M&E system for 

timely identiication of gaps and vulnerabilities and responsive design, development 
and implementation of programs and projects. These shall have the end view of 

gender-equitable and sustainable TVET system. 

• Intensify collaboration with critical government agencies, LGUs, GOCCs, NGOs, 

industry associations, workers’ groups, civil societies, and other organizations 

in the planning and implementation of projects, programs, and policies, especially 

in the conduct of a comprehensive skills mapping, training needs/provision and 

advocacy programs. To avoid duplication of efforts and to maximize impact of 

programs to its intended beneiciaries, TESDA and national government agencies, 
local government units, and relevant sectors and industries should harmonize their 

existing skills development programs, competency and qualiication standards, 
certiications, monitoring and evaluation frameworks and other schemes. Forming 
an inter-agency committee may be the irst step in collaboration and executing a 
whole-of-government approach. 

A true trifocalized education system must be realized thru the coordination of the 

three education agencies. 

Real agility and flexibility of the TVET system cannot be achieved without the 

participation of the industry. The establishment and engagement of industry 

boards and guilds will be a major step in accomplishing this goal.

Aside from this, establishment of a Government-Industry-Education (GIE) council 

has been pushed during the 2017 Education Summit, while existing groups such 

as the National Industry Academe Council (NIAC) may be tapped as well for closer 

coordination and collaboration.

 

• Expand TVET capacity in key growth areas to address the growing demand for 

skilled labor and need for more trainers, assessors, centers and facilities for the 

TVET sector and for the K to 12 Program. 
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Public and private collaborations shall be pursued on the establishment of modern 

specialized training centers. Alternatively, respected and recognized enterprises 

can be assisted in expanding their training facilities to accommodate job seekers 

or workers of other enterprises being upgraded. OFWs may be tapped to serve 

as potential trainers and assessors, giving them the option to work closer to their 

families. Industry professionals may also be tapped to work as trainers and assessors. 

Mobilization of resources must also be rationalized. 

Interventions to expand TVET capacity should also take into consideration the needs 

of the basic education, i.e. students of the K to 12 TVL track.

The use of technology to expand the reach of TVET may also be tapped thru 

massive open online courses (MOOCs) such as the TESDA online program, and 

the conduct of online certiication and onsite services. Increasing access to TVET 
for other clientele such as working individuals for upskilling or shifting careers 

should also be considered. The same should apply in providing the basic sectors 

easier access to skills training.

• Improve research, innovation, knowledge management, and extension services. 

The conduct of studies/researches should also be a collaborative effort among 

national government agencies to be able to get evidence-based results and 

recommendations and for impact assessment. Nourishing a culture of innovation  

thru establishment of innovation centers and mechanisms should be pursued 

to encourage innovation, research, development, and entrepreneurship in the 

organizations and the public.

• Strengthen quality assurance mechanisms in TVET. Accreditation of institutions, 

such as APACC, ISO, EASTVET-QAF shall be pursued to improve quality assurance 

and support to existing delivery modes. 

Intensify and fortify the regular audit and grading of programs and institutions 

since quality TVET delivery is an imperative mandate in order for industry to 

participate more actively in seeking the services of the TVET sector. 
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• Create and maintain a transparent and perpetually-refreshed information 

system on relevant stakeholder data (e.g. TVET learners, workforce supply and 

demand) to address the needs and requirements of the employment sector, the 

preferences and interests of the labor sector, and those entering the workforce. 

Provision of timely, accurate and usable information, technology sharing and 

transfer, knowledge dissemination and inter-industry, inter-company cooperation 

shall be intensiied. Active participation of industries, government agencies, LGUs, 
and other supportive institutions is crucial in this undertaking. TESDA, as the 

Authority, shall strengthen and clearly deine its role as  a catalyst, coordinator, 
orchestrator and innovative designer and legislative advocate.  

• Intensify promotion and advocacy of TVET thru aggressive marketing and 

information-dissemination strategies. Investments in marketing TVET should 

be increased and should cover all forms of media, including digital.

2. Prepare the Philippine workforce for the challenges posed by the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) as it ushers in new jobs not yet in 
the marketplace but that will make existing ones obsolete. 

For anticipated skills, both the government and the TVET sector are ill-equipped 

and behind private industry, which may even be experiencing a dificult time 
coping with the challenges posed by the 4IR.

• Push for the active participation of industries in assessment and certiication 
processes. The pioneers in 4IR technologies and skills development shall 

be tapped to supplement TESDA’s efforts.  Government, industry and higher 

education institutions must collaborate in irming up the new qualiications 
standards and Training Regulations for adoption and dissemination. TESDA 

in its part shall explore extended co-functions with industries in the conduct 

of assessment and certiication and other areas where industries have the 
advantage. Notwithstanding, TESDA shall maintain oversight of the process and 

rigor used and set regulatory guidelines. 

• Gear the synergy of the education sector with the industries towards 

synchronizing with international standards of/for decent work.

The teamwork of the public and private sector shall work towards the full 
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implementation and acceptance of the Philippine Qualiications Framework 
(PQF), including, but not limited to, alignment with the AQRF, credit transfer and 

ladderization. These shall provide the infrastructure to ensure “equal pay for work of 

equal value,” as aimed for in the SDGs in the promotion of “sustained, inclusive and 

sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for 

all.” The establishment of standards of education, skills and competencies vis-à-

vis the appropriate, expected equivalent compensation will ensure the dignity of  an 

equitable and a competitive compensation, in reference with the global pay scale. 

This may also be facilitated by supporting the establishment of workers’/crafts’ 

unions that would also identify appropriate salary rate according to degrees of 

skills and competencies. This will “protect labor rights and promote safe and secure 

working environments for all workers, including migrant workers, female migrants in 

particular, and those in precarious employment.”

International qualiications referencing and benchmarking shall be regularly done 
to keep the Philippine TVET sector appraised and challenged. Assistance shall be 

expanded to enable TVIs to upgrade their facilities, their learning methodologies, 

their course offerings and their trainers and training managers. Establishment of 

more polytechnic institutions shall also be pursued. 

Participation in the conduct of national, regional, and international skills 

competitions should be given suficient investment, time, and promotion in an 
effort to improve previous rankings. 

TVET shall be more pro-active in the ASEAN efforts to facilitate the free flow 

and exchange of workers, technologies, training curricula, methodologies and 

materials and master trainers for trainers’ training programs. The creation of an 

ASEAN TVET Development Council has been pushed by TESDA.

• Rationalize the TVET Delivery System to meet the demands and requirements of 

technologies, industries and world of work by enlarging the scope and impact of 

enterprise-based training to elevate it as a dominant delivery mode. 

Industries shall be engaged in the implementing, supervising, monitoring and 

evaluating scholarship programs. In this context, the dual training system and 

apprenticeship programs shall be strengthened and incentivized. Companies 

must be offered good value propositions in participating in the 4IR initiatives. To 

lessen their training burden, industry associations and enterprises are projected 

to partner with TVIs and Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) to pass on the 

technology, learning methodologies and training modules and be compensated for 

the training of trainers and the technology transfer either through a joint venture 

agreement with the TVIs/HEIs, government subsidies, or both. For all these to 

happen, TESDA and its partner industry associations shall conduct an awareness 

and advocacy campaign. PESOs may be tapped to provide skills requirements and 

projections in their communities.

These can be addressed by adapting and adopting international standards for 

TVET including the provision of facilities, laboratories and training equipment and 

machineries, and adopting enterprise-based training as a dominant mode. 
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There is a urgency to meet the higher skill levels going to be demanded by the  

priority industries. There is a need to level up to NC III, IV and even Diploma level 

V programs  as the Senior High School (SHS) accommodates and generates 

more and more NC I and II graduates. TESDA shall fast-track the review and 

update of Training Regulations, and more importantly, align NCs with the PQF 

levels in order to be more valuable and relevant. NCs should also be in sync with 

the national qualiications standards to ensure consistency. STEM components 
in select Diploma level programs must be embedded. 

• Institute separate and faster mechanisms to address rapidly-changing jobs by 

hastening the development of competency standards/Training Regulations. In 

time, industries must be encouraged to initially have their own standards within 

the TESDA framework and follow international standards where they have already 

been established.

TESDA has partnered with ILO to adopt a skills needs anticipation to identify 

skills for the 4IR requirements. This shall anticipate the issues, demands, and 

impediments that the future may bring. It would also prepare the workforce and 

equip learners and workers with the necessary tools to face the 4IR and the future 

landscape of TVET.

The program of assistance shall be expanded to enable TVIs to upgrade their 

facilities, their learning methodologies, their course offerings and their trainers 

and training managers.

 

• Address skills requirements not yet attended or covered by the TVET sector (e.g 

die-making, tool and die engineering, new automotive electronic technologies, 3D 

printing, cyber security, electronics manufacturing, underwater welding, robotics 

for manufacturing, etc.). Concerted effort among the different industry and TVET 

stakeholders is needed, to address these inadequacies. There should be a higher 

allotment of scholarship funding to qualiications of emerging technologies, which 
constitute mainly No Training Regulation (NTR) programs. 

With the presence of disruptive technologies and the pace of a rapidly-changing 

work environment, development of 21st century or soft skills starting from 

secondary education will prepare the workers to the future of work. The present 

DepEd K to 12 curriculum incorporates the 21st century skills across grade levels, 
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with varying degrees and levels of complexity. However, greater emphasis are 

being prepared for employment, higher education, entrepreneurship or middle-

level skills. Speciically for work immersion, there shall be soft skills enhancement 
among SHS-TVL students. Strengthening of these soft skills or life skills 

should continue in techvoc (thru the integration of 21st century skills in basic 

competencies of training regulations), higher education, and beyond. Government 

agencies should also collaborate to create enabling mechanisms for continuous 

learning of individuals throughout their lives. 

3. Assure that industries with high economic and employment growth 
potentials are provided with the required quantity of quality 
workforce

The huge and highly growing demand for workers in several industries of the 

economy has to be confronted. There is a need to anticipate and prioritize 

according to the requirements of each industry as previously identiied.

TVET should be harnessed to address the major concerns of the priority industries. 

The priority industries are most subject to the advancement of globalization, 

hence the imperative to keep pace with global standards and the fast changes in 

these standards. To remain competitive, the Philippines must ensure that its own 

qualiication standards and training regulations are keeping pace.   

• Strongly support identiied priority sectors in terms of funding allotment. 
The plan seeks to prioritize the allocation of the bulk of its scholarship funds, 

institutional support, technical assistance and training programs required to 

boost the seven (7) identiied priority industries. These sectors are: Construction, 

Tourism/Hospitality and IT-BPM; Agriculture, Manufacturing and Transport, 

Communication and Storage. While there may not be as many additional workers 

needed for the other two (Agriculture and Manufacturing), they are vital for the 

country’s full, high-value and inclusive development. The third industry, Transport, 

Communication and Storage will grow fast and are estimated to require 588,000 

additional workers from 2017-2022. Lastly, the Health and Wellness and Other 

Social Services, is also considered as a thriving, potentially large, and high-valued 

employment generator.

• Intensify industry participation and involvement in design, development, 

implementation, and assessment of policies and programs. Improving the 

relevance of TVET to address the needs of the industry requires its strong 

involvement the sector. Of course, this should entail establishing partnership 

and linkages with the industry and reinforcing mechanisms that would facilitate 

better coordination with critical players such as liaison work, creating a CRM 

system to track and monitor existing and potential  partners, and responding to 

and collaborating with industry partners on a dedicated and focused manner. 

Involvement of the industries in the conduct of competency assessment should 

also be intensiied with the help of the established industry boards and guilds. All 
incentive mechanisms must be revisited so that industries may be encoured 

further to participate in TVET. These strategies cultivate a collegial environment 

among all the critical players to provide the industries with quality workforce that 

can be tapped to complement their economic growth. 
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• Expand and intensify labor force participation through enabling mechanisms.

Programs that improve labor productivity thru employment or entrepreneurship 

shall be more focused. Putting in place mechanisms that will encourage more 

citizens to be part of the labor force or enable them to move up by acquiring the 

in-demand skillsets is adamant.  These include accessible skills development 

programs and work opportunities to retirees and the elderly, homemakers, PWDs, 

out-of-school youth, OFWs, especially the displaced and the retired, should be 

given opportunities to stay productive.

4. Directly and more vigorously address workforce needs of the basic 
sectors in order to achieve greater social equity and economic inclusion.

Emphasize strategies and programs that directly serve the unserved and 

underserved, the poor, the marginalized and the vulnerable. This can only be done 

if the entire government, both national and local, coordinate, collaborate and 

coalesce to form partnerships with both civil society and the business sector and 

share resources, expertise and networks.

Aside from TESDA, there are national and local government institutions trying 

to reach out to the bottom of the pyramid, meaning workers belonging to the 

marginalized and vulnerable sectors. These include DA, DAR, DOLE, DTI, DOST, 

DSWD and the LGUs, among others. There is a need to assess how effective these 

have been in raising the skills, the productivity and income levels of these workers. 

To work towards social equity, community based training for special groups shall 

be enhanced. Flexible systems of qualiication standards and training regulations 
shall be adopted, promoting convergent approaches in responding to the needs 

of the basic sectors’ workers, and in developing mechanisms to tap enterprises/ 

industries engaged in “inclusive business”; and a corporate social responsibility 

in providing skills development and economic opportunities for the basic 

sectors’ workers. These accentuate the overall social development by developing 

accessible and inclusive programs and holistic value-development for the basic 

sectors. It involves and encourages greater participation from industries and 

share social responsibilities with the private sector.

• Formalize a flexible system of qualiication standards and training regulations 
adapted and customized to their needs, wherever they may be. 
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(cooperatives, associations, people’s organizations) and foundations/CSR arms 

to co-implement the program. Inclusive businesses (like Jollibee Food Corp and 

their foundation, Nestle and their partner NGOs) need farmers produce. Skipping 

middlemen, they help communities directly with funding, technical assistance, 

training, organizational building and marketing. They offer fair prices, set standards 

of quality and reach out to small farmers in a big way (i.e. large scale operations). 

Social enterprises are smaller in scale but they are dedicated to uplift the quality of 

life of its workers by immersing themselves in communities, thus assuring better 

sustainability. Foundations and CSR arms may work with inclusive businesses 

or social enterprises and act as social entrepreneurs designing and developing 

livelihood and community development programs. 

• Institute a dedicated unit to cater to the needs of the basic sectors’ workers to 

effectively attend to their concerns. This could be facilitated by the community 

training and employment coordinators (CTECs) of the LGUs3. Designation of a 

social equity arm in the agency may also be key. The engagement with the 

LGUs shall be broadened where their active participation shall be enjoined in the 

implementation of community-based activities and programs.  The CTECs may 

be augmented or re-designed to better respond in the delivery of community-

based programs. 

• Implement the skills-preneurship as a formal strategy in social learning. Skills-

preneurship is the skill-based entrepreneurship program using technology-based 
3 MC No. 2003-174 of the DILG provided for the Institutionalization of Community-Based Training for Enterprise 

Development at the local level and establishment/creation of corresponding support mechanisms.

Entry requirements must be softened to 

allow the capability building of workers 

at the bottom of the pyramid.

• Redesign and redevelop community-

based training programs to respond to 

the needs of the basic sectors. Short-

term, one-time training programs 

often fail because they do not consider 

the many barriers and challenges 

affecting the basic sectors’ workers. 

Results-oriented skills training 

interventions in the basic sectors 

should be developed and implemented 

for greater sustainability, to increase 

his/her productivity and income.  (In the 

industrial sector, if the worker is not up 

to par in skills, he/she is not hired and 

this is the ultimate benchmark of good 

skills development.) These workers are 

found in farming, ishery and forestry 
and their needs change depending on 

their crops, their livelihood, their area 

and their education level. 

To do this, TESDA or other NGAs should 

work with three groups of partners: 

inclusive businesses, social enterprises 
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learning system. Many of these are in self-employed endeavors (agriculture, 

ishing, informal sector trade) and will need to enhance their technical skills in 
carrying out their livelihood.   However, they must be espoused by entrepreneurship 
training to raise their ability to manage well and grow sustainably. 

When dealing with the basic sectors’ workers, there must be more emphasis on 
skills-preneurship and inancial literacy training because many of them are self-
employed and are running micro businesses. Capability-building support must 
also be conducted to MSMEs, including family enterprises. Coordination with 
the Department of Trade and Industry may be conducted to assist individuals 
and families who wish to build an enterprise producing local or export products. 
Instituting an ofice or unit in-charge of entrepreneurship programs in TVET 
should also be considered.

5. Instill values and integrity in the conduct and delivery of TVET in 
the whole sector and progressively align their programs and course 
offerings with global standards, especially in critical or priority 
sectors of the Philippine economy  

The last objective is the hardest to attain because it requires the moral resolve of all 
parties, both government and non-government, to instill values and integrity in the 
conduct of TVET among its stakeholders.  Several pro-active action programs can 
be taken. 

To acquire the trust and to inculcate values in the sector, full transparency and 
healthy trafic of information among the stakeholders shall be assured, total quality 
management in TVET core processes shall be instilled and advocated; there shall 
be constant dialogue and robust collaboration with partners towards continuous 
development and improvement of TVET delivery and the recognition and giving 
of incentives for successful partnership shall be intensiied. These stimulate 
conidence in the sector through value formation and ensures TVET relevance. 

• Promote full transparency and freedom of information so that everything is 
presented and disseminated to all TVET stakeholders. This may be achieved 
thru well-documented, strictly-evaluated and openly monitored programs and 
projects.

• Set up joint industry and government bodies that subject TVET providers to 
processes similar to those undergone by private schools in terms of program 
review, facilities evaluation, quality of instruction and learning methodologies and 
materials, innovative programs introduced, and so on. 

• Conduct of regular seminars, dialogues, problem-solving and opportunity-
seeking sessions, best practice sharing, poor practice admonitions and recognition 
and rewarding programs sponsored by the academe, industry and government.

• Strengthen recognition and incentives programs, including its TVET Star Rating 
Program to something owned by everyone. The best monitors and perceivers of 
integrity are the beneiciaries and customers of TVET programs. They must be 
surveyed regularly, involved in focused group discussions and interviewed. Are 
they receiving quality TVET education and training and have they beneited much 
from what they have learned? What complaints and commendations would they 
want to share? Tracer studies of TVET graduates must be regularly commissioned 
and analyzed for the purpose of ensuring that TVET providers are doing their jobs 
well.
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Plan Implementation

The NTESDP shall serve as a guide in the implementation of TVET programs and 

resource allocation decisions at the national level. In order to achieve the plan goals 

and objectives, all stakeholders of the Plan – TESDA, academe, industry, government, 

and local and international partners – shall do its part in implementing the strategies 

and programs for a “Vibrant Quality TVET for Decent Employment and Sustainable 

Inclusive Growth.”  Increasing the employability and productivity of the Filipino 

workforce is in line with the goals of the 2022 Agenda, the Philippine Development Plan 

2018-2022, as well as the Ambisyon 2040 and the Sustainable Development Goals.

Plan implementation is geared towards a two-pronged direction: (1) TVET for Global 

Competitiveness and Workforce Job-Readiness and (2) TVET for Social Equity.  Also, 

all policies, plans, programs and projects shall reflect the three strategic responses of 

the Plan: “agility,” “scalability,” and “flexibility and sustainability.”

Communications Plan

The communications plan is vital to the realization of the NTESDP. It shall ensure 

proper dissemination of information regarding TVET and the implementation of the 

sectoral plan and serve as a guide to facilitate, address, resolve and/or contribute in 

actualizing the objectives and expected outcomes of the NTESDP.

The communications plan consists of speciic strategies to ensure the relevance of 
TVET and the NTESDP through aggressive promotion and campaign activities. This 

includes legislative lobbying and formal and informal campaign tactics. The plan 

establishes the image of TVET as a valuable educational and career path at par with 

baccalaureate degrees and professional occupations.

The communications plan is challenged by the participation and receptiveness of the 

stakeholders and wider audience of the TVET sector. It is thus critical to secure the 

active engagement and cooperation of stakeholders and critical movers in informing 

the public of the value, plans and undertakings of TESDA for the TVET sector.  

The communication plan serves to (1) Inform the public regarding relevance of TVET 

and the content and purpose of the NTESDP; (2) Engage the support and cooperation 

of stakeholders and partners; (3) Promote TVET as a valuable and practical learning 

and career path for the Filipinos. 

The primary audience the campaign plan are (1) Government policy and decision 

makers; (2) Government units including the Local Government Units  and planners; 

(3) Sectoral and Industry institutions and organizations; (4)  Academic institutions; (5) 

Industry Human Resource Managers; and (5) TVET community, including TESDA and 

TVI partners.
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The plan will be articulated into strategic activities such as designing of an icon to 

represent the NTESDP, slogan branding, campaigns (NTESDP launching, social media 

presence), learning sessions for TESDA personnel and partners, sectoral fora to 

discuss the NTESDP, and traditional media campaign (publication materials, press 

releases, news articles, radio and TV ads, etc).

Action Programming 

Action Programming of the NTESDP shall involve three (3) areas:

1. National. As a sectoral plan, strong inter-agency collaboration and 

complementation of programs in the national level shall be undertaken to achieve 

plan objectives.

2. Regional/Provincial. Strategic planning and deployment of programs in the 

regional/provincial level will take into consideration area-based priorities and 

socio-economic and cultural dimensions. Likewise, collaboration with regional 

government bodies, LGUs, and other stakeholders such as academe, labor, civil 

societies, and private sector will ensure citizen-focused programs will be executed 

down to the grassroots.

3. Industry. Successful implementation of the key strategies of the plan would rely 

heavily on successful partnerships with industry players. From development 

of curricula and training regulations to collaborative design and execution of 

programs for social equity, the dynamic participation of the private sector will be 

invaluable in the realization of the Plan.

FIGURE 27 . NTESDP ACTION PROGRAMMING AND  IMPLEMENTATION DIAGRAM

TESDA shall spearhead the implementation of the plan in close coordination 

with other National Government Agencies (NGAs).  An inter-agency committee 

body will be created to discuss issues prevailing the TVET sector and discuss 

strategic complementation of programs for eicient resource utilization and ef-
fective execution of projects and programs around the country. Additionally, 

regular dialogue and strengthening the feedback mechanism with TVET stake-

holders thru fora, consultations, and workshops, and other forms of communi-

cation shall be done. 

1. 

In parallel, the Regional/Provincial Technical Education and Skills Develop-

ment Plans (R/PTESDPs) shall similarly be implemented at the sub-national 

level. 
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Legislative Agenda

The legislative agenda presents the legislation needed to ensure the NTESDP and the 

overall TVET delivery will be facilitated with legal basis and ease. 

1. Apprenticeship Bill

There is a pending proposal to institute further reforms on the apprenticeship 

program, which was transferred to TESDA in 1994 by virtue of RA 7796, which will 

make the program more responsive to the identiied needs of the enterprise and the 
prospective apprentices. The bill will establish a reformed apprenticeship program 

that will ensure the availability of qualiied manpower in the ield of critical and in-
demand technical skills through the active participation of all workers, enterprises, 

government agencies, and non-government organizations concerned.

2. Amendment to the Dual Training System Act of 1994 (DTS Law)

RA 7686 needs to be reviewed to entice more companies to engage in DTS. The 

current law stipulates the responsibilities of the trainees and establishments and 

incentives for participating establishments.

3. Rationalization and Harmonization of Enterprise-Based Modalities

There are three (3) modalities under the TESDA enterprise-based training program, 

namely: (1) the Dual Training System (DTS), (2) the Learnership Program, and (3) 

the Apprenticeship Program. Other forms of enterprise-based training are the On-

the-Job (OJT) Program and the Supervised Industry Training (SIT).

Harmonizing all EBT programs into one will rationalize training delivery and will 

avoid confusion among stakeholders.

4. Establishment of Polytechnic Institutions

Establishment of Polytechnic Institutions shall help promote synergy among insti-

tutions, enhance operational eficiency, broaden program offerings, and improve  
institutional performance. Under the oversight supervision of TESDA, these insti-

tutions shall be centers of innovation and excellence and shall focus on delivering 

higher level qualiications such as NC III, IV and Diploma.

5. Establishment of a Levy Grant System or Alternative Schemes for Funding TVET

A Levy Grant System as a source of TVET Financing had been a contentious issue 

in the past and even at the time of the deliberation of the TESDA Law. TVET is an 

investment which develops quality manpower; therefore, sustainable sources of 

inancing need to be identiied. 

TESDA has in the past proposed several recommendations based on studies 

and missions relative to the establishment of Levy Grant System. To date, no 

concrete decisions have been made by the stakeholders, especially industry. Its 

implementation requires acceptability among all concerned sectors. 
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Monitoring and Evaluation Framework

The NTESDP 2018-2022 will adopt the Logical Framework for monitoring and 

evaluation. This puts together all the key components of the plan, provides guidance on 

how the plan is expected to work, and provides the basis for monitoring and evaluation 

by identifying the indicators of success, and means of quantifying or assessing the 

achievement of the goal.

Each of the strategies has corresponding programs and veriiable indicators, such 
as no. of TVET enrollees and graduates, certiication rate, and no. of scholarship 
beneiciaries. (see Annex 1) NTESDP 2018-2022 adopts the indicators that have been 

deined based on the Philippines’ commitment to the United Nations’ (UN) Sustainable 
Development Goal (SDG) to “Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and 

promote lifelong learning opportunities for all” and “Promote sustained, inclusive and 

sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all.” 

Outcomes deined in the Philippine Development Plan 2018-2022 under Accelerating 
Human Capital Development that are applicable to TVET were also considered.

 

Monitoring shall be made by Provincial and Regional Ofices at the sub-national level 
vis-à-vis the Regional and Provincial TESD Plan targets;  while the TESDA Executive 

Ofices led by the Planning Ofice at the national level.  Accomplishment reports shall 
be submitted on a monthly, quarterly, and annual basis. Inputs from skills development 

programs of other NGAs shall likewise be monitored as part of the annual sectoral 

report. Researches shall also serve as a complementary mechanism in evaluating 

plan implementation.

Evaluation shall use the following principles as bases of the successful achievement 

of the plan: responsiveness (appropriateness of plan interventions relative to the goals 

and targets); effectiveness to achieve the desired outcome; and eficiency (having the 
best value for plan investments). 

To further support this framework in the monitoring and evaluation of the NTESDP, 

conduct of studies/researches can also be considered/explored to be able to get 

evidence-based results and recommendations.
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TABLE 24. LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

Area Project/Program 
Description Indicators Means of 

Verification
Important Assumptions/

Risks

GOAL: Vibrant quality TVET for decent and sustainable inclusive growth

Enrolment No. of TVET Enrollees
Tracer studies, impact 
evaluation studies

Regular conduct of surveys 
of graduates after 1 , 3 and 
5 years after graduation

Graduates No. of TVET Graduates

Employment Rate of TVET 
Graduates

Assessment and 
Certification

Certification rate of TVET 
graduates by PQF level, industry 
sector, gender, age

Registry of Workers 
Assessed and Certified 
(RWAC) Reports

Scholarships

No. of beneficiaries provided with 
scholarships/financial assistance 
(TWSP, PESFA, Universal Access to 
Quality Tertiary Education - TVET)

Enrolment Reports

Accomplishment reports

Income level of TVET graduates 
by PQF level, industry sector, 
gender, age, and education

Job quality (formal, informal or 
temporary jobs) by industry, 
gender

Objective 1
Create a conducive and enabling environment for the development and quality service delivery of the TVET 
sector in order to produce work-ready, globally competitive, green economy workers imbued with 21st century 
skills.

Strategy 1.1 Establish a flexible and agile system in TVET processes, programs, and policies

Programs Policy and plans
No. of policies issued to promote 
flexible and agile systems

Data reports, OPCR

Legislative Agenda and other 
plans related to TVET are 
available for deployment, 
LMIR and other industry 
consultations are done

No. of legislations passed with 
relevance to TVET (Amended DTS Law, 
Apprenticeship Bill, Harmonization 
of EBT modalities, Establishment of 
Polytechnic Institutions, etc.)

Legislative liaisoning

TESDA Board and 
TESDCs

No. of active TESDA Board and 
TESDCs with rationalized functions

Data reports, OPCR

TESDA Board and the local 
TESDCs are organized and 
maintained by the TESDA 
operating units

TESD Regulatory 
Services

No. of TRs updated according to 
industry standards 

Data reports, OPCR
Green and GAD indicators are 
developed and standardized 
for the whole TVET system

No. of CS/TRs developed or updated 
for key industry sectors

Data reports, OPCR

Industry groups and industry 
experts are willing to 
participate in the CS and TR 
development
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Area Project/Program 
Description Indicators Means of 

Verification
Important Assumptions/

Risks

TESD Regulatory 
Services

No. of TRs updated with green and 
gender indicators/content 

Data reports, OPCR
Green and GAD indicators are 
developed and standardized 
for the whole TVET system

Strategy 1.2
Intensify collaboration with critical government agencies, LGUs, GOCCs, NGOs, industry associations, etc. in the planning and 
implementation of projects, programs, and policies

Programs TVET Policy and Plans

Inter-Agency Committee formed

No. of resolutions issued, 
implemented

No. of joint programs/projects 
developed, implemented

NTESDP IAC resolutions

Partnership and 
Linkaging

No. of Industry Boards/Workers guild 
established

MOAs, MOUs

Partnership and 
Linkaging

No. of industry partnership/
collaboration

Data reports, OPCR
Industries are willing to 
invest and be partners in 
skills development

Partnership and 
Linkaging

No. of industry consultations and 
dialogues 

Partnership and 
Linkaging

Establishment of the Government-
Industry-Education Council

Strategy 1.3 Expand TVET capacity in key growth areas to address the growing demand for skilled labor

Programs TVET Delivery
No. trained by industry sector, gender, 
economic situation (special clients/
marginalized)

Data reports, T2MIS
DICT Mithi Projects and 
funding available 

TVET Delivery % of new trainers in KEGs Data reports, T2MIS

TVET Delivery % of new assessors in KEGs Data reports, T2MIS

TVET Delivery
% of new assessment centers in 
KEGs

Data reports, T2MIS

TVET Delivery
No. of new training centers 
established

Data reports, T2MIS

TVET Delivery

% of new classrooms and 
laboratories for higher-level 
qualifications and in-demand 
qualifications 

Data reports, T2MIS

TVL Delivery
Capacity-building, capacity expanded 
for K to 12 TVL

DepEd SPTVE data reports

Scholarship Programs
No. of scholars by gender, education 
and economic situation

Data reports, T2MIS
Funds for scholarship are 
available for implementation 
and T2MIS is operational
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Area Project/Program 
Description Indicators Means of 

Verification
Important Assumptions/

Risks

Financial 
Management

Funds allocated by program and by 
sector 

Data reports, OPCR, financial 
reports

Compliant to DBM, COA and 
other government auditing 
rules

TESDA Online 
Program, other 
MOOCs

No. of individuals served/trained thru 
technology-based program

No. of new programs offered online

Data reports, OPCR, financial 
reports

Internet speed and access

Other Technology-
based Programs 
(Online Assessment, 
VR/AR training, onsite 
services, Other 
MOOCs)

No. of individuals served/trained thru 
technology-based program

Data reports, OPCR, financial 
reports

Internet speed and access

Strategy 1.4 Improve research, innovation, knowledge management, and extension services

Programs
Research, statistics 
and information 
management

No. of LMIRs issued Data reports, OPCR
Depends on the identified 
priority industry sectors

TVET statistics published Data reports, OPCR

TVET Research 
Agenda

No. of researches and technology 
researches conducted

Data reports, OPCR

Depends on the identified 
priority industry sectors, 
funding and Research 
Agenda are approved by the 
TESDA Board

Priority research agenda funded Data reports, OPCR Depends on the availability 
of funds and approval of the 
TESDA Board

Research and 
Development

Innovation centers established Data reports, OPCR

Depends on the availability 
of funds and approval of the 
TESDA Board

Research and 
Development

Idea Banks established

Strategy 1.5 Strengthen quality assurance mechanisms in TVET

Programs STAR Rating
No. of institutions with gender, green 
indicators

Data reports, OPCR
Gender and green indicators 
included in STAR Rating 

TESDA QMS PCT for core processes
Data reports, OPCR, monitoring 
of PCT, internal audit

Sustained ISO Certification for 
TESDA’s core processes

TESD Regulation 
Services

No. of programs audited, % of 
programs with no findings, 

Audit reports
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Area Project/Program 
Description Indicators Means of 

Verification
Important Assumptions/

Risks

Strategy 1.6 Create and maintain a transparent and perpetually-refreshed information system

Labor Market 
Information Reports

No. of LMIRs released by sector

TESDA ISSP No. of ICT-enabled core processes Data reports, OPCR
DICT Mithi Projects and 
funding available, TESDA ISSP 
approved by DICT

KM installed Data reports, OPCR DICT Mithi Projects and 
funding available 

TVET Learners 
Portal

TVET learners’ tracking system/online  
system portal 

Employment facilitation services

Data reports, OPCR
DICT Mithi Projects and 
funding available, TESDA ISSP 
approved by DICT

Strategy 1.7 Intensify promotion and advocacy of TVET

Advocacy Program
No. of Social Marketing and Advocacy 
Campaign (SMAC) programs 
implemented

Data reports, OPCR
SMAC or Communication Plan 
is developed and funded

% increase of enrollees Data reports, OPCR

% increase of partnerships forged Data reports, OPCR

Objective 2 Prepare the Philippine workforce for the challenges posed by the Fourth Industrial Revolution 

Strategy 2.1 Push for the active participation of industries in assessment and certification processes 

Programs

Intensify 
involvement of 
industries in the 
competency 
assessment

No. assessed and certified by 
industry sector

Data reports, OPCR, CAC’s 
monitoring reports

TRs and CATs on higher PQF 
levels are available

Competency 
Assessment and 
Certification (CAC)

Certification rate by industry 
sector, gender

Data reports, OPCR, CAC’s 
monitoring reports

No of accredited AC which are 
industry-based

Data reports, OPCR, CAC’s 
monitoring reports

No. of partners for on-site 
assessment

Data reports, OPCR, CAC’s 
monitoring reports

Training Delivery
No. persons trained under 
Enterprise-Based Training 

Strategy 2.2
Gear the synergy of education agencies with the industries towards synchronizing with international 
standards of/for decent work

Programs
PQF/AQRF 
Alignment

No. of registered programs by 
PQF level

Data reports, OPCR
Depends on the approved 
ASEAN MRAs 
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Area Project/Program 
Description Indicators Means of 

Verification
Important Assumptions/

Risks

Skills Competition
No. of international skills 
competition participated

Depends on the schedules 
of the ASEAN and World 
Skills 

No. of areas with competitor in 
international skills venue

No. of medals/awards given

Strategy 2.3
Rationalize the TVET Delivery System to meet the demands and requirements of technologies, industries and 
world of work by enlarging the scope and impact of enterprise-based training to elevate it as a dominant 
delivery mode. 

Programs
TESD Regulatory 
Services

No. of EBT programs Data reports, OPCR
Companies are willing 
to invest on skills 
development 

No. trained in EBT Data reports, OPCR
Companies are willing 
to invest on skills 
development 

No. of trainers/assessors who 
are industry practitioners

Companies are willing 
to invest on skills 
development 

Partnership/
Linkaging

No. of industry consultations held Data reports, OPCR

Research studies Employer Surveys Conducted Data reports, OPCR

TVET Delivery
No. of specialized/special training 
centers

Data reports, OPCR

No. of TVET graduates in at least 
NC III level

Data reports, OPCR
More TRs in higher levels 
and developed and 
deployed 

No. of NC III, IV, and V (Diploma) 
level qualifications promulgated

% of registered programs under 
NC III-V

Data reports, OPCR
TVIs register to higher-
level promulgated 
programs

Strategy 2.4 Institute separate and faster mechanisms to address rapidly-changing jobs

Programs
Skills need 
anticipation

No. of sectors with skills 
projections

Area-based tracking/monitoring 
of skills needs (with PESOs)

Data reports, OPCR

No. of diploma programs with 
STEM

Data reports, OPCR

No. of industry practitioners 
trained as TVET trainers

Data reports, OPCR

Strategy 2.5 Address skills requirements not yet attended or covered by the TVET sector

Programs
Skills needs 
anticipation

No. of new TRs approved and 
promulgated

Infusion of 21st century skills in 
secondary, TVET curricula

DepEd, TESDA reports

% of scholarship funding 
allotment in emerging 
technology qualifications (WTR, 
NTR)

Scholarship Data
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Area Project/Program 
Description Indicators Means of 

Verification
Important Assumptions/

Risks

Objective 3. 
Assure that industries with high economic and employment growth potentials are provided with the required 
quantity of quality workforce

Strategy 3.1 Strongly support identified priority sectors in terms of funding allotment

Programs
Financial 
Management

Funds allocated for scholarship, 
special training packages, 
development of Centers of 
Excellence and Specialized 
Training Centers, upgrading 
of facilities and equipment by 
industry sector

Data reports, OPCR, 
Financial Reports

Scholarships
No. of scholarship beneficiaries 
(TWSP, PESFA, UAQTEA, K to 12 TVL 
JDVP, Jobstart)

TWSP, PESFA, UAQTEA, DepEd 
TVL data, data reports

No. of employed TVET scholars
Employment reports, SETG, 
data reports

No. of workers provided with 
employment facilitation services

TESDA, DepEd, DOLE

Strategy 3.2
Intensify industry participation and involvement in design, development, implementation, and assessment of 
policies and programs

TVET Delivery 
System/UTPRAS

No. of TVIs offering specialized/
industry customized training 
programs integrated with 21st 
century skills

Data reports, OPCR, UTPRAS 
monitoring reports, 
compliance audit reports

TR on the basic 
competencies integrated 
with the 21st century skills 
is added to existing TVET 
programs

Assessment and 
Certification

No. of industry led assessment 
and certification

Public-Private 
Partnerships

No. of programs/projects 
implemented with industry 
partners

TR Development No. of TRs in higher PQF Level
Data reports, OPCR, TESDA 
Board Resolutions

Industry associations and 
industry experts are willing 
to be engaged for TR 
development

Trainers’ 
Development 
Program

No. of qualified trainers in key 
industry sectors and in higher 
PQF levels

Data reports, OPCR
TRs and CATs on higher PQF 
levels are available

Assessors 
Accreditation

No. of qualified assessors in key 
industry sectors and in higher 
PQF levels

Data reports, OPCR, CAC’s 
monitoring reports

TRs and CATs on higher PQF 
levels are available

No. of accredited assessors who 
are industry practitioners

Data reports, OPCR, CAC’s 
monitoring reports

TRs and CATs on higher PQF 
levels are available

Strategy 3.3 Expand labor force participation through enabling mechanisms

TVET Delivery 
System/
Technology-based 
Programs

% enrolled in online training 
% enrolled in training institutions 
employment rate 
No. of individuals served by 
CTECs, PESOs, Bluedesks, etc.

Data reports, OPCR, UTPRAS 
monitoring reports, 
compliance audit reports

TR on the basic 
competencies integrated 
with the 21st century skills 
is added to existing TVET 
programs
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Area Project/Program 
Description Indicators Means of 

Verification
Important Assumptions/

Risks

Objective 4
Directly and more vigorously address workforce needs of the basic sectors in order to achieve greater social 
equity and economic inclusion.

Strategy 4.1
Formalize a flexible system of qualification standards and training regulations adapted and customized to 
their needs, wherever they may be. 

Programs TVET Delivery
No. of special training packages 
for vulnerable sectors

Data reports, OPCR, T2MIS Funds are available 

Partnership and 
Linkaging

No. of partner enterprises / 
industries in skills development 
programs 

TVET Delivery
No. trained by sex in basic/
vulnerable sectors 

NGA data reports (DepEd, 
DA, DSWD, DTI, DOLE, DOST, 
DOT, DAR. etc.)

No. of persons by sex in 
vulnerable sectors given other 
assistance than training

Data reports, OPCR, T2MIS

Close coordination/
collaboration of TESDA 
Offices with other 
Government Agencies and 
LGUs in the community

Strategy 4.2 Redesign and redevelop community-based training programs to respond to the needs of the basic sectors. 

Programs
Community-Based 
Training

No. of partner enterprises / 
industries in skills development 
programs for the social 
economy workers

Community-Based 
Training

No. of individuals or enterprises 
who benefited from CBT

No. of individuals/enterprises 
provided with post-training 
assistance

Partnership/
Linkaging

No. of social enterprises 
established

Data reports, OPCR, MOAs, 
MOUs

Strategy 4.3
Institute a dedicated unit to cater to the needs of the basic sectors’ workers to effectively attend to their 
concerns

Programs
Unit assigned to basic sectors’ 
need identified

Strategy 4.4 Implement the skills-preneurship as a formal strategy in social learning

Programs
No. of qualifications 
implemented

Objective 5 Instill values and integrity in the conduct and delivery of TVET in the whole sector 

Strategy 5.1
Promote full transparency and freedom of information so that everything is presented and disseminated to 
all TVET stakeholders.

Programs TESDA QMS
Percent customer satisfaction 
level 

Face to face customer 
survey and survey on 
policy issuance

Customer focus is part of 
TESDA’s performance/core 
values

Seal of Good Governance

Strategy 5.2
Conduct of regular seminars, dialogues, problem-solving and opportunity-seeking sessions, best practice 
sharing, poor practice admonitions and recognition and rewarding programs sponsored by the academe, 
industry and government.
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Area Project/Program 
Description Indicators Means of 

Verification
Important Assumptions/

Risks

Programs TESDA QMS
No. of TVIs and Assessment 
Centers adopting quality 
assurance in TVET through TESDA

Data reports, OPCR, 
internal audit report

TESDA’s ISO Certification is 
sustained

TESDA’s recognition 
and incentives for 
partners

No. of partners given recognition 
and incentives

Data reports, OPCR

Strategy 5.3
Strengthen its compliance audit and, along the lines mentioned heretofore, expand and enlarge its TVET Star 
Rating Program to something owned by everyone.

Programs
Partnership/
Linkaging

No. of consultations, 
engagements, fora, meetings 
with partners

Data reports, OPCR, Minutes 
of Meeting

Strategy 5.4 Strengthen recognition and incentives programs

Programs
Partnership/
Linkaging

No. of consultations, 
engagements, fora, meetings 
with partners

Data reports, OPCR, Minutes 
of Meeting
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Acronyms

APACC Asia Paciic Accreditation and Certiication Commission
APEC Asia Paciic Economic Cooperation
AQRF ASEAN Qualiications Reference Framework

ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations

CBC Competency-Based Curriculum

COC Certiicate of Competency
CSO Civil Society Organization

CTPR Certiicate of TVET Program Registration
DTP Dualized Training Program
DTS Dual Training System
GAD Gender and Development

GASTPE Government Assistance to Students and Teachers in Private Education
HOTS Higher Order Thinking Skills
IACES Inter-Agency Committee on Education Statistics 

ILO International Labour Organization
ISO International Organization for Standardization

IWER Industry Working Experience Required
JoLiNS Job Linkaging and Networking Services

LGU Local Government Unit
LMI Labor Market Information
LSI Language Skills Institute

MRA Mutual Recognition Arrangement
NC National Certiicate

NGO Non-Government Organization
NTR No Training Regulation

NTRA National TVET Research Agenda
NTTC National TVET Training Certiicate

PAFSE Program on Accelerating Farm School Establishment
PESFA Private Education Student Financial Assistance
     PQF Philippine Qualiications Framework
     PSA Philippine Statistics Authority

     PSALM Policy-oriented, Sector-focused, Area-based, Labor Market
PTCACS Philippine TVET Competency Assessment and Certiication System

QA Quality Assurance
RA Republic Act

RPL Recognition of Prior Learning
RSPs Regional Skills Priorities
RTCs Regional Training Centers
SDG Sustainable Development Goals

SETG Study on the Employability of TVET Graduates
STCW Standards of Training, Certiication and Watchkeeping

TDF TESDA Development Fund
TESDA Technical Education and Skills Development Authority 
TESDC Technical Education and Skills Development Committee

TMC Trainer’s Methodology Certiicate
TNA Training Needs Analysis

TR Training Regulation
TRUGA Training for Rural Gainful Activities

TTI TESDA Technology Institutions
TVET Technical-Vocational Education and Training

TVI Techvoc Institutions
TWSP Training for Work Scholarship Program

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientiic and Cultural Organization 
UTPRAS Uniied TVET Program Registration and Accreditation System

WHO World Health Organization
WTR With Training Regulation
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Asia Paciic Accreditation and Certiication Commission
Asia Paciic Economic Cooperation
ASEAN Qualiications Reference Framework

Certiicate of Competency

Certiicate of TVET Program Registration

National Certiicate

National TVET Training Certiicate

Philippine Qualiications Framework

Philippine TVET Competency Assessment and Certiication System

Standards of Training, Certiication and Watchkeeping

Trainer’s Methodology Certiicate

United Nations Educational, Scientiic and Cultural Organization 
Uniied TVET Program Registration and Accreditation System

Glossary of Terms

ACCREDITATION

the process of recognizing and/or empowering an entity to perform certain roles or responsibilities 

on behalf of the TESDA organization. (TESDA Circular No. 15, s. 2015)

ACCREDITATION, PROGRAM

a voluntary process of demonstrating quality assurance to programs and institutional processes 

that shall lead to the recognition and conferment awards at various levels for exemplary 

performance. (TESDA Circular No. 15, s. 2015)

ACCREDITED COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT CENTER

an establishment oficially authorized by TESDA to manage the assessment of candidates for 
national certiication. (TESDA Circular No. 15 s. 2015)

ACCREDITED COMPETENCY ASSESSOR

An individual authorized by TESDA to assess the competencies of a candidate for national 

certiication. (TESDA Circular No. 15, s. 2015)

ACCREDITED ESTABLISHMENT

a private irm duly recognized and authorized by TESDA to implement the DTS Program/DTP 
together with a partner technical vocational institution. (TESDA Circular No. 31 s. 2012)

ACCREDITED TVET INSTITUTION (TVI)

as used in TESDA, it refers to a public or private institution duly recognized and authorized by 

TESDA to implement the DTS Program/Dualized Training Program (DTP) together with a partner 

establishment. (TESDA Circular No. 31 s. 2012)

APPRENTICE

a person undergoing training for an approved apprenticeable occupation during an established 

period assured by an apprenticeship agreement. (RA 7796/TESDA Law)

APPRENTICESHIP

training within employment involving a contract between an apprentice and an enterprise on an 

approved apprenticeable occupation. (RA 7796/TESDA Law)

ASEAN QUALIFICATIONS REFERENCE FRAMEWORK (AQRF)

a common reference framework that enables comparisons of education qualiications across 
participating ASEAN Member States. Engagement in AQRF does not require changes to national 

qualiications systems (NQS). AQRF respects the speciic structures and processes of participating 
AMS to maintain their responsiveness to national priorities.  (www.asean.org)

ASIA PACIFIC ACCREDITATION AND CERTIFICATION COMMISSION (APACC)

is an accreditation and certiication of TVET institutions for higher technical and non-degree 
technical education, and vocational training in Asia and the Paciic region. It accomplishes its 
program and activities through a secretariat, APACC accreditors, in-country units headed by 

NCAs-NABs and TVET institutions in member-countries. (APACC Manual)

ASIA PACIFIC ECONOMIC COOPERATION (APEC)

the Asia-Paciic Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum was established in 1989. This Cooperation 
is based on three pillars: trade and investment liberalization, business facilitation, and economic 

and technical cooperation.  Its membership comprises Australia; Brunei Darussalam; Canada; 

Chile; People’s Republic of China; Hong Kong, China; Indonesia; Japan; Republic of Korea; 

Malaysia; Mexico; New Zealand; Papua New Guinea; Peru; Philippines; Russia; Singapore; Chinese 
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Taipei; Thailand; United States; and Viet Nam. It became the pre-eminent economic forum in the 

Asia-Paciic region with Its primary purpose is to facilitate economic growth and prosperity in the 
region, with the vision of creating a seamless regional economy. APEC pursues these objectives 

through trade and investment liberalization, business facilitation and economic and technical 

cooperation. APEC aims to strengthen regional economic integration by removing impediments 

to trade and investment “at the border”, enhancing supply chain connectivity “across the border” 

and improving the business environment “behind the border”

ASSESSMENT AND CERTIFICATION

a program that aims at assessing and certifying the competencies of the middle-level skilled 

workers through Philippine TVET Competency Assessment and Certiication System (PTCACS). 
(TESDA Quality Manual)

ASSESSMENT PROCESS

the assessment process is based on gathered evidence or information to prove possession of 

competence. The process may be applied to an employable single unit of competency, or a cluster of 

relevant units of competency or to all units of competency in a Full National Qualiication. Evidence 
are gathered through a range of evidence-gathering methods. (TESDA Circular No. 15, s. 2015)

ASSESSOR

accredited individual authorized to evaluate or assess competencies of a candidate (person) 

applying for certiication. (TESDA Implementing Guidelines on PTQCS).

ASSESSOR’S METHODOLOGY COURSE

a course or training program designed to equip participants with the knowledge, values and 

skills in the administration, evaluation and interpretation of competencies assessment. (TESDA 

Implementing Guidelines on PTQCS)

AUDIT

systematic, independent and documented process for obtaining audit evidence and evaluating it 

objectively to determine the extent to which the audit criteria are fulilled. (ISO 19011:2011)

AUDIT CRITERIA

set of policies, procedures or requirements used as a reference against which audit evidence is 

compared. (ISO 19011:2011)

AUDIT REPORT

refers to a report that contains observations and indings during the Audit that are meant to assist 
the Auditee to improve systems. (Operating Procedures for Compliance Audit)

BASIC EDUCATION

provides the foundation on which subsequent learning can be based. It encompasses kindergarten, 

elementary and secondary education as well as alternative learning systems for out-of-school 

learners and those with special needs. (Sec. 3, RA 10533)

BENCHMARKING

process of comparing an organization’s or company’s best practices to that of other organizations 

or companies using objective and subjective criteria. The process compares programs and 

strategic positions of competitors of exemplary organizations to those in the company reviewing 

its status for use as reference points in the formation of organization decisions and objectives. 

Comparing how an organization or company performs a speciic activity with methods of a 
competitor or some other organization doing the same thing is a way to identify the best practice 

and to learn how to lower costs, reduce defects, increase quality, or improve outcomes linked to 

organization or company excellence. (Business Encyclopedia)
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BEST PRACTICE

management practices and work processes that lead to outstanding or top-class performance 

and provide examples for others. (UNEVOC/NCVER 2009)

BIPARTITE PLANT APPRENTICESHIP COMMITTEE

refers to a group of within the enterprise composed of the labor and management responsible 

for monitoring the program implementation, settling differences between management and 

apprentices and recommending measures for effective implementation. (Guidelines in the 

Implementation of Reformed Apprenticeship Program)

BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING (BPO)

the delegation of one or more IT-intensive business processes to an external provider that, in 

turn, owns, administers, and manages the selected process or processes based on deined and 
measurable performance metrics. (PSA)

CAREER

personal engagement with the world of work characterized by exercise of choice and identiication 
of personal suitability requiring preparation and specialization for ongoing lifelong development 

(G. Arulmani, 2014)

CENTER OF TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE

a TVET institution whether public or private, that has acquired the highest level of award of 

accreditation under UTPRAS.

CERTIFICATION

a formal process of recognizing that an individual is qualiied in terms of particular knowledge, 
skills and attitudes based on industry standards. (TESDA Circular No. 15 s. 2015)

CERTIFICATION RATE

the proportion (in percent) of persons who passed the national competency assessment to the 

total who took competency assessment for or within a given period. (2005 IACES)

CLASS OF WORKER

classiied to seven categories, namely:

a. work for private household – these are employed persons working in a private household for 

pay, in cash or in kind;

b. work for private establishment – these are persons working in a private establishment for 

pay, in cash or in kind. This category includes not only persons working for a private industry 

but also those working for a religious group, missionary, unions, and non-proit organizations. 
Examples of persons working for a private establishment are public transport drivers who 

do not own the vehicle but drive them on boundary basis, persons working in public works 

projects on private contractors, dock hands or stevedores, cargo handlers in railroad station 

or piers, etc.;

c. work for government/government corporation – these are persons working for the government 

or a government corporation or any of its instrumentalities. This category of worker includes 

the following workers: chaplains in the Armed Forces of the Philippines, Filipinos working in 

embassies, legation, chancelleries or consulates of foreign government in the Philippines 

and those working in international organizations of Sovereign States of Governments like the 

United nations (UN), World health Organization (WHO), etc.;

d. self-employed – these are persons who operate their own businesses or trades and do not 

employ paid workers in the conduct of their economic activities. This category includes 

workers who worked purely on commission basis and who may not have regular working 

hours;

e. employers – these are persons who employ one or more paid employees in the operation of 
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their businesses or trades. Thus, domestic helpers, family drivers and other household helpers 

who assist in the family-operated business, regardless of time spent in this activity, are not 

hired employees in the enterprise/business. A farm or business proprietor who is assisted 

purely by such domestic help is not also considered an employer;

f. worked with pay on own-family operated farm or business – members of the family who 

receive cash or ixed share of the produce as payment for their services in a farm or business 
operated by another member living in the same household; and

g. worked without pay on own-family farm or business – members of the family who assist 

another member in the operation of the family farm or business enterprise and who do not 

receive any wage or salary for their work. (NSO)

COMPETENCY

refers to the speciication of the knowledge, skills and attitude and the application of that 
knowledge, skills and attitude to the standard of performance required in the workplace. (TESDA 

Circular No, 7 s. 2016)

COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT

refers to a process of collecting evidence and making judgments whether competency has 

been achieved. The purpose of assessment is to conirm that an individual can perform to the 
standards expected at the workplace as expressed in the competency standards deined in TR. 
The assessment process is based on evidence or information gathered to prove possession of 

competencies. The process may be applied to an employable unit or units of competency in 

partial fulillment of the requirements of the national qualiication. The competency assessment 
leads to the issuance of a National Certiicate (NC) or a Certiicate of Competency (CoC). (TESDA 
Circular No. 7 s. 2016)

COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT TOOL

contains both the instructions and the instrument, i.e., Rating Sheet for gathering and interpreting 

evidence developed from the selected assessment method(s) to be used for assessment. For 

example, if the evidence gathering method is demonstration followed by a, brief interview, then 

the CAT must consist of:

• Instructions identifying the activities to be undertaken by the candidate, the key points to 

be observed/evidence requirements and the performance issues to be considered by the 

assessor, and

• A proforma which includes a checklist for the key observation points and performance 

standards, and a series of questions on underpinning knowledge for the interview

COMPETENCY STANDARD

deines the knowledge, skills and attitudes/values required for competent performance in the 
workplace. (TESDA Circular No. 15 s. 2015)

COMPETENCY-BASED CURRICULUM

refers to the speciications for a program or module, which describes all the learning experiences a 
learner undergoes. It generally includes learning outcomes, contents, conditions, methodologies, 

and assessment methods. It speciies outcomes, which are consistent with the requirements of 
the workplace as deined in the TRs or based on industry or community consultations and/or 
supported by a demand or employability study for NTR. (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016)

COMPETENCY-BASED TRAINING

refers to a system by which the learner acquires a competency or a qualiication based on 
demonstrated ability rather than on the time spent on training. (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016)

COMPLIANCE AUDIT

a. systematic and documented process for obtaining evidence to determine whether 

implementation of the Philippine TVET Qualiication and Certiication System (PTQCS) is 
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compliant to quality standards. (TESDA Circular No. 15 s. 2015)

b. refers to a process to check compliance of whether a training institution is continuously 

complying with UTPRAS requirements and guidelines for its registered TVET program/s. 

(Operating Procedures for Compliance Audit)

COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING

an educational method in which a computer is the primary medium for instruction and learning. 

(Ministry of Labour 2005, Jordan)

CONTINUING LEARNING (OR LIFELONG LEARNING)

the process in which different craftsmen and adults take part to acquire and / or learn new 

awareness, knowledge, skills or attitude competencies throughout life via all organized, systematic 

education, training, work and general life experiences in order to improve their opportunities for 

advancement and promotion. Continuing Learning or Lifelong Learning programs are educational 

programs usually offered to adults as part-time or short courses in professional ields, personal, 
academic or occupational subject areas to update and improve occupational skills. (Wahba 2013)

COURSE

structured and integrated program of education or training, usually consisting of a number of 

modules (subjects) or shorter programs, and leading to the award of a qualiication.

CREDIT 

the acknowledgement that a person has satisied the requirements of a module (subject) or unit 
of competency either through previous study or recognition of prior learning.

CREDIT TRANSFER

recognition and carrying forward of overlapping learning from a TVET modular, stand-alone 

program to a higher education program with unit credits given in the appropriate degree course 

subject(s) for learners that will go to the college course. (CHED Memo Order No. 43, s. 2008)

CRITICAL SKILLS

skills that are essential and/or indispensable in the operations of a irm or group of irms within an 
industry as identiied by industry experts. (Philippine TVET Outlook: 2005-2010)

CURRICULUM

systematic group of courses or sequences of subjects required for a graduation or certiication in 
a major ield of study; or a general overall plan of the content or speciic materials of instruction 
that the school should offer the student by way of qualifying him for graduation or certiication of 
entrance into a professional or vocational ield; or c) a body of prescribed educational experience 
under school supervision, designed to provide an individual with the best possible training 

and experience to it him for a trade or profession. (Manual of Policies and Guidelines on the 
Establishment and Operation of Public and Private TVET Institutions, First Ed., 2001)

DAILY ALLOWANCE

as used in TESDA, it refers to the amount which the trainee receives from the TVI to defray part of 

his/her daily expenses. This amount in no way shall be below thirty (30) percent of the trainee’s 

allowance that the establishment pays directly to the accredited TVI. (TESDA Circular N0. 31 s. 2012)

DELIVERY MODE

refers to any of the following:

• Community-based – short term programs conducted by non-government Organizations 

(NGOs), LGUs, training centers and other TVET providers which are intended to address the 

speciic needs of a community. Such programs can be conducted in informal settings such 
as barangay hall, basketball courts, etc. These programs can also be Mobile Training Program 

(MTP)
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• Dual Training System (DTS)/Dualized Training Program (DTP) – training is conducted in two 

venues, the institution and establishment;

• E-Learning – an umbrella term providing computer instruction online over the public internet, 

private distance learning networks or in house via an internet;

• Enterprise-based - training program being implemented within companies/irms. These 
programs can be apprenticeship or learnership;

• Institution-based – TVET program in Technical Vocational Institutions (TVIs), State 

Universities and Colleges (SUCs), Local Colleges and Universities (LCUs), Higher Education 

Institutions (HEIs), TESDA Technology Institutions (TTIs), and in training centers such as Local 

Government Unit (LGU)-manpower centers, Regional Training Centers (RTCs), and Provincial 

Training Centers (PTCs).

• Mobile Training Program - registered program that is transportable bringing with it all the 

necessary tools, equipment, consumables including the trainer

DEMAND-DRIVEN TVET

responsive to the workforce challenges and needs deined by employers. (ETA 2008, USA)

DOCUMENTED MIGRANT WORKERS

• whose contracts of employment have been processed by the POEA if required by law or 

regulation; and

• those registered by the Migrant-Workers and Other Overseas Filipinos Resource Center 

or by the Embassy. Those who do not fall under the preceding paragraph are considered 

undocumented migrant workers. (RA No. 8042)

DROPOUT

a person who discontinues a program of education and training.

DUAL TRAINING SYSTEM ACCREDITATION

as used in TESDA, it refers to the granting of qualiied and approved status to a TVI and its partner 
establishment to implement the DTS Program that meets all the requirements of the DTS Law, 

particularly on the prescribed payment of the training allowance to the student/trainee. (TESDA 

Circular No. 31 s. 2012)

DUALIZED TRAINING PROGRAM (DTP)

TVET program that combines in-plant and in-school training based on a training plan collaboratively 

designed and implemented by a TVI and its partner establishment that have DTS Accreditation. 

The duration of the in-school and in-plant training under this system shall not be more than the 

duration of the registered program of the TVI. The program meets all the requirements provided 

for under the DTS Law, except for the prescribed payment of the training allowance to the student/

trainee. (TESDA Circular No. 31, s. 2012)

DUAL TRAINING SYSTEM ACCREDITATION

as used in TESDA, it refers to the granting of qualiied and approved status to a TVI and its partner 
establishment to implement the DTS Program that meets all the requirements of the DTS Law, 

particularly on the prescribed payment of the training allowance to the student/trainee. (TESDA 

Circular No. 31 s. 2012)

EMBEDDED LEARNING AND TEACHING

Teaching and learning of literacy and numeracy which is integrated with the teaching of vocational 

or academic skills. (EU Commission AL 2010)

EMBEDDED TVET QUALIFICATION IN A LADDERIZED DEGREE PROGRAM

a scheme by which the TVET content in the relevant higher education or bachelor degree program 

are mapped or identiied and the curriculum is restructured to provide TVET exit points. The 
units of competencies in the TVET qualiication are usually clustered together to allow for early 
attainment of a TVET qualiication. (CHED Memo Order No. 43, s. 2008)
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EMERGING OCCUPATION

a new occupation or one that consists of a new combination of existing skills and knowledge for 

which there is considerable existing or projected demand. (NCVER 2013, Australia)

EMERGING SKILLS

abilities for which demand is increasing in existing or new occupations. (CEDEFOP 2014)

EMPLOYED

include all persons 15 years old and over as of their last birthday and during the basic survey 

reference period are reported as either:

a. at work - those who do any work even for one hour during the reference period for pay or proit, 
or work without pay on the farm or business enterprise operated by a member of the same 

household related by blood, marriage, or adoption; or

b. with a job but not at work – Those who have a job or business but are not at work because of 

temporary illness/injury, vacation, or other reasons. Likewise, persons who expect to report for 

work or to start operation of a farm or business enterprise within two weeks from the date of 

the enumerator’s visit, are considered employed. (PSA)

EMPLOYMENT RATE

percentage of the total number of employed persons to the total number of persons in the labor 

force. (PSA)

ENHANCED BASIC EDUCATION

encompasses at least one (1) year of kindergarten education, six (6) years of elementary education, 

and six (6) years of secondary education, in that sequence. Secondary education includes four (4) 

years of junior high school and two (2) years of senior high school education. (Sec. 4, RA 10533)

ENROLMENT

the total number of students or trainees who have registered in a given course or program. (2005 IACES)

ENTREPRENEURSHIP TRAINING

a training scheme to develop persons for self-employment or for organizing, inancing and/or 
managing an enterprise.

EQUIVALENCY

the process of recognizing present competencies and giving credit towards additional qualiication.

ESTABLISHMENT

refers to enterprises and/or services of agricultural, industrial or business establishments. (TESDA 

Circular No. 31, s. 2012)

EVIDENCE

Information gathered which when matched against the competency standard, provides proof of 

competence. (TESDA-OP-QSO-02 dated 01 March 2017)

FLEXIBLE LEARNING

The provision of a range of learning modes or methods giving learners greater choice of when, 

where and how they learn. (NCVER 2013, Australia)

FORMAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

education or training provided in educational institutions, such as schools, universities, colleges, 

or off-the-job in a workplace, usually involving direction from a teacher or instructor. (UNEVOC/

NCVER 2009)
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FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION (4IR)

characterized by a range of new technologies that are fusing the physical, digital and biological 

worlds, impacting all disciplines, economies and industries (Klaus Schwab, www.weforum.org)

GENDER

• the socially learned behavior and expectations associated with the two sexes. It 
also refers to the socially differentiated roles and characteristics attributed by a 
given culture to women and men. (PSA)

• refers to the roles and responsibilities of men and women that are created in the 
family, society and culture. (UNESCO Gender Mainstreaming Implementation 
Framework 2003)

GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT MAINSTREAMING IN TVET

integration of GAD perspective into the analyses, formulation, monitoring and evaluation of TVET 

policies, programs and projects in the development agenda, with the ultimate goal to achieve 

gender equality. (UN)

GENDER SENSITIVE

means being able to appreciate the differences between men and women; understand how 

gender shape their roles in the society, and how it affects relationship between them. It means 

becoming aware of gender concerns in order to respond to gender issues. (Philippine Commission 

on Women)

GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS IN PRIVATE EDUCATION 

(GASTPE)

inancial assistance to further the goal of improving quality and accessibility in private education 
particularly in the secondary, post-secondary (TVET) and higher education levels. DepED, TESDA 

and CHED supervise the administration and implementation at the different education levels, 

respectively. (RA 8545/GASTPE Law)

GRADUATE

a student or trainee who was enrolled in a particular course and has completed the requirements 

set for that course/program. (2006 IACES)

GREEN JOBS

a. refer to employment that contributes to preserving or restoring the quality of the environment, 

be it in the agriculture, industry or services sector. Speciically, but not exclusively, this include 
jobs that help to protect ecosystems and biodiversity, reduce energy, materials and water 

consumption through high eficiency strategies, decarbonize the economy, and minimize or 
altogether avoid generation of all forms of waste and pollution (RA 10771- Philippine Green 

Jobs Act of 2016).

b. are deined as jobs that reduce the environmental impact of enterprises and economic 
sectors, ultimately to levels that are sustainable. This deinition covers work in agriculture, 
industry, services and administration that contributes to preserving or restoring the quality 

of the environment while also meeting the criteria for decent work - adequate wages, safe 

conditions, workers’ right, social dialog and social protection. It also covers activities related 

to both mitigation and adaption to climate change. (ILO/CEDEFOP 2011)

GREEN SKILLS

technical skills, knowledge, values and attitudes needed in the workforce to develop and support 

sustainable social, economic and environmental outcomes in business, industry and the 

community. (NCVER 2013, Australia)

GREENING TVET

an essential and cross-cutting theme for sustainable development. It refers to the efforts to 

reorient and reinforce existing TVET institutions and policies in order to reinforce achievement 
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of sustainable development. Thus, greening TVET acknowledges the relationship between 

sustainable development and green development and clariies different deinitions of green jobs 
and green skills as well. (Majumdar 2010)

HARD SKILLS

the technical and analytical competencies and know-how that allow the worker to perform the 

mechanical aspects of a job. (OECD/KRIVET 2012, South Korea)

HIGHER EDUCATION

Post-secondary education offered by a university or other recognized higher education institution, 

or through Open Learning, leading to the award of a degree or higher level qualiication. (Wahba, 
2013)

HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

a course of study leading to an initial or higher bachelor’s degree, as well as formal graduate 

studies leading to master’s, doctoral or similar degree.

HIGHER ORDER THINKING SKILLS (HOTS)

refer to skills that are introduced to advocate critical thinking, analysis and problem solving to 

augment and enhance learning outcomes in TVET. They have also become common feature of 

standards-based education reforms. (TVET in the 21st Century: Challenges and Opportunities)

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES (IPS)

a group of people or homogenous societies identiied by self-ascription and ascription by others, 
who have continuously lived as organized community on communally bounded and deined 
territory, and who have, under claims of ownership since time immemorial, occupied, possessed 

customs, tradition and other distinctive cultural traits, or who have, through resistance to political, 

social and cultural inroads of colonization, non-indigenous religions and culture, become 

historically differentiated from the majority of Filipinos (PSA)

INDUSTRY BOARDS

are tripartite bodies established in priority industries to provide assistance to the NMYC in the 

establishment of manpower development schemes, trades and skills standards and other 

functions as will provide the direction participation of employers and workers in fulillment of the 
council’s objectives. (PD 442, Labor Code of the Philippines)

INDUSTRY IMMERSION

the process of deploying TVET trainers to industries/companies to enhance their skills, knowledge and 

attitudes in their area of specialization to be applied to their training centers for quality TVET training.

INDUSTRY WORKING EXPERIENCE REQUIRED (IWER)

• industry work experience acquired during employment as TVET trainer gained through the 

different modalities (TESDA Circular No. 33 s. 2017)

• the related working experience of TVET trainers in the industry, indicated by industry 

practitioners/experts during the development of Training Regulations, as a requirement for 

accreditation (TESDA Circular No. 29, s. 2017)

INDUSTRY WORKING GROUP

a group composed of representatives of industry associations, organizations, TVET institutions, 

labor groups and concerned government agencies who are working directly with TESDA in skills 

planning, standards development, assessment and certiication, and promotion of TVET.

INFORMAL SECTOR

consists of units engaged in the production of goods and services with the primary objective of 

generating employment and income to the persons concerned in order to earn a living. (NSCB 

Resolution No. 15, s. 2002)
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INNOVATION

refers to making meaningful change to improve the delivery and/or effectiveness of the program 

to create new value to the students and other stakeholders or change to improve the management 

of any part of the school system that have impact on the students. Innovation involves the 

adoption of an idea, process, technology, and product that is new to the previous application to 

the program. The outcome of program innovation is breakthrough change in results, products or 

process. (TESDA Circular No. 18 s. 2016)

IN-PLANT TRAINING

the portion of a DTS Program/DTP where student/trainee receives practical learning by being 

integrated in the regular work system of an establishment. (TESDA Circular No. 31, s. 2012)

IN-SCHOOL TRAINING

the portion of a DTS Program/DTP where student/trainee receives technology-based theoretical 

instruction in a lecture area and hands-on exercises in a laboratory and/or a workshop within the 

premises of a TVI (TESDA Circular No. 31, s. 2012).

INTERNAL AUDIT

• a process to review the practice against documented procedures, usually carried out by 

auditors within the organization. (TESDA Quality Manual dated 1/15/2010)

• sometimes called irst-party audits, are conducted by, or on behalf of, the organization 
itself for management review and other internal purposes, and can form the basis for an 

organization’s declaration of conformity. Independence can be demonstrated by the freedom 

from responsibility for the activity being audited (Note from ISO 19011:2011)

INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)

• is the inter-networking of physical devices, vehicles (also referred to as “connected devices” 

and “smart devices”), buildings, and other items embedded with electronics, software, sensors, 

actuators, and network connectivity which enable these objects to collect and exchange data

      (Brown, Eric (13 September 2016). “Who Needs the Internet of Things?”. Linux.com)

JOB

a set of tasks and duties executed, or meant to be executed, by one person; a regular activity 

performed in exchange for payment, especially as part of one’s trade, occupation, or profession.

JOB EVALUATION

a systematic way to gather and analyze information about the content and human requirements 

of the job, and the context in which the job is performed. This process identiies the existing tasks, 
duties and responsibilities of the job and what awareness, knowledge, skills, abilities and attitudes 

are needed to do the job. (Wahba 2013)

JOB FAIR

a career fair (also known as job fair) is a recruiting event where job seekers meet with multiple 

employers.

JOB LINKAGING AND NETWORKING SERVICES (JOLINS)

a four-platform delivery service by TESDA to provide job seekers relevant Labor Market Information 

(LMI), strategies, approaches and techniques in looking for job opportunities in the easiest and 

most systematic manner. (TESDA Circular No. 38, s. 2016)

JOB PLACEMENT

process of supporting individuals to ind jobs matching their skills. (CEDEFOP 2014)

JOB SEEKER

a TVET graduate and alumni who is actively looking for employment (TESDA Circular No. 38, s. 2016)
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JOB STANDARD

the level of achievement that an individual is expected to reach by reference to speciied rating 
levels (standards) and criteria that have been decided for each task / activity within a job/job title. 

(Wahba 2013)

JOB-OUT/ CONTRACT-OUT

a mode of development of CS/TRs, CATs, and other training/learning materials thru Service 

Contract (SC) with industry associations or technical experts formally endorsed by the relevant 

industry association/group and for the academe, from TVIs or HEIs or preferably member of the 

relevant CHED technical panel. (TESDA-OP-QSO-01 dated 01 March 2017)

JOBSTART PHILIPPINE PROGRAM

is an employment facilitation initiative of the DOLE with funding support from the Government of 

Canada and technical assistance from the Asian Development Bank (ADB). The program seeks 

to assist young Filipinos start their careers and ind meaningful paid employment. (DOLE DO No. 
148-16 s. 2016)

K TO 12

covers Kindergarten and 12 years of basic education (six years of primary education, four years 

of Junior High School, and two years of Senior High School [SHS]) to provide suficient time 
for mastery of concepts and skills, develop lifelong learners, and prepare graduates for tertiary 

education, middle-level skills development, employment, and entrepreneurship. (http://www.gov.

ph/k-12/)

LABOR FORCE

the population 15 years old and over, whether employed or unemployed, who contribute to the 

production of goods and services in the country. (PSA)

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATE

the proportion (in percent) of the total number of persons in the labor force to the total population 

15 years old and over. (PSA)

LABOR MARKET

a system consisting of employers as buyers and workers as sellers, the purpose of which is to 

match job vacancies with job applicants and to set wages. (ILO)

LABOR MARKET INFORMATION (LMI)

includes all quantitative or qualitative data and analysis related to employment and the workforce.  

The goal of LMI is to help customers make informed plans, choices and decisions for a variety 

of purposes, including business investment decision making, career planning and preparation, 

education and training offerings, job search opportunities, hiring and public or private workforce 

investments. (TESDA Circular No. 38, s. 2016)

LABOR SUPPLY

refers to the supply of workers, hours or effort for the production of goods and services, and is 

determined by the size of the population, the proportion able and willing to work and the number 

of hours worked by each individual. (ILO)

LADDERIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM

• refers to all education and training mechanisms that allow students and workers progression 

between Technical Vocational Education and Training (TVET) and Higher Education (HE) or 

college and vice-versa; and

• opens opportunities for career and educational advancement to students and workers. 

Speciically, it intends to create a seamless and borderless education and training system that 
will allow mobility in terms of flexible entry and exit into the educational system.   (EO 358)
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LEARNERS

as used in TESDA, the term refers to persons hired as trainees in semi-skilled and other industrial 

occupations which are non-apprenticeable. (Revised Guidelines in the of implementation 

Apprenticeship and Learnership Programs)

LEARNERSHIP

means any practical training on a learnable occupation which may or may not be supplemented 

by a related instruction. (EO 111/Labor Code of the Philippines)

LEARNING

the process of acquiring knowledge, attitudes, or skills from study, instruction, or experience.

LEVY-AND-GRANT SYSTEM

a legal contribution (often a percentage of the payroll) from participating employers who would 

be beneiciaries of a vocational or technical education or training program which is subsequently 
turned over or rebated to enterprises offering employee training programs. (RA 7796/TESDA Law)

LIFE-LONG LEARNING

the process of acquiring knowledge or skills throughout life via education, training, work and 

general life experience. (Glossary – TAFE Queensland)

LITERACY

deined as the ability to read and write. (NSO)

LITERACY RATE

percentage of the population who can read and write and understand simple messages in any 

language or dialect. (2006 Inter-Agency Committee on Education Statistics)

LIVELIHOOD PROGRAM

a socio-economic project that seeks to motivate, prepare and train workers to embark on income-

generating and service-oriented activities geared towards promoting self-suficiency and initiative 
among the workers. (Investment in Technical Vocational Education and Training in the Philippines)

MENTORING

teaching and training personnel. (ILO)

MIDDLE-LEVEL SKILLED MANPOWER

those who have acquired practical skills and knowledge through formal, non-formal and informal 

education and training to at least a secondary education but preferably a post-secondary 

education with a corresponding degree or diploma; or skilled workers who have become highly 

competent in their trade or craft as attested by industry. (RA 7796/TESDA Law)

MIGRANT WORKER OR OVERSEAS FILIPINO WORKER (OFW)

a person who is to be engaged, is engaged, or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a 

state which he or she is not a legal resident. A person to be engaged in a remunerated activity” 

refers to an applicant worker who has been promised or assured employment overseas and 

acting on such promise or assurance sustains damage and/or injury. (RA No. 8042)

MOBILE TRAINING PROGRAM (MTP)

refers to a registered program that is transportable bringing with it all the necessary tools, 

equipment, and consumables including the qualiied trainer. (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016)

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

refers to a self-contained instruction material that include one or more units of competency with 

learning outcomes, appropriate learning materials and methods, and associated criterion reference 
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measures with valid institutional assessment and method. (TESDA Circular No. 33 s. 2017)

MORATORIUM

as used in TESDA, this term refers to a suspension in the processing of new program registration 

applications for a given Qualiication due to oversubscription or no employment opportunities for 
the graduates as revealed in the Labor Market Intelligence Reports or any other similar issuances; 

or due to the undergoing review status of its Training Regulations. (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016)

MUTUAL RECOGNITION ARRANGEMENT (MRA)

an international agreement by which two or more countries agree to recognize one another’s 

conformity assessments. If the products identiied according to the MRA have been examined 
and assessed conformity before export, they will be directly imported by countries signing the 

agreement, instead of having to go through the examining and assessing process of the importing 

country. Hence, MRA is an important instrument in facilitating international trade. (www.apec.org)

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

refers to the assessment of an individual’s competence that leads to the issuance of a National 

Certiicate (NC) or a Certiicate of Competency (COC). (TESDA Board Resolution No. 2004-13, 
Training Regulations Framework)

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT AND CERTIFICATION ARRANGEMENTS

describes the policies governing assessment and certiication procedure. (Section IV of TR, 
TESDA-OP-QSO-02 dated 01 March 2017)

NATIONAL CERTIFICATE (NC)

• a document issued by TESDA to individuals who have achieved all the required units of 

competency of a national qualiication deined under the promulgated Training Regulations. 
(TESDA Circular No. 15 s. 2015)

• a document issued when a candidate has demonstrated competence in all unit/s of 

competency of a qualiication with a promulgated Training Regulations (TESDA Board 
Resolution No. 2014-04)

NATIONAL QUALIFICATION

a qualiication that is deined by nationally promulgated Training Regulations and is created by 
combining units of competency into groups that correspond to meaningful job roles in the workplace 

and aligning these with a national qualiication framework. (TESDA Circular No. 15 s. 2015)

NATIONAL TVET TRAINING CERTIFICATE (NTTC)

a document issued to a trainer who is a holder of a National Certiicate (NC), a Trainer Methodology 
Certiicate (TMC) and Industry Work Experience as may be provided in Section 3 of the respective 
Training Regulation. (TESDA Circular No. 33 s. 2017)

NO TRAINING REGULATION (NTR)

refers to programs registered under UTPRAS not covered yet by any appropriate training 

regulations. NTR is a transitory mechanism of quality assuring TVET programs. (TESDA Circular 

No. 45, s. 2007)

NON-COMPLIANT

refers to the non-fulillment of any one of the program registration requirements (Operating 
Procedures for Compliance Audit).

NON-TRADITIONAL OCCUPATIONS

occupations in which certain groups are under-represented; usually applies to so-called male or 

female occupations. (NCVER 2013, Australia)
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OCCUPATION

type of work a person does to earn his/her living. (PSA)

ONLINE PROGRAM

refers to a WET program that can be accessed primarily or entirely through the use of an internet-

connected computer or mobile device. (TESDA Circular No. 33 s. 2017)

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

training within the enterprise given at the work station and using jobs of commercial value for 

instruction and practice purposes. (ILO)

OUT-OF-SCHOOL

refers to boys and girls who belong to any of the categories: i) 7-14 years old who are not enrolled; 

ii) 15-24 years old, not enrolled, not employed and not a tertiary level graduate. (NSCB)

OVERSEAS FILIPINOS

are migrant workers, other Filipino nationals and their dependents abroad. (RA No. 8042)

OVERSEAS WORKER

a household member who is currently out of the country due to overseas employment. He/she 

may or may not have a speciic work contract or may be presently at home on vacation but has 
an existing overseas employment to return to. Undocumented overseas workers, are considered 

as overseas workers for as long as they are still considered members of the household and had 

been away for less than ive years. (PSA)

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

are evaluative statements that specify what is to be assessed and the required level of performance. 

(TESDA Training Regulations Framework)

PERFORMANCE STANDARD

a performance descriptor for the element of competency. It is an evaluative statement which 

speciies what is to be assessed and states the required level of performance. (TESDA Board 
Resolution No. 2004-13 – Adopting the TRs Framework)

PERSONS IN THE LABOR FORCE (OR ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE POPULATION)

include all persons 15 years old and over as of their last birthday who are either employed or 

unemployed. (PSA)

PERSONS ASSESSED

individuals e.g., industry workers/graduating TVET students, etc. who have undergone the 

assessment process to determine whether they can perform to the standards expected in the 

workplace as deined under the promulgated training regulations.

PERSONS CERTIFIED

successful individuals, e.g., industry workers/graduating TVET students, etc. who were assessed 

as competent in all the required units of competency of a national qualiication deined under the 
promulgated training regulations.

PERSONS NOT IN THE LABOR FORCE

include all persons 15 years old and over as of their last birthday who are neither employed nor 

unemployed. (PSA)

PHILIPPINE QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK (PQF)

a national policy which describes the levels of educational qualiications and set the standards for 
qualiication outcome*. It is a quality assured national system for the development, recognition and 
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award of qualiications based on standards of knowledge, skills and values acquired in different 
ways and methods by learners and workers of a certain country (IRR of EO No. 83, s. 2012)

PHILIPPINE STANDARD CLASSIFICATION OF EDUCATION (PSCED)

a detailed classiication of all educational levels in the Philippine educational system. It aims to 
integrate the different classiication schemes being used by the various agencies, for the purpose 
of standardizing and facilitating the compilation of education statistics as basis for educational 

planning, manpower training, labor market studies and other related activities. (PSA)

PHILIPPINE STANDARD CLASSIFICATION OF INDUSTRY (PSIC)

a detailed classiication of industries prevailing in the country according to the kind of productive 
activities undertaken by establishments.  It serves as a guide in the classiication of establishments 
according to their economic activity useful for economic analysis. (PSA)

PHILIPPINE STANDARD OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION (PSOC)

a statistical classiication of the different occupational groups of the working population, including 
the military work force in the country. It is primarily used as basis for manpower and educational 

planning, program formulation, policy decision-making and serves as useful guide for statistical 

operations and activities, such as censuses and surveys. (PSA)

PHILIPPINE TVET COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT AND CERTIFICATION SYSTEM

deines a national, comprehensive and flexible certiication system for Technical - Vocational 
Education and Training (TVET) (TESDA Circular No. 15, s. 2015)

PHILIPPINE TVET TRAINERS QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK (PTTQF)

a system that provides competency standards for TVET trainers and assessors involved in the 

training delivery, competency assessment, training design/development and training supervision. 

The framework also deines the competencies of TVET trainers at different roles and levels of 
technical training. (TESDA Circular No. 33 s. 2017)

POLYTECHNIC

a school specializing in the teaching of industrial arts and applied sciences (American Heritage® 

Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition, 2016)

PORTFOLIO ASSESSMENT

is an evidence gathering method wherein competence is determined based on accumulated 

pieces of evidence demonstrating work outputs that have been collected by an individual over a 

period of time and may come from different sources. (TESDA Circular No. 20 s. 2014)

POVERTY (ABSOLUTE)

measures poverty in relation to the amount of money necessary to meet basic needs such as 

food, clothing, and shelter. (UNESCO)

POVERTY (RELATIVE)

deines poverty in relation to the economic status of other members of the society: people are 
poor if they fall below prevailing standards of living in a given societal context. (UNESCO)

POVERTY INCIDENCE

refers to the proportion of families (or population) with per capita income less than the per capita 

poverty threshold to the total number of families(population). (1997 Philippine Poverty Statistics, 

NSCB)

POVERTY THRESHOLD OR POVERTY LINE

refers to the cost of the basic food and non-food requirements (valued in peso). The basic 

non-food requirements cover the non-food expenditure items of the Total Basic Expenditures. 

In the Philippine oficial methodology, the poverty line may be viewed as the minimum income 
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required to meet the food requirements and other non-food basic needs. (1997 Philippine Poverty 

Statistics, NSCB); 2000 FIES, NSO)

PRIOR LEARNING

awareness, knowledge skills and attitude competencies acquired from previous study, work or life 

experiences. (Wahba 2013)

PRIVATE EDUCATION STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE (PESFA)

the program that will afford education grants to deserving students in private post-secondary 

non-degree TVET coursed in line with the skills requirements of the priority sectors identiied in 
the National Technical Education and Skills Development Plan; a inancial assistance program for 
incoming freshmen enrolled in private schools in priority courses deemed necessary for national 

development. (RA 8545)

PRIVATE TVET PROVIDER

a non-government training organization managed and funded by a private person or organization. 

This includes the following: a) Commercial Providers – institutions providing training to any 

individual for proit; b) Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs) or People’s Organization – non-
proit private organizations providing training; and c) Enterprise / Industry Providers – companies 
/ irms providing training to their own employees or to employees of other enterprises across an 
industry.

PRODUCTION-CUM-TRAINING PROGRAM

refers to school or center-based market-oriented production activities, which provide opportunities 

for the acquisition of entrepreneurial skills and competencies.

PRODUCTIVITY

a relationship between outputs and inputs. It rises when an increase in output occurs with a less 

than proportionate increase in inputs, or when the same output is produced with fewer inputs 

(ILO)

PROGRAM

(education program) A coherent set or sequence of educational activities designed and organized 

to achieve pre-determined learning objectives or accomplish a speciic set of educational tasks 
over a sustained period. Within an education program, educational activities may also be grouped 

into sub-components variously described in national contexts as ‘courses’, ‘modules’, ‘units’ and/

or ‘subjects’. A program may have major components nor normally characterized as courses, units 

or modules -for example, play-based activities, periods of work experience, research projects and 

the preparation of dissertations.

PROGRAM ACCREDITATION

refers to the process leading to a formal recognition granted by an authorized accrediting 

agency to an institution’s program as possessing certain standards of quality as deined by the 
accreditation agency. (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016)

PROGRAM REGISTRATION 

refers to the process by which TVET programs are registered with TESDA. It is the irst stage of the 
Uniied TVET Program Registration and Accreditation System (UTPRAS). Applying for program 
registration indicates the intent of the institution to offer TVET programs. The registration process 

attests to the capacity of the Technical Vocational Education and Training Institution (TVI) to 

deliver its stated curricula to learners against the minimum standards prescribed in the Training 

Regulations (TR); or in the case of NTR program, as determined by an expert panel in the absence 

of such. Registration begins with the program registration documentation submitted to TESDA by 

the applicant TVI. It also includes the conduct of periodic compliance audits to ensure continuing 

compliance to the requirements for programs granted Certiicate of TVET Program Registration 
(CTPR). (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016))
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PROGRESSIVE DEVOLUTION

a process of systematically and rationally transferring the management of TESD programs from 

TESDA to equally capable entities in the TVET sector like the LGUs, industry associations, NGOs 

and the like within the period of 25 years. This is being done in four (4) stages: decentralization, 

program devolution, stabilization and evaluation. (TESDA Board Resolution No. 2004-07 dated 

May 6, 2004)

PROVINCIAL/REGIONAL SKILLS PRIORITIES

list of critical skills in identiied priority sectors classiied by province/region.

PSALM APPROACH

an acronym for a planning approach developed and adopted by TESDA which stands for Policy-

oriented, Sector-focused, Area-based, Labor Market driven approach. It is used in generating labor 

market information on priority sectors and critical skills, vital for TESD planning and decision making.

QUALIFICATION

refers to a package of competencies describing a particular function or job role existing in an 

economic sector, covering the work activities required to undertake a particular job. Depending 

on the breadth, depth and scope of competency, a qualiication may fall under National Certiicate 
level I, II, III, IV or Diploma. A National Certiicate is a full qualiication while a Certiicate of 
Competency is leading to a qualiication. (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016))

QUALIFICATION CERTIFICATION

certiication awarded to a person on successful completion of a course in recognition of having 
achieved particular knowledge, skills or competencies. (UNEVOC/NCVER 2009)

QUALIFICATION DESCRIPTOR

a unique descriptor stating the purpose of the qualiication and how it relates to other qualiication 
types; it enables comparisons with other qualiications and provides a basis for designing, 
evaluating, approving and reviewing qualiications and their associated curricula. (SAQA 2013, 
South Africa)

RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING (RPL)

refers to the process in which the individual’s previous learning outside the formal system, which 

contributes to the achievement of current competency/ies, can be assessed against the relevant 

unit or units of competency and given recognition through the issuance of the appropriate National 

Certiicate or Certiicate of Competency. (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016)

RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING (RPL) AND RECOGNITION OF CURRENT COMPETENCY (RCC)

the acknowledgement of an individual’s currently possessed skills, knowledge and attitudes 

acquired through previous training, work and experiences (TESDA Circular No. 15 s. 2015)

REGISTRY OF WORKERS ASSESSED AND CERTIFIED (RWAC)

refers to a record that contains the documentation of the results of assessment and as a basis for 

national certiication. (TESDA Circular No. 15 s. 2015)

RETRAINING

training for acquisition of skills and knowledge required in practicing an occupation other than the 

one for which the person was originally trained. It may require training specialization.

SECONDARY EDUCATION

refers to the third stage of compulsory basic education. It consists of four (4) years of junior high 

school education and two (2) years of senior high school education. The entrant age to the junior 

and senior high school levels are typically twelve (12) and sixteen (16) years old, respectively. (Sec. 

4, RA 10533)
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SKILL MISMATCH

situation of imbalance in which the level or type of skills available does not correspond to Labor 

market needs. (CEDEFOP 2014, Europe)

SKILL RECOGNITION

the recognition, acknowledgement or veriication of skills and qualiications by educational 
institutions, professional bodies, employers, registration authorities and other organizations. 

(NCVER 2013, Australia)

SKILLS

the acquired and practiced ability to carry out a task or job. (RA 7796/TESDA Law)

SKILLS ANTICIPATION

use of Labor market and skills information to predict and develop policy responses to future skills 

needs (EU Commission (Skills panorama) 2015)

SKILLS COMPETITION

serves as venue to recognize the skills excellence of young industry skilled workers and graduates 

of TVET institutions.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

the process through which learners and workers are systematically provided with learning 

opportunities to acquire upgrade, or both, their ability, knowledge and behavior pattern required 

as qualiications for a job or range of jobs in a given occupational area. (RA 7796/TESDA Law)

SKILLS PRIORITIES

list of skills considered critical to the growth of priority sectors and industries at national, regional 

and provincial levels.

SKILLS UTILIZATION RATE

the proportion (in percent) of employed graduates at time of survey whose jobs are related to skills 

acquired to total employed graduates. (TESDA Study on the Employability of TVET Graduates)

STAKEHOLDER

a person or organization with an interest or concern in something. In vocational education 

and training stakeholders include government, providers of training, industry, clients and the 

community.

STAR LEVEL AWARD

refers to the STAR Award based on the range scores. (TESDA Circular No. 18 s. 2016)

STAR RATING SYSTEM

a system recognizing TVET programs beyond the program registration minimum requirements. 

The system shall be evidence-based criteria, which are translated into numerical points that will 

correspond to the STAR Level Award of the program. (TESDA Circular No. 18 s. 2016)

STATE ASSISTANCE COUNCIL (SAC)

the organized body tasked for policy guidance and direction, monitoring and evaluation of new 

and existing programs and the promulgation of the rules and regulations governing GASTPE. (RA 

8545/GASTPE Law)

STUDY ON THE EMPLOYABILITY OF TVET GRADUATES

a survey which aims to measure the relevance and effectiveness of TVET programs in terms of 

employment and other employment-related indicators of TVET graduates.
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SUPERVISED INDUSTRY TRAINING (SIT) / ON-THE-JOB TRAINING (OJT)

an approach in training designed to enhance the knowledge and skills of the trainee through 

actual experience in the workplace to acquire speciic competencies

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (OR GLOBAL GOALS)

a set of 17 “Global Goals” with 169 targets between that call for action by all countries to end 

poverty with strategies that build economic growth and addresses a range of social needs 

including education, health, social protection, and job opportunities, while tackling climate change 

and environmental protection. (www.un.org)

TASK

a discrete, assignable unit of work that has an identiiable beginning and end, containing two 
or more steps which when performed, leads to a product, service or decision. This is normally 

performed within a speciied period of time.

TAX INCENTIVES

a host of tax beneits given to participating schools and companies in the Dual Training System. 
These are tax deductions from taxable income for dual training expenses, donations and 

contributions granted to participating establishments and tax-free importation of equipment, 

apparatus and materials to participating schools or training centers.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

refers to the education process designed at post-secondary and lower tertiary levels, oficially 
recognized as non-degree programs aimed at preparing technicians, paraprofessionals and other 

categories of middle-level workers by providing them with a broad range of general education, 

theoretical, scientiic, 77artistic and technological studies, social services and related job skills 
training. (RA 7796/TESDA Law)

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEES (TESDCS)

refer to the Regional and Provincial Technical Education and Skills Development Committees 

established by the Authority at the Regional and local levels to coordinate and monitor the delivery 

of Skills development activities by the public and private sectors. (RA 7796/TESDA Law)

TECHNICAL EXPERT

• a person qualiied and authorized to form part of the STAR Regional Review Committee 
(SRRC). Expert should be a National Certiicate (NC) holder on the qualiication where he/she 
is designated expert and/or involved in the development of Training Regulations (TRs) and 

with at least two (2) years industry experience and trainings relative to the program to be star-

rated. (TESDA Circular No. 18 s. 2016)

• refers to the person/s qualiied and authorized to develop competency standards/ training 
regulations, competency assessment tools, curriculum and other training materials such as 

session plans and competency-based learning materials. (DACUM Handbook, 1999)

TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL INSTITUTION (TVI)

refers to an institution whether public or private offering TVET program(s). This shall include TESDA 

Technology Institutions, Public and Private Technical Vocational Institutes, and Higher Education 

Institutions (HEIs), State Universities and Colleges (SUCs), Local Colleges and Universities (LGUs), 

Training Centers and enterprises offering TVET programs. (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016)

TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING (TVET)

• refers to the education or training process which involves, in addition to general education, 

the study of technologies and related sciences and the acquisition of practical skills relating 

to occupations in various sectors of economic and social life. (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016)

• a comprehensive term that includes all educational and training processes concerned with the 

study of technologies and related sciences and directed toward the acquisition of occupational 

competencies that are essential for gainful participation in economic and social activities. 

(TESDA Circular N0. 31 s. 2012)
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TECHNICIAN 

a person whose work involves knowledge and skills that are theoretical and/or abstract with 

signiicant depth, contributing to technical solution of non-routine issues or contingency 
nature which are addressed on interpretations and adaptation and guidelines or procedure. 

The work mainly involves analysis of current practices and the development of new criteria and 

procedures 

TECHNOLOGY-BASED COMMUNITY PROGRAM

refers to a program conducted in the community by public or private TVI or by local government 

units, non-government organizations, and other government agencies that involves the application 

of technology. Programs conducted under this modality must address speciic skills leading to a 
unit or units of competency needed by the community and promote employment opportunities.  

TESDA shall register these programs for public and safety concerns based on TRs, for WTR and 

industry or community requirements, for NTR. (TESDA Circular No. 7 s. 2016)

TERTIARY EDUCATION

formal education beyond secondary education, including higher education, vocational education 

and training, or other specialist post-secondary education or training; sometimes used to refer 

only to higher education or training.

TESDA TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTIONS (TTIS)

schools and centers under the administrative management of TESDA and which programs offered 

are registered under the UTPRAS. (NTTA)

TRAINEES

shall mean persons who are participants in a vocational, administrative or technical training programs 

for the purpose of acquiring and developing job-related skills. (RA 7796/TESDA Act of 1994)

TRAINERS METHODOLOGY 

consists of competencies a TVET trainer performing functions of trainer and assessor must 

achieve. (Training Regulation for TM)

TRAINING ALLOWANCE

refers to the DTS accredited establishment’s contribution for training expenses paid directly to 

the TVI. It shall, in no way, start below seventy-ive percent (75%) of the applicable minimum daily 
wage for the number of days actually spent by the student/trainee in the establishment for in-

plant training. (TESDA Circular N0. 31 s. 2012)

TRAINING NEEDS ANALYSIS

a systematic analysis of present and future skills needs against the skills available to implement 

an eficient training strategy. (CEDEFOP 2008)

TRAINING REGULATIONS

refer to the package of qualiications, competency standards, training standards, assessment 
and certiication arrangements in a speciic sector promulgated by TESDA Board for nationwide 
application. They serve as the basis for the development of the curricula, registration and delivery 

of training programs. (TESDA Board Resolution No. 2004-13, August 5, 2004)

TRAINING STANDARDS

refer to the sections of the Training Regulations that give information and important requirements 

for TVET providers to consider when designing training programs corresponding to a national 

qualiication (see deinition of qualiication); this includes information on curriculum design, training 
delivery, trainee entry requirements, training tools and equipment, and trainer qualiications. 
(Training Regulations Framework)
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TRAINING VOUCHER

an entitlement to education or training issued to a learner or trainee and redeemable for the course 

and provider of the student’s choice.

TRAINORS/TRAINERS

shall mean persons who provide training aimed at developing the latter’s capacities for imparting 

attitudes, knowledge, skills and behavior patterns required for speciic jobs, tasks, occupations or 
group of related occupations. (RA 7796/TESDA Act of 1994)

TRIFOCALIZED EDUCATION AND TRAINING

refers to the three levels of Philippine education system: basic education, technical-vocational 

education and training, and higher education. (IRR of E.O. No. 83, s. 2012)

UNDEREMPLOYED

includes all employed persons who express the desire to have additional hours of work in their 

present job or an additional job, or to have a new job with longer working hours. (PSA)

UNEMPLOYED

includes all those who, during the reference period are 15 years old and over as of their last 

birthday, are:

a. without work, or had no job/business during the basic survey reference period;

b. seeking work, i.e., had taken speciic steps to look for a job or establish a business during the 
basic survey reference period; or not seeking work due to the following reasons:

• believe no work available;

• awaiting the results of previous job application;

• temporary illness/disability;

• bad weather; and

• waiting for rehire job/recall

c. currently available for work, i.e., were available and willing to take up work in paid employment 

or self-employment during the basic reference period, and/or would be available and willing 

to take up work in paid employment or self-employment within two weeks after the interview 

date. (ILO)

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

The number of unemployed persons expressed as a percentage of the labor force in the same 

group. (Wahba 2013)

UNIFIED TVET PROGRAM REGISTRATION AND ACCREDITATION SYSTEM (UTPRAS)

covers :

a. Program Registration (Compulsory) – is a compulsory compliance with minimum requirements 

prescribed in the Training Regulations (TRs) and anchored on competency-based system; 

Program registration prescribes full compliance with prevailing training standards, correction 

of sub-standard ones and denial of registration for those who fail to comply. An integral part 

of program registration is the monitoring of registered programs for continuous compliance 

to standards.

b. Program Accreditation – is a voluntary process of demonstrating quality assurance to 

programs and institutional processes that shall lead to the recognition and conferment awards 

at various levels for exemplary performance. The four (4) levels are Bronze Award (Commitment 

Level), Silver Award (Proiciency Level), Gold Award (Mastery Level) and Platinum Award 
(International Center for Program Excellence) (TESDA Compendium of Programs Registered 

under UTPRAS, Vol. V)

USER-LED OR MARKET-DRIVEN STRATEGY

a strategy that promotes strengthened linkages between educational/training institutions and 

industry to ensure that appropriate skills and knowledge are provided by the educational center. 
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(RA 7796/TESDA Act of 1994)

VALIDATION

involves reviewing, comparing and evaluating assessment processes, marking criteria, evidence 

requirements, performance standards, tools, supplies, materials, and equipment contributing to 

judgments to be made by a range of assessors against the same standards. (TESDA-OP-QSO-02 

dated 01 March 2017)

WAGE

payment for work done based on the hour or day. (Guidelines in the Implementation of Reformed 

Apprenticeship Program)

WITH TRAINING REGULATION (WTR)

refers to the programs registered under the UTPRAS with the appropriate promulgated Training 

Regulations as basis for its registration. (TESDA Circular No.4, s. 2007 – Omnibus Guidelines on 

Program Registration)

YOUTH

portion of the population between 15 – 30 years of age. (RA 8044/Youth in Nation-Building Act)
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Annex 1

NTESDP Annual Target Indicators

MAJOR INDICATORS
BASELINE TARGETS

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Increased number of 
TVET enrollees 2,269,665 2,298,744 2,413,681 2,534,365 2,661,084 2,794,138 2,933,845

Male 1,060,463 1,081,950 1,158,567 1,216,495 1,277,320 1,341,186 1,408,245

Female 1,209,202 1,216,794 1,255,114 1,317,870 1,383,763 1,452,952 1,525,599

Increase number of TVET 
graduates 2,151,236 2,065,697 2,168,982 2,277,431 2,391,302 2,510,868 2,636,411

Male 1004457 964301 1,041,111 1,093,167 1,147,825 1,205,216 1,265,477

Female 1146779 1101396 1,127,871 1,184,264 1,243,477 1,305,651 1,370,934

Increased share of 
Enterprise-Based Training 4% 4% 8% 13% 20% 29% 40%

Increased number of 
beneficiaries from the 
basic sector* increased 50,470   52,034 53,647 55,310 57,025 58,793 

Increased number of graduates from TVET scholarship programs (Graduates) 

Private Education Student 
Financial Assistance 

(PESFA) Program 18,462 17,722 10,000 3,800 3,800 3,800 3,800

Training for Work 
Scholarship Program 

(TWSP) 271,561 288,414 222,633 155,488 155,488 155,488 155,488

Universal Access to 
Quality Tertiary Education 

(TVET component) N/A  N/A  83,000 181,073 TBD TBD TBD

Employment rate of TVET 
graduates increased

66.25%** 67.28% 67.80% 68.33% 68.86% 69.39%

Certification rate of TVET 
graduates increased

 
 
91.9% 92.9% 85% 86% 86% 87% 87%

*Basic sector refers to the disadvantaged sector of the disadvantaged sectors of Philippine society, e.g. farmer-peasants, artisanal fisherfolk, indigenous 

peoples and cultural communities, women, differently-abled persons, urban poor    

** Employment Rate based on TESDA Study on Employability of TVET Graduates (SETG) 2014      
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Annex 2

Philippine Employment by Major Industry, 2005 to 2015

(In thousands)

Sector 2005 2010 2015
Average 
Annual 
Growth 

Rate

% of 
Total 

Employ-
ment

Agricultural Sector

Agriculture, Hunting, 
Forestry

10,329 10,488 9,973 (0.34) 25.7

Forestry 1,388 1,468 1,321 (0.48) 3.4

Sub-Total 11,717 11,956 11,294 (0.36) 29.1

Industry Sector

Mining and Quarrying 139 199 235 6.91 0.6

Construction 1,702 2,017 2,697 5.85 7.0

Manufacturing 3,104 3,033 3,209 0.34 8.3

Electricity, Gas, Water 112 150 187 6.70 0.5

Sub-Total 5,057 5,399 6,328 2.51 16.3

Services Sector

Education 983 1,176 1,282 3.04 3.3

Public Administration, 
Defense, Compulsory 
Social Security 

1,496 1,847 2,096 4.01 5.4

Wholesale and Retail, 6,225 7,034 7,313 1,75 18.9

Repair of Motor Vehicles,  
Motorcycles and Personal 
Household Goods

Financial Intermediation 353 400 498 4.11 1.3

Real Estate, Renting and 
Business Activities

742 1,146 184* 

(Reclassified) NA 0.5

Health and Social Work 372 451 494 3.28 1.3

Transport, Storage and 
Communication

2,426 2,723 3,781 1.46 7.2

Other Community, Social 
and  Personal Services 
Activities *

779 914 3,804 9.8

Private Household with 
Employed Persons *

Extra-territorial 
Organizations*

2 2 3 -- --

Hotels and Restaurants * 869 1,119 1,716 9.7 4.4

Sub-Total 15,779 18,738 21,171 3.4 54.6

Grand Total 32,553 36,093 38,793 1.9 100.0
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Sector 2005 2010 2015
Average 
Annual 
Growth 

Rate

% of 
Total 

Employ-
ment

Numbers 8 to 11 to Reclassified as follows below beginning in 2012

8.   Accommodations and 
Food Service Activities 

1,716 9.7 4.4

9. Information and 
Communication 

  381 1.0

10. Administrative and 
Support Service Activities 

1,139 2.9

11. Arts, Entertainment and 
Recreation

  343 0.9

12. Other Service Activities 2,489 6.4

13. Activities of 
Households as Employees,; 
Undifferentiated Goods 
and Services-producing  
Activities for Own Use

   244 --

14. Activities of 
Extraterritorial 
Organizations and Bodies

    3 0.5

15. Professional, Scientific 
and Technical Activities

 208

Sub-Total 21,171 54.6

Grand-Total 38,793  100.0

Source: Philippine Statistics Authority
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Annex 3

Philippine Employment by Major Occupation Groups, 2005 to 2015

(In Thousands)

Occupation 2005 2010 2015
Average
Annual 
Growth 

Rate

2015 
Percentage 

of Total

Officials of Government and 
Special Interest Organizations, 
Corporate Managers, Supervisors, 
Managing Proprietors

Professionals

Technicians and Associate 
Professionals

Clerks

Service Workers and Shop and 
Market Sales Workers

Farmers, Forestry Workers and 
Fishermen

Traders and Related Workers

Plant Machine Operators and 
Assemblers

Laborers and Unskilled Laborers

Special Occupations

3,820

1,399

863

1,470

3,040

6,156

2,887

2,454

10,306

142

4,979

1,686

954

2,003

3,838

5,747

2,792

2,259

11,622

156

2,292

1,989

1,030

2,492

4,925

5,000

2,592

2,083

12,223

114

6.47

4.22

1.94

6.95

6.20

(1.88)

(1.02)

(1.51)

1.86

(1.97)

16.2

5.1

2.7

6.4

12.71

12.9

6.7

5.4

31.6

0.3

Grand Total 32,537 36,036 38,740 1.91 100.0

Source: Philippine Statistics Authority
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Annex 4

Forecast of Employment by Major Industry Group, 2016 and 2022 

In Thousands

Major Industry Group 2015 2016 2022
2015 to 2022 
Increase in 

Employment

Agriculture, Hunting, 
Forestry and Fisheries

11, 294 11,212 10,975 (319)

Industry Sector

Construction 2,697 2,855 4,015 1,318

Manufacturing 3,209 3,220 3,286 77

Others 422 450 669 247

Sub-Total 6,328 6,525 7,970 1,642

Services

Education 1,282 1,320 1,577 295

Public Administration 2,096 2,180 2,758 662

Wholesale, Retail, Repair 7,313 7,441 8,251 938

Financial Intermediation 498 518 660 162

Real Estate 184* 195 274 90

Health and Social Work 494 510 619 125

Transport, Storage, 
Communication

3,781 3,836 4,184 588

Other Community, Social and 
Personal Services

3,804 (?)

(Reclassified

3,880 4,369 565

Private Households in 2012)

Extra Territorial Orgs. 3 3 3 ----

Hotels and Restaurants 1,716 1,882 3,280 1,564

Sub-Total 21,171 21,765 25,975 4,804

Grand Total 38,793 39,502 44,920 6,127
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Annex 5

Top Ten (10) Qualifications based on Enrollees of Training for Work Scholarship 
Program (TWSP), 2014-2016

Qualification Title Enrolled Graduates Assessed Certified

2014

Housekeeping NC II 22,888 22,078 20,283 18,811

Food and Beverage Services NC II 21,949 20,581 18,528 16,334

Computer Hardware Servicing NC II 18,061 17,717 16,827 14,092

Finishing Course for Call Center Agents NC II 13,186 12,806 70 -

Shielded Metal Arc Welding NC II 12,732 12,401 11,892 10,825

Bartending NC II 9,593 8,858 7,847 6,594

Consumer Electronics Servicing NC II 7,368 7,191 6,785 5,402

Electrical Installation and Maintenance NC II 6,889 6,692 6,428 5,752

English Language 6,552 6,483 - -

Trainers Methodology Level I 6,394 5,964 4,275 3,494

2015

Housekeeping NC II 28,249 26,051 24,261 21,936

Food and Beverage Services NC II 26,904 24,532 22,373 19,300

Shielded Metal Arc Welding NC II 22,372 21,452 20,315 18,522

Bread and Pastry Production NC II 21,258 19,232 17,591 15,952

Finishing Course for Call Center Agents NC II 15,828 15,583 - -

Electrical Installation and Maintenance NC II 11,843 11,468 10,391 9,002

Cookery NC II 11,797 11,063 10,532 8,808

Computer Hardware Servicing NC II 9,790 9,518 9,056 7,901

Trainers Methodology Level I 9,182 7,773 5,661 4,016

Bartending NC II 6,929 6,253 5,586 4,514

2016

Food and Beverage Services NC II 18,473 15,273 14,615 13,108

Shielded Metal Arc Welding NC II 17,497 15,402 15,072 13,869

Bread and Pastry Production NC II 17,107 15,296 14,908 13,876

Cookery NC II 14,163 12,713 12,267 11,418

Contact Center Services NC II 11,489 10,768 - 49

Housekeeping NC II 10,824 8,977 8,719 8,176

Computer Systems Servicing NC II 8,396 7,021 6,823 5,231

Electrical Installation and Maintenance NC II 7,980 6,818 6,406 5,748

Trainers Methodology Level I 6,752 5,599 4,860 3,956

Events Management Services NC III 6,244 5,816 5,739 5,005
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* These are indicative amounts only and are subject to further consultation and inputs

Sources: Public Investment Program (PIP) submissions for 1st Sem- 2018; data submitted by national government agencies

Annex 6

Funding Requirements (Indicative)*

Plan Strategies Outcome Indicators Programs Targets by 2022 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018-2022

1. Create a conducive and enabling environment for the development and quality service delivery of the TVET sector 

Promote flexible and 

agile system in TVET

National policies that 

promote flexibility to 

ensure TVET for all 

and agility to respond 

to global drivers of 

change deployed 

for implementation 

passed/issued, 

implemented

TVET Policies and plans 

formulation and deployment, 

Legislative Liaisoning

National policies proposed, 

passed, implemented

 40,898,086  39,429,845  38,014,313  36,649,600  35,333,879  190,325,723 

TESDA Board and 

TESDCs functions 

and responsibilities 

rationalized and 

strengthened

TESDA Board and TESDCs 

management

100% TESDCs and TESDA 

Board strengthened

 8,822,876  8,822,876  8,822,876  8,822,876  8,822,876  44,114,380 

Mainstream green 

and gender sensitivity 

within the TVET system

TVET regulatory services 

(TR requirements, program 

registration and assessment 

and certification procedures 

streamlined with green and 

GAD indicators)

100% of TRs passed for 

green and 21st century 

basic skills requirements

 75,723,486  97,795,547  126,301,224  163,115,804  210,661,185  673,597,246 

GAD incorporated in new 

Training Regulations 

and corresponding TVET 

curricula 

Deployment of new TR 

with gender sensitive 

curriculum and training 

manual in all TVIs"

 46,056,869  46,056,869  46,056,869  46,056,869  184,227,476 
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* These are indicative amounts only and are subject to further consultation and inputs

Sources: Public Investment Program (PIP) submissions for 1st Sem- 2018; data submitted by national government agencies

Plan Strategies Outcome Indicators Programs Targets by 2022 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018-2022

Intensify 

collaboration with 

critical government 

agencies, LGUs, 

GOCCs, NGOs, industry 

associations, etc. 

in the planning and 

implementation of 

projects, programs, 

and policies

"No. of IAC resolutions 

issued, implemented 

No. of joint programs/

projects developed, 

implemented"

Inter-Agency Committee  No. of resolutions issued, 

implemented,  Annual 

sectoral reports published

 350,000  350,000  350,000  350,000  350,000  1,750,000 

No. of industry boards 

established

Establishment of institutional 

arrangements with Industry 

Boards/Industry Associations

To be determined  465,000  465,000  465,000  200,000  200,000  1,795,000 

Establishment of the 

Government-Industry-

Education Council

GIE Council established; 

No. of GIE resolutions 

issued, implemented

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Key industry and 

other development 

partners engaged for 

sustainable and high 

value collaboration and 

partnership

Partnership and Linkaging with 

industry

no. of public-private 

partnerships

 2,700,000  2,700,000  2,700,000  2,700,000  2,700,000  13,500,000 

Other inter-agency, 

multi-stakeholder 

collaborations

Internal-external 

collaborations

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Expand TVET capacity 

in key growth areas

Rationalized and 

strategic mobilization 

of resources adopted/

implemented

Financial Management 1,347,686,400 6,738,432,000 6,738,432,000 6,738,432,000 6,738,432,000  28,301,414,400 

Substantially increased 

no of industry 

practitioners trained 

as trainers/master 

trainers and/or 

assessors

Industry-led TVET delivery % increase of trainers, 

assessors, assessment 

centers

 8,500,000  8,500,000  8,500,000  8,500,000  8,500,000  42,500,000 

% of trainers provided 

with training, industry 

immersion, capability-

building programs

 38,500,000  38,500,000  38,500,000  38,500,000  38,500,000  192,500,000 
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* These are indicative amounts only and are subject to further consultation and inputs

Sources: Public Investment Program (PIP) submissions for 1st Sem- 2018; data submitted by national government agencies

Plan Strategies Outcome Indicators Programs Targets by 2022 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018-2022

(Expand TVET capacity 

in key growth areas)

Increased no. of TVIs 

offering specialized/

industry customized 

training programs 

integrated with 21st 

century skills

Facilities and Equipment 

Maintenance/Upgrading

% of classrooms/

laboratories with state-

of-the-art equipment 

constructed

 295,200,014  295,200,014  295,200,014  295,200,014  295,200,014  1,476,000,070 

public training centers 

created and upgraded

212,000,000 212,000,000 212,000,000 212,000,000 212,000,000 1,060,000,000   

No. of individuals 

served/trained thru 

technology-based 

programs

TESDA Online Program TBD  6,000,000  9,000,000  9,000,000  9,000,000  9,000,000  42,000,000 

Online Assessment TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Virtual Reality/Augmented 

Reality training or assessment

TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Onsite services TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Other technology-based 

services

TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Online learning system for 

trainers/assessors

TBD  1,987,000  1,987,000  1,987,000  1,987,000  1,987,000  9,935,000 

Mobile Training Program (MTP) TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

DepEd - Special Curricular Program on Technical-Vocational 

Education (SPTVE)

   

Trainers Methodology Training 

and Assessment

1,308 teachers trained and 

certified under TM

 22,170,642  23,500,881  45,671,523 

Training for Entrepreneurship 

Teachers for SPTVE

560 Core Entrep 

trainers trained for 

entrepreneurship

 2,363,747  2,434,659  4,798,406 

Subsidy for Business Project 4,200 business proposals 

subsidized

 42,000,000  43,260,000  43,260,000  44,557,800  173,077,800 

Special Training Programs for 

Techvoc Teachers (Industrial 

Arts, Home Economics, 

Agriculture and Fishery Arts 

and ICT)

360 Teachers trained  1,501,800  1,546,854  1,593,260  1,641,057  1,690,289  7,973,260 

Training Workshop for SPTVE 

School Heads and Supervisors

402 school supervisors 

trained/year

 2,932,600  3,020,578  3,111,195  3,204,531  3,300,667  15,569,571 
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Plan Strategies Outcome Indicators Programs Targets by 2022 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018-2022

Invest in research, 

statistics, knowledge 

management, and 

extension services

Timely and regular 

issuance of LMIRs for 

key industry sectors

Regular release of Labor 

Market Information Reports

 100,000  1,000,000  1,000,000  1,000,000  1,000,000  4,100,000 

Priority research 

agenda funded and 

pursued

Comprehensive Research and 

Development initiatives

"NTRA 2017 TO 2022 funded 

R&D studies implemented"

 1,100,000  1,100,000  1,100,000  1,100,000  1,100,000  5,500,000 

Sectoral outcome 

indicators verified and 

measured

Comprehensive Research and 

Development initiatives

Annual conduct of IES and 

tracer studies, TVET stats 

included in the PSA survey 

indicators

 3,000,000  3,000,000  3,000,000  3,000,000  3,000,000  15,000,000 

Other sectoral studies  500,000  2,000,000  1,500,000  2,000,000  1,500,000  7,500,000 

Mechanisms for 

research and 

innovation established

Responsive, Risk-based Multi-

year Budget Program for TTIs 

50 innovation centers in 

TTIs established, skills 

training delivered 

 340,000,000  400,000,000  400,000,000  400,000,000  400,000,000  1,940,000,000 

Comprehensive Research and 

Development Initiatives

Activities and Linkages 

with Local and 

International Research 

Institutions

 60,000  70,000  70,000  70,000  70,000  340,000 

Idea Banks, Community of 

Practice (COP)

No. of active COPs; no. of 

innovations submitted, 

approved, implemented

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Strengthen 

quality assurance 

mechanisms

Increased no of ICT-

enabled information 

management systems 

and TESDA core 

processes

TESDA Information 

Management System

TESDA Information System 

Strategic Plan 2017-2022, 

Knowledge Management 

funded and implemented

 52,919,000  62,167,000  64,406,000  64,406,000  64,406,000  308,304,000 

High-quality, timely and 

relevant Performance 

Monitoring System 

installed

TESDA QMS/TESDA PMR Online reporting and 

monitoring system with 

data analytics installed

 1,580,000  1,580,000  1,580,000  1,580,000  1,580,000  7,900,000 
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2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018-2022

(Strengthen 

quality assurance 

mechanisms)

Decreased Process 

Cycle Time for 

delivering core services

TESDA QMS Tesda QMS enrolled/

awarded for PQA, ISO 

9001:2015 certification

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Knowledge 

Management

Knowledge Management Cloud-based or on-

premise Knowledge 

Management system 

implemented

 400,000  1,200,000  2,000,000  2,000,000  2,000,000  7,600,000 

Capability-building 

programs

Organizational development Capability-programs 

for personnel/partners 

provided

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Intensify promotion 

and advocacy of TVET

Increased allocation 

for advocacy programs

Advocacy Activities % increase of enrolled, % 

increase of partnerships

 3,500,000  3,500,000  3,500,000  3,500,000  3,500,000  17,500,000 

2. Prepare the Philippine workforce for the challenges posed by the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR)
 -   

Push for the active 

participation 

of industries in 

assessment and 

certification 

processes 

Increased no. of 

assessed and certified 

workers

Competency Assessment and 

Certification

 83,511,768  76,622,047  70,300,728  64,500,918  59,179,592  354,115,052 

Certification Rate in 

TVET increased

Competency Assessment and 

Certification

87%  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

TVET graduates 

increased

Competency Assessment and 

Certification

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

No. of accredited 

industry-based 

assessment centers 

recognized by TESDA

Competency Assessment and 

Certification

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   
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2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018-2022

Gear the synergy 

of education sector 

with the industryies 

towards synchorinzing 

with international 

standards

"Increased no. of TVET 

Programs aligned 

with international 

standards;  

 PQF referenced with 

AQRF;  

 Percentage of tertiary 

education programs 

registered in the Phil 

Qualifications Register"

Interntional benchmarking, 

PQF/AQRF alignment and other 

TVET Internationalization

PQF implemented 

PQF aligned with the AQRF

 2,814,000  2,991,000  2,991,000  2,991,000  2,991,000  14,778,000 

Skills Competitions Participation in national and 

regional skills competitions

No. of international skills 

competition participated

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

No. of areas with 

competitors in 

international skills venue

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

No. of medals/awards 

given

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Promulgation of NC III - 

NC V qualifications

Developing higher level TVET 

qualifications

eight (8) higher-level TRs 

developed

 6,300,000  6,300,000  6,300,000  6,300,000  6,300,000  31,500,000 

Rationalize the TVET 

delivery system

Substantially increased 

% share of Enterprise-

Based Training

TVET Delivery "% increase of EBT 

No. of EBT graduates 

Absorption rate 

Employment rate"

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Increased no. of TVET 

programs in emerging 

technologies/sectors

Industry-led TVET delivery No. of programs 

registered in emerging 

technologies

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Substantially increased 

no. of industry-led, 

enterprise-based TVET 

programs

Industry-led TVET delivery 

(enterprise-based training)

"DTS/DTP/ 

 Apprenticeship expanded"

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   
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2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018-2022

(Rationalize the TVET 

delivery system)

Harmonization of Enterprise-

based training policies

Rationalization and 

harmonization of 

enterprise-based 

modalities; DTS law 

amended

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Enhanced system in 

selection and targeting 

of TVIs, programs, 

and beneficiaries 

on provision of 

scholarships and other 

forms of assistance

Scholarship Programs scholarship prioritization 

system implemented

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Institute separate and 

faster mechanisms 

to address rapidly-

changing jobs

Skills Needs 

Anticipation model 

adopted

Skills Needs Anticipation Skills projections in 7 

sectors 

 300,000  300,000  1,000,000  1,000,000  1,000,000  3,600,000 

Substantially increased 

no of modernized and 

specialized training 

centers

Industry-led TVET delivery Modernized and 

specialized training 

centers

 10,643,174  11,490,839,986  11,235,781,156  10,293,676,440  10,301,591,256  43,332,532,012 

Increased no. of 

Diploma programs 

with sufficient STEM 

contents

PQF implementation No. of Diploma programs 

with STEM

 4,625,790  4,625,790  4,625,790  4,625,790  4,625,790  23,128,950 

Increased no 

of technician/

technologists 

graduates (at least NC 

III level)

PQF implementation No. of technicians/

technologists

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

DICT - Expanded Technology 

Empowerment for Education, 

Employment, Entrepreneurship 

and Economic Development 

(Tech4ED) Project

Tech4ED Centers 

established; Technology 

Business Incubation (TBI) 

for ICT Enabled Start-ups 

established

 206,000,000  411,522,000  286,066,000  328,976,000  378,322,400  1,610,886,400 

Lifelong learning 

mechanisms

Continuing programs for 

TESDA alumni

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   
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3. Assure that industries with high economic and employment growth potentials are provided with the required quantity of quality workforce
    

Strongly support 

identified priority 

sectors

Substantially increased 

no of qualified 

trainers/Master 

Trainers and assessors 

in key industry sectors 

and in higher PQF 

levels

Capacity building programs for 

trainers and assessors

"10,081 TVET trainers 

 19,440 accredited 

assessors"

TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD  -   

Increased Employment 

Rate of TVET Graduates

Study on Employment of TVET 

Graduates (SETG)

69.39% Employment Rate 2,660,000 2,000,000 TBD  10,660,000

Substantially Increased 

no of scholars for 

men and women of all 

education levels and 

economic situation

Scholarship Programs - TWSP 844,585 graduates (2018-

2022)

 2,784,887,000  3,063,376,000  3,369,714,000  3,706,685,000  4,077,354,000  17,002,016,000 

Scholarship Programs - PESFA 25,200 graduates (2018-

2022)

 200,000,000  200,000,000  200,000,000  200,000,000  200,000,000  1,000,000,000 

Scholarship Programs - 

UNIFAST / UAQTEA 

264,073 scholarship 

beneficiaries (2018-2019 

only)

 6,904,828,302  7,000,000,000  7,000,000,000  7,000,000,000  7,000,000,000  34,904,828,302 

No. of approved 

scholarships slots; no. 

of beneficiaries per 

priority sector

Program on Accelerating Farm 

School Establishment (PAFSE)

 300,000,000  300,000,000  300,000,000  300,000,000  300,000,000  1,500,000,000 

Ladderization Program  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

DepEd - TechVoc and Livelihood Track (TVL)  -   

TVL Roadmap in consultation 

with DepEd field implementers 

and field agencies

17 regions consulted  20,678,050  TBD  TBD  TBD  20,678,050 

Soft Skills Enhancement 

Programs for SHS Students

500 students provided with 

soft skills enhancement 

training

 10,000,000  TBD  TBD  TBD  10,000,000 

Training for Entrepreneurship 

Teachers

170 teachers trained  2,023,000  TBD  TBD  TBD  2,023,000 

Build, Build, Build Program 500,000 beneficiaries TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD -
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(Strongly support 

identified priority 

sectors in terms of 

funding allotment)

Joint Delivery Voucher Program 

for TVL Track

285,996 learners from 

public SHS offering TVL 

(2017-2022)

 1,159,960,000  1,159,960,000  TBD  TBD  TBD  2,319,920,000 

DOLE - Jobstart Program 25,200 youth provided with 

Jobstart

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Expand labor force 

participation through 

enabling mechanisms

% increase of enrollees, 

assessed

Advocacy Activities on training 

programs

"% enrolled in online 

training 

% enrolled in training 

institutions 

employment rate 

No. of individuals 

served by CTECs, PESOs, 

Bluedesks, etc."

 (as reflected 

under Objective 

1) 

 (as reflected 

under Objective 

1) 

 (as reflected 

under Objective 

1) 

 (as reflected 

under Objective 

1) 

 (as reflected 

under 

Objective 1) 

 -   

4. Directly and more vigorously address workforce needs of the basic sectors in order to achieve greater social equity and economic inclusion
    

Formalize a 

flexible system 

of qualification 

standards and 

training regulations

Increased no of special 

training packages for 

vulnerable sectors

Increased no. of 

women and men in 

vulnerable sectors 

trained and given other 

assistance

TVET Delivery  700,000  100,000  100,000  100,000  100,000  1,100,000 

TVET Delivery and Access for 

basic sectors, e.g. IPs, conflict-

affected areas, Muslims

No. of  beneficiaries 

provided with 

scholarships/financial 

assistance

 3,599,248,730  3,796,685,029  4,000,673,940  4,210,918,139  4,427,019,044  20,034,544,882 

DepEd - Alternative Learning 

System - Education and Skills 

Training (ALS-EST)

Strengthened Technical 

Vocational Education 

Program (STVEP) Schools 

established

 138,000,000  187,169,000  TBD  TBD  TBD  325,169,000 

DA - Support to 

Agriculturebased Livelihoods 

and Agribusiness Enterprises 

for Sustainable Peace and 

Development in Maguindanao 

and North Cotabato Provinces

Entrepreneurial skills and 

organizational capacity 

of peoples/community-

based organization 

enhanced

 125,000,000  -    -    -    -    125,000,000 

DSWD - Sustainable 

Livelihood Program (SLP) 

(Microenterprise Development 

and Employment Facilitation)

1,500,436 poor, vulnerable 

and marginalized 

households and individuals 

served

 5,060,000,000  2,283,580,000  2,282,221,000  2,282,221,000  TBD  11,908,022,000 
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(Formalize a flexible 

system of qualification 

standards and training 

regulations)

(Increased no of 

special training 

packages for 

vulnerable sectors

Increased no. of 

women and men in 

vulnerable sectors 

trained and given other 

assistance)

DTI - Project Entrep 101,092 individuals provided 

with entrepreneurial 

training, capacity building, 

etc.(2017-2022)

 3,000,000  27,078,110  29,785,921  32,764,513  36,040,964  128,669,508 

DTI - Mentor Me Project 64,857 MSME participants, 

33,596 selected mentees 

(2017-2022)

 44,502,300  300,000,000  300,000,000  300,000,000  TBD  944,502,300 

DTI - Roving Academy/Negosyo 

Centers

would-be entrepreneurs, 

existing MSMEs, OFWs, 

Young Entrepreneurs 

served

 514,579,000  927,378,000  TBD  TBD  TBD  1,441,957,000 

DOLE - DOLE Integrated 

Livelihood Program (DILP)

No. of beneficiaries 

assisted

 -   

DOST - Community 

Empowerment thru Science 

and Technology (CEST) - 

Livelihood Component

5,742 beneficiaries 

provided with technology-

based training

 280,000  100,000  400,000  600,000  600,000  1,980,000 

DOT - ASEAN Homestay 

Program

TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD  -   

DAR - Linking Smallholder 

Farmers to Markets 

(LinkSFarM)

TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD  -   

Agro-entreprise Development 

Course for Field Implementers

DAR staff trained (2018-

2020)

 277,080  7,678,000  5,894,000  13,849,080 

Farmer Facilitators Training farmers, farmer leaders 

trained

 249,720  3,926,250  4,124,250  8,300,220 

Training of Trainors  DAR Agro-enterprise 

Facilitators (AEFs) trained

 2,127,000  2,127,000 

DAR - Farm Business School  -   

Training of Facilitators Selected DAR central/field 

personnel trained

 600,000  none  none  none  600,000 
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(Formalize a flexible 

system of qualification 

standards and training 

regulations)

FBS 25 Sessions 21, 120 ARBS/Smallholders 

farmers served

 21,000,000  25,200,000  28,000,000  28,000,000  102,200,000 

Learning Sessions 500 selected DAR 

facilitators provided with 

learning sessions

 540,000  540,000  540,000  540,000  2,160,000 

Increased access 

of disadvantaged 

sectors to training and 

assessment

Mobile Training Program (MTP)  -   

Re-design and 

re-develop the 

community-based 

training program 

modality

Increased number of 

partner enterprises 

/ industries in skills 

development programs 

for the social economy 

workers

Community-based training for 

enterprise development

No. of inclusive 

businesses, social 

enterprises, and 

foundations/CSR 

arms which are co-

implementors of the CBT

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

No. of individuals/

enterprises provided 

with training and post-

training assistance

Community-based training for 

enterprise development

No. of individuals/

enterprises provided with 

training/post-training 

assistance

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

No. of beneficiaries 

identified by CTECs 

trained, assessed

Revitalized Community Training 

for Employment Centers 

(CTECs) in LGUs

No. of beneficiaries 

identified by CTECs 

trained, assessed

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Institute a dedicated 

unit to cater to the 

needs of the basic 

sectors'workers to 

effectively attend to 

their concerns

Unit assigned to basic 

sectors’ need identified

Community-based training for 

enterprise development

TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Implement skills-

preneurship

No. of qualifications 

implemented

Skillspreneurship Program TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   
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5. Instill values and integrity in the conduct and delivery of TVET in the whole sector
 -   

Promote full 

transparency 

and freedom of 

information 

Increased no. of 

satisfaction level of 

partners

TESDA QMS Transparency Seal 

requirements fulfilled

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Conduct of regular 

seminars, dialogues, 

problem-solving and 

opportunity-seeking 

sessions,etc.

TESDA QMS No. of TVIs and 

Assessment Centers 

adopting quality 

assurance in TVET through 

TESDA

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

TESDA’s recognition and 

incentives for partners

No. of partners given 

recognition and incentives

 25,000,000  25,000,000  25,000,000  25,000,000  25,000,000  125,000,000 

Strengthen its 

compliance audit 

and other regulation 

mechanisms

Conduct of compliance 

audit

Partnership/Linkaging No. of consultations, 

engagements, fora, 

meetings with partners

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Intensify recognition 

and giving of 

incentives 

Increased no. of 

partners given 

recognition and 

incentives

Recognition and Awards No. of trainors/

institutions/graduates/

partners provided with 

recognition/incentives

 TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Increased no. of 

partners given 

full Accreditation/ 

deregulations/ 

autonomy

Recognition and Awards TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  TBD  -   

Total Funding Requirement (Indicative)  23,645,933,126  39,383,757,233  37,210,402,196  36,902,675,431 34,957,572,625  172,100,340,611 
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